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SECRET
112TH CAVALRY REGIMENTAL DIARY

1 July 1942  5 January 1946

Wed, July 1, 1942 - Advance detachment, 112th Cavalry to Port of
embarkation, San Francisco, California departed from Fort Clark.
Detachment composed of Col. J.W. Cunningham, 1st Lt. Charles R.
Bartlett, 1st Lt. Landon H. Hill, 1st Lt. Sidney J. Guard, Enlisted
personal composed of one non-commissioned officer from each troop
under supervision of Maj. W.B. Spurry.

Thursday, 2 July, 1942 to Tuesday, 7 July, 1942 - Normal garrison
duties in preparation for movement. Turnover of animals accomplished
on Sunday, July 5, 1942. Installations checked to 9th Cavalry on
Tuesday, July 7. Impediments and vehicle train departed from Fort
Clark Tuesday, July 7, 1942 under command of 1st Lt. R.W. Albright.

Wednesday, July 8, 1942 - Unit departed Fort Clark in two trains,
1st train in 2 serials composed of numbered squadrons departed at
5 P.M. 2nd train in serial composed of Field Hq. & Service Troop-
Special Weapons, Troop-Machine Gun Troop, Medical Detachment-Band
departed 5:50 P.M.

Thursday, July 9, 1942 - On train enroute.

Friday, July 10, 1942 - On train enroute.

Saturday, July 11, 1942 - Last train arrived at Camp Stoneman, Califor-
nia at 2:00 P.M. Unit moved into camp. 1st Train 1650 miles. 2nd
Train- 1720 miles.

Sunday, July 12, 1942 to Sunday, July 19, 1942 - Usual garrison
training with emphasis on physical conditioning through marches.
Instructions in first aid and chemical defense. Formal retreat parade
on Thursday July 18, 1942 and Review on Saturday, July 18, 1942.
Review was led by Brigadier General Frank Gilbreath, C.G. S.F.P.F.
Firing of familiarization course with automatic pistol by band
accomplished.

Saturday, 18 July, 1942 to Monday, July 20, 1942 - Unit moved to
board ship in three serials. Movement by rail. Distance traveled
-49 miles.

Tuesday, July 21, 1942 to Tuesday, Aug. 11, 1942 - Embarkation com-
pleted at 2:00 A. this date. Transport moved into San Francisco Bay
at 11:30 A (PWT), 0430Z. Moved under Golden Gate Bridge at 0630Z,
Voyage uneventful until Sunday, 9 August, 1942 when at 1:30 P (0130Z)
the British Cruiser accompanying the convoy reported to the ship's
captain as sighting an unidentified submarine. General quarters was
sounded and all guns were manned. There was no further report on
the submarine, but gun crews were continued on the alert throughout
the night. During the alert all water tight doors in the lower lev-
els were closed.

Dropped at Noumea, New Caledonia at 1:30 P. Tuesday, 11 August
1942. Movement was made by QM transportation to bivouac area 6 miles
NE of Noumea. Distance: 6,200 miles.

Wednesday, 12 August, 1942 - This day consumed in pitching camp.
Orders were received from Force Hq. that we would furnish 1 Sq. to
move dismantled to the St. Louis sector to relieve the 282nd M of
Inf. located on outpost in that sector. Movement orders to be receiv-
ed later.

Rgt. was assigned to new bivouac area in the Dumbea Valley.
Movement to be made in QM transportation. Unloading of organic trans-
portation well under way at this time.

Thursday, 13 August, 1942 - Organization commanders reconnoitered
now bivouac area in the Dumbea Valley. Orders received that move-
ment to be made at 1:00 P.M. this date. Arrangements were also made
for impediments to be shipped by rail to Dumbea. Rgt. less 2nd Sq.
(assigned to St. Louis area) moved into new area. Movement of 5
miles completed at 9:00 P.M.
Friday, 14 August, 1942 - Day spent in pitching camp and receiving organizational impediments. Rgt. Executive received orders at Force Sq. that 2nd Sq. would not move to St. Louis area. Therefore 2nd Sq. was ordered to move to Dumba Valley at 7:30 A.M. Saturday, 15 August, 1942.

Saturday, 15 August, 1942 - Movement of 2nd Sq. completed at 9:30 A.M. Rgt. continued pitching camp. All organization paid this date for July.

First casualty of trip was revealed this date. Pvt. Fisher, Sp. W. Tr. was found dead in Noumea Bay. Cause of death not determined at this time. Rgt. Commander and S-3 made reconnaissance of road net Noumea-Tomo and vicinity of Tomo.

Sunday, 16 August, 1942 - Day consumed by church services and personal housekeeping by personnel. Inventory of Post Exchange stock well under way.

Monday 17 August, 1942 - Investigation of death of Pvt. Fisher revealed death not caused by drowning but rather by heavy blow on the head. No water in lungs indicated death prior to entrance into water. Cause believed to be blow from swinging boom on ship on which he was working at unloading impediments.

Training schedule embodied physical training-dismounted drill-roadmarch-check on gas masks-specialized instruction to 1 Off. & 4 NCO's per troop on bayonet drill and property check for shortages. Patrols #1 and #2, Cpl. Smith of C Trp. & Cpl. Brown of B Trp. reconnoitered route over mountains from Dumba Valley to Rt./#1 with their squads. Cpl. Smith discovered trail over mountain to Rt./#1 taking 45 minutes walking. Cpl. Smith directed to take his squad over same route at night on Tuesday, 18 Aug. 1942. 200 animals received this date. To receive schooling.

Tuesday, 18 August, 1942 - Routine training in A.M. to include physical training-dismounted drill & roadmarch. P.M. schedule included bayonet instruction for selected personnel—M.G. instruction for M.G. personnel—field sanitation & individual protection. The reconnaissance patrol of Cpl. Smith of C Trp. successfully completed its mission and returned in 1½ hours after leaving camp. Reconnaissance of area continued by C.O. & S-3.

Wednesday, 19 August, 1942 - Routine training continued including road march-schooling of animals, progressing under supervision of Lt. Col. Miller. Afternoon given as holiday for men but 9 off. & 2 NCO's per Sq. accompanied Col. Miller on reconnaissance of Dumba Conception -St. Louis-Plum and return via Dumba Bay.

Thursday 20, August 1942—Routine training for all personnel. Road marches continu'd. Known trails and roads utilized to familiarize all men with road net of the area. Overlay received from 182nd Inf. showing possible water holes on northern part of the island. Reconnaissance of area continued by C.O. & S-3. Construction of dummies for bayonet practice started this date.

Friday, 21 August 1942—Routine training for all personnel continued. C.O.-S-2-S-3, visited C.P. of 182nd Inf. and arranged to send 5 officers of this unit into northern area sectors to enable us to have officer personnel familiarized with other parts of the island. The plan is to send 5 officers for a period of 4 days during week of August 23-26.

Saturday, 22 August 1942—Schedule for day consisted of detailed inspection by Sq. C.O.'s of personnel and installations. Men were formed in front of shelter tents. Inspection was made of slit trenches.


Monday, 24 August 1942—Routine training to include physical training-dismounted drill and physical conditioning march. Officer candidate applicants appeared before selection board.
Tuesday, 25 August, 1942 - Rgt. Field Exercises. Unit was alerted at 7:06 A.M. Nature of problem was that of preventing enemy forces from landing at Dumbea Bay. Combat team alert plan was used to dispatch that unit in advance of main body and to move by motor and take up initial position. Exercise terminated at 2:30 P.M. Mid-morning meal of sandwiches was supplied front line units by S-4.

Wednesday, 26 August, 1942 - Routine schedule. Report received from liaison officers as to their return in next day or so. Plans were initiated for the dispatching of a reconnaissance part of one platoon to Yato Bay. Trip of approximately five days to be made discounted, via trail leading NW from bivouac. American Division received detail for OCS students. This unit had 10 students detailed. Routine schedule for training. CO was advised that native labor and materials would become available shortly. Plan is to construct assembly hut and mess hall for men. Double feature movie was presented for all personnel on this evening.

Thursday, 27 August, 1942 - Routine training for day. Special reconnaissance by scout car platoon initiated. Reconnaissance by platoon completed at Rte. #1 to La Foa.

Friday, 28 August, 1942 - Command was alerted at 1:38 A.M. Moved out at 2:57 A.M. for repetition of field exercise of Tuesday, Aug. 25 which embodied defense of Dumbea Bay Sector. Defensive positions occupied by 5:09 A.M. Return to bivouac was begun at 6:30 A.M. Day was given to rest except for care of ordnance and inspection of arms in P.M. Arrangements were completed for appearance of Marine Corp Maj. to address the regiment at 2:00 P.M. on Sat. The Major was wounded in action at the Solomon and will speak on the battle for those islands.


Sunday, 30 August, 1942 - Regimental Review for distinguished Military Guests Sunday afternoon. Practice review in morning. Present at the review were:

Mr. James Forrestal---Under Secretary of the Navy
Admiral Blandy -------Naval Chief of Ordnance
Commander Ginrich----Aid to the Secretary
Lt. Commander Brandly-Staff
Capt. Thomas----------Civilian Engineer Staff.

Monday, 31 August, 1942 - Regular routine schedule followed for morning period. Parade Review scheduled for afternoon altered because of Sunday Review. Afternoon period spent in policing area and erecting additional tents.

Tuesday, 1 Sept. 1942 - Animals issued to 2nd Squadron. Regular Schedule altered to permit Squadron to prepare picket lines etc., and in order to not interfere with scheduled French Maneuver. Commanding Officer made reconnaissance of North Dumbea Bay Area. Contacted a Mr. Bechard. S-2 made visit to Force Advance C.P.

Wednesday, 2 Sept. 1942 - Regular routine schedule of training for regiment. Provisional squadron made march across mountain by trail for reconnaissance of Bay of Conception.

Thursday, 3 Sept. 1942 - Regular Schedule followed. Commanding Officer made reconnaissance of certain positions occupied by 164th Infantry which upon instructions from commanding General will be taken over by one troop of 112th. Ordnance Inspection in second squadron.

Friday, 4 Sept. 1942 - Regiment alerted at 1:35 A.M. Advance guard moved out of bivouac area at 2:48 A.M. Main body moved out at 2:52 A.M. C.P. Established at 3:35 A.M. Contacted enemy at 5:25. Main combat area South Dombea River near Bay. Problem ended 6:45, returned to bivouac area at 7:45. Routine duties and getting ready for Saturday Inspection.
Saturday, Sept. 5—Inspection of Personnel; installations and equipment.

Sunday, Sept. 6—Regiment paid.


Tuesday, Sept. 8—Second Squadron moved out of Rivouac Area at 6:00 A.M. on combat problem. Line of action Douma Bay Area North of River, problem ended at noon. 1st Squadron followed schedule with two hour night reconnaissance and filtration methods through enemy lines. Weapons Troop practiced firing 37mm's. Tuesday Morning P. Troop moved out to do special guard duty at Port.

Wednesday, Sept. 9—Regular training schedule followed with calisthenics dismounted drill and march. Afternoon spent in cleaning and policing areas.


Show for enlisted personnel in Regimental Area at 7:30 by Regimental Band. Excellent program with some of the French remaining for the show.

Saturday, Sept. 12—Inspection in morning; checking shortage in equipment and afternoon devoted to cleaning up clothing etc.—Half Holiday.

Sunday, Sept. 13—C.O. and members of Staff made reconnaissance to Thio and other points North on Island.


Wednesday, Sept. 16—Close order drill, Conditioning animals and training remnants 1st & 2nd Sqn.; Prov. Squadron submitted own program. Afternoon devoted to massed athletics and holiday.

Thursday, Sept. 17—Squadron problem (1st Sqn. Rein) prevention of enemy landing North Douma River Bank-firing included on targets on island.

Reconnaissance Platoon and S-2 made road recon. trip north, seven Jeeps and thirty five men & Officers left at 7:00 A.M. returning at 9:00 P.M. Covering 200 miles via: Douma, Santa, St. Vincent, Bouloupari, Thio, Nakoty, Canala, Thia, LaFoa, Guanemi and Retrace from Bouloupari, Hotels, Telephones and water checked etc.;

Friday Sept. 18—Regular Training Program followed. C.O. Made reconnaissance trip to LaFoa and contacted Col. Fowler of 244 C. A. also Col. McCormick on Gen Harmon's Staff.

Saturday, Sept. 19—Inspection in morning according to schedule. Controlled athletics and recreation in afternoon.

Reconnaissance Platoon end S-2 made road recon. trip north, Seven Jeeps end thirty five men & Officers left at 7:00 A.M. returning at 9:00 P.M. Covering 200 miles via: Dombes, Faits, St. Vincent, Boulouperi, Thio, Nevety, Concele, Thie, LéPou, Ouver and Retrace from Boulouperi. Hotels, Telephones and water checked etc.


Saturday Sept. 19--Inspection in moring according to schedule. Controlled Athletics and recreation in afternoon.

Sunday Sept. 20--Church Services for Regiment 9:00 to 12:00.

Commanding Officer; S-2, S-3 & S-4, Attended conference at Menu Hotel, LePou. Gen. Sobres outlined training and operations plans in connection with establishing of a mobile command.

Monday Sept. 21--Schedule of training included Horse Exercise, training mounted, Combat exercise at range with reinforced platoon firing. (Beginning of warfare instructions with actual firing in platoon work).

Tuesday Sept. 22--Combat Exercise continued at range with reinforced platoon work. Mortar Firing at North Dombes River Bank Area.

Wednesday Sept. 23--Close Order Drill and mounted training, Initial class picked for sniper's school. Recreation for the afternoon period with men being permitted to go to Nurnes 16% for first time in several days.

Thursday Sept. 24--Regimental Exercise, Regimental C.O. in charge with all troops participating (Excepting Troop B. on O.I.) Regiment moved out from 1.7. at 7:30- Ten Minutes stop at Highway No. 1, positions established at 9:30 vicinity of Air-Port off Station Hospital Road (S.T.H.#9) Enemy represented by men and flags, Problem ended at 11:00 A.M. with critique. M.G. School and Mortar School in afternoon with continuance of Platoon Combat Exercise/Retreat at usual time.

Friday Sept. 25--Regular Schedule followed- 37 mm firing at moving targets in Dombes Bay area. N. Bank of Dombes River. S-2-3, Made reconnaissance of roads along shore line of Port Lisouera; Bela Vase, thence across to inses de Walsonneaua, North of Mt. Koflombo and back by same route. M.S. firing and combat problem in afternoon also snipers school.

Saturday Sept. 26--Change in training program due to inclement weather and condition of drill field. Parade Review called off, and inspection of personnel; installations arms and equipment substituted for morning period. The afternoon period devoted to cleaning clothes and recreation.

Sunday Sept. 27--Church Services hours changed. Chaplain and 112th Bend made trip to Faits for services at 9:00 A.M. Services held at usual place for regiment at 11:00 A.M.

Two Officers from U.S. Marine Corps, (Pre Troops) Capt. Durey and Capt. Gorman spent the day visiting with the Regiment. S-2, and gave some very interesting data on experiences in the Solomon Islands.

Monday Sept. 28--Regular Schedule followed without deviations. There was M.G. Firing, Combat problem with reinforced troop at range etc.

Tuesday Sept. 29--Change in Training program due to call from Div. chief of staff who informed S-3 that Admiral Nimitz would come ashore at Nuans at 8:40 and advised that Gen. Fetch might call on the 112th to put on review for the Admiral. Regiment ordered by C.O. to alert itself at once for the review. Col. Woodward reported that the Ad-
mirls had gone back aboard his ship at 11:00 A.M. but 1st regiment to stand ready to assist in fire fight near Field if needed (Brush Fire) C.O. sent detail immediately. Detail reported back at noon if that fire was under control. Afternoon devoted to remount training. Retreat at Regular hour.

Wednesday Sept. 30--Remount training by mounted troops. Schedule submitted by Prov. Squadron.

Afternoon devoted to recreation.

Thursday Oct. 1--Regimental Exercise, all troops Dumbes Airport area. Regiment moved at 6:30 A.M. supported by 97th Peak Artillery. Problem ended at 6:30.

Remount training in afternoon, and retreat.

Friday Oct. 2--Practice River crossing-- Jeep Fleeted across on brrpg. Bayonet and Demolition Instructions, Mortar Firing. Afternoon program altered in order to put on review for Admiral Nimitz and General Patch. The Admiral and General reviewed the regiment at 10:00 A.M. C.O. command on general appearance of the troops. Admiral Nimitz remarked that such troops and weapons should be used. Most of troops paid after supper.

Saturday Oct. 3--Care of animals and review at 10:00 A.M. for the French Army Officers. Present were: Governor Montchamp, Capt. DeCosta, Mej. Housin, Capt. Leroque, Capt. Smit, Aspirent Flowright.

Afternoon devoted to Mass athletics and recreation.

Sunday October 4.--Church services and recreation.

Monday October 5--Program of instructions carried out as on the training program. Conditioning march, training remcuns, Snipers course, combat course and F.G Firing.

Concert by 101 Q.M. Swing Band at 7:00 P.M.

Tuesday October 6--Reconnaissance of Fort LeGuerre area. Left Reg. at 9:00 returning at 3:00 made reconnaissance of roads along shore line and across from Quille Pennauls. Mortar firing in Dumbes Bay Area. MG. Firing, Grenade School and firing on combat course.

Wednesday October 7--Morning period according to schedule. Afternoon program changed. First Squadron re-inforced and marched out at 5:00 P.M. to act as enemy for regimental alert field problem. Battery B. accompanied the 1st Squadron (less Tr. B.)

5:40 P.M. Oct. 7, V.O. Command General through Col. Gen. Send one troopa to Tontcute Airport to relieve a unit under command of Lt. Col. Richards. Relief must start at 8:00 A.M. 8 Oct.


6:40 P.M. 7 Oct. Troop G. Warned to move at 4:00 A.M. 8 Oct. 8 trucks and four (4) Trailers to report at once to Troop G.

9:35 R.M. Oct. 7, Mej. Werner phoned relief necessary at once. 120 men under Lt. Williams ordered to move out with arms and one unit of fire.


Initial instructions on general situation of Reg. Problem given out. Mej. Grant assumed command of the regiment for the problem.

Thursday Oct. 8--Reg. alerted, at 2:45 A.M. Moved to IR at 3:30, Advance guard moved out at 3:45. Main body moved at 4:00. (Wd Sqdn. Tass 1 Troop, reinforced by A & C Battery 97th PA. C.P. established at 4:45 near RR. treat.)
Problem ended 7:15 A.M. Rest of morning spent in resting. Afternoon schedule carried out until 3:00. Recreation after that hour. Picture show in the evening. Helmets turned in Thursday night.

Friday October 9--Regular schedule. Gelisathenticis, Remount training. Snipers school, Grenade School, Combat Ranges and M. G. Firing.

C.O. and Maj. Hooper made trip up island for the purpose of getting information relative to: Bourseil.

Saturday October 10--Regimental Horse Show: Platoons of C troop under Lt. Rowland won dismounted rill competition. $100.00.


Gr. L. Light M. G. 2nd Sqn. Cpl. Laughlin Tr. E.


Litter Drill Competition: Prov. Squadron.

Afternoons devoted to recreation.

Sunday October 11--Church Services: Confession for Catholics at 9:30. Chaplain ready to enter at the early hour. 1st Squadron & Prov. Squadron Services at 11:00 A.M. in reg. Area.

Monday October 12--Regular Program of regiment followed--Combat firing, 1000 M. G. Range and grenade work. Retreat by squadrons in squadrons area. C.O. and Maj. Hooper made trip to Tentoura.

Tuesday Oct. 13--Same as Monday with the exception of "No Retreat" Remount training stressed. Reconnaissance pleton and S-2. made recon trip to Casso Cou, St. Tr. St. Louis leaving at 7:00 A.M. spending night in St. Tr. Area, and returning by truck at 11:30 Wednesday. Oct. 14.

Wednesday Oct. 14--Foot drill by troops with attention to Troop Mov. in left and right turns. Remount training, and other things as carried on schedule, from 3:00 in afternoon Recreation. Regimental Air Raid Alert at 6:00 P.M.

8:30 P.M. General situation for combat problem for next day given. Warning to Staff and Squadrons Commanders of enemy (Simulated) having landed on island in large numbers with information that an alert would be given the next morning--time unknown. Maj. Johnson to assume command of regiment for problem.

Thursday Oct. 15--General Alert sounded for problem at 2:00 A.M. Regiment moved out at 2:30 for Dumber Bay (real--Contacted enemy Simulated) at 5:00 A.M. problem ended at 7:30, troops marched back to camp, afternoon devoted to remount training.

Friday Oct. 16--Change in schedule caused by rainy weather. No dismounted drill. Remount training begun at early hour because of altered schedule. HQs. Troop Recon. Platoons fired on 1000 M. Range. Afternoon devoted mostly to getting ready for Saturday "Dict cut Inspection". (Late Staff Meeting Reference Note, Mobile Div. Commd.)

Saturday Oct. 17--Regular Schedule for day followed--"Dict Out" Inspection at drill field beginning at 9:30 A.M. afternoon devoted to recreation.
Sunday Oct. 18--Church Services is scheduled with trip to sites. Recreation for balance of day.


General Situation for Thursday Combat Problem given out at 1:30 P.M.


Sixteen (16) men sent to Dumber Nation dump for special detail.


Sunday Oct--Care of Vehicles and animals, early morning, with Church services at the usual hour.

Division message center notified regiment that there was an air-raid alert. Notice came at 12:15 A.M. Regiment alerted immediately. All positions manned with Scout cars, jeeps, mortars, anti-tank ready for action by 1:00 A.M. Regimental C.O. established near end of drill field at 1:15 A.M. All troops dispersed and in defensive positions.

All troops remained in position until 5:00 A.M. at that hour main body pulled into bivouac area. Both mobile and fixed anti-air craft guns remained fully manned. All were at stations with reinforced platoons maintaining in field shuffling to meals. At 8:00 A.M. all mobile gun crews pulled in. Fixed gun crews and guards maintained guard throughout the night.

Monday Oct. 25--4:00 A.M. Regiment moved out to occupy positions occupied at 5:00 A.M. previous day. 8:00 A.M. C.O. Changed to position near Troop A. Fickert line west of Red Bern. 10:00 A.M. all troops bagin shuffling to breakfast and the care of animals. 2:00 A.M. Gun crews plus reinforced platoons occupied positions with balance of troops going ahead with remount training. 11:00 A.M. C.O. pulled in to bivouac area. 12:00 Noon message from 6-2, that alert was off. (Not Official Notice) Cpl. Miller called D vision Hqrs for confirmation received at 1:00 A.M. Afternoon advanced to cleaning guns and equipment.

Tuesday Oct. 26--Regular schedule followed. Physical Inspection for lat Squadron. M.G. Firing, Combat Course, Night States etc., 5:00 A.M. Capt. Metcalf, Sgt. Bliss, 1st Durning of 3-2-3, with 4 Corporals and 14 enlisted men left to establish C...

Thursday Oct. 29--Field Problem called off on account of rain. Road march substituted for both mounted and dismounted men. Packs carried out, also led animals. Afternoon use devoted washing and cleaning.

Friday Oct. 30--Physical Inspection for Provisional Squadron. Regular program followed for day--MG. Firing, Combat Course--Snipers course etc. Preparations for Saturday Inspection.

Saturday Oct. 31--Full field inspection at drill field--Shelter Tents pitched, showmen with equipment displayed, including officers. Vehicles, Pack equipment etc., afternoon carried to recreation.

Sunday Nov. 1--Capt. Metcalfe, S-2, returned from Ft. where two posts established.

Monday Nov. 2--Remount Training, Conditioning March. Firing .50 Cal. M.G. Combat Course. Two Platoons of Troop / Regimental Band and color Guard went to Cemetery Monday Afternoon to take part in French Ceremony (All Saints Day).

Tuesday Nov. 3--Schedule--Firing .50 Cal. M.G. continued 37mm Firing Combat Course--Individual conditioning course.

Capt. Metcalfe reported 2 new O.T.'s established. Division called for detail to go to 182nd area to pick up tents and bring to Navy Area. Division to furnish transportation--5 Trucks. Lt. Irwin and 20 men made up the detail. (Ready to leave at 10:00 A.M.) O.P.'s now established it:


Wednesday Nov. 4--Firing on all ranges continued. 9 mile lead for animals. Regimental Show for evening--Afternoon to cleaning up and washing of clothes.

Thursday Nov. 5--Mounted Road March, Full Field, all animals taken also all available packs. Firing continued on all ranges. 30 men from rifle troops as guard got trip to inspect Cruiser South Hampton. All men had noon meal on the Cruiser. Also 30 men from same Cruiser came out to 2nd Squadron area for instructions in sartation. Motion Picture in the evening at Regimental Area.


Saturday Nov. 7--Schedule altered--Mounted Regimental Review substituted for Field Inspection. Regimental Review with full field equipment, all packs and Motor Elements in review.

Sunday Nov. 8--Regular Schedule followed, Church service in A.M. S-2-3 Section men, Sgt. Ackerman & Etue made trip to O.P.'s nearest Bivouac area to take out water and supplies. Motion picture show in evening at Reg. Hqrs.

Monday Nov. 9-- Maj. Wimberly & Capt. Metcalfe made trip up Island to Kohehus and Housilou (6 days trip) to take supplies and pay troopers at O.P.'s. Schedules for day made out by Troop Commanders for their own troops.

Tuesday Nov. 10--Schedules followed as submitted by various troop Commanders. Firing and other training continued.

Troop G. pulled in from Airport at Tentcote--Relieved from gun-'d duty at that place by other forces.
Wednesday Nov. 13.- Rummant training, care of animals and equipment. Firing on 1000-yd range .50 Caliber. Afternoon devoted to recreation. Detail of 55 enlisted men under Lt. Tucker made trip into Bomeo and went aboard British Light Cruiser, Leander. The detail spent three hours aboard the ship and were extended unusual hospitality. British Teas, Sandwiches, cocktails and ice cream sodas were served. The party returned after the evening Swing Band concert and we put on in the park at Bomeo by the 112th Cavalry Band beginning at 7:00 P.M.

General Fetch paid a visit to the C. O. 12th Cavalry and discussed reconnaissance to Loyalty Islands with reference to a Jeppeuse Sub. Base having been established in that area. Commander and Chap- tion of British Cruiser made visit to 12th Cavalry.

Thursday Nov. 12.- Rummant training, equitation and jumping in the morning. Afternoon-classes and preparation for regimental test. Major Wilberly and Capt. Metcalf returned from C.O.

Friday Nov. 13.-- Rummant training, firing on range and road march as carried on schedule.


Sunday Nov. 15--Church services throughout the regiment, recreation for afternoon and moving picture show in the evening.

Monday Nov. 16--Rummant Training, Firing etc. continued for the morning period. Reconnaissance made by boat around south end of island to Thic. Lt. Woonenfuss in charge of detail. Regimental Test started with two troops running the course in the afternoon- Troops I & E. made the course.

Tuesday Nov. 17--Mounted Road March, Equitation & care of Animals. Combat course and continuation of Regimental Test with P & G. Troops making the course.

Reconnaissance detail that took boat around South point of the Island returned. Lt. Bartlett and Lt. Heggall with 26 enlisted men made reconnaissance trip leaving this date for Loyalty Islands. Pur- pose of trip was to search out and if possible obtain information if Submarines were being, or taking on water and supplies at that group of Islands. Main point suspected being Uvea Island.

Wednesday Nov. 18--Regular Program followed for morning with care of animals--discounted feed etc.

Afternoon devoted to recreation. Motion picture show in the evening.

Thursday Nov. 19--Mounted drill and recreation- Equitation tests- Care of Animals. Little marksmanship and Barbed Wire Demonstration. Third phase of Regimental tests. Troop B & G. making the course.


Saturday Nov. 21--Stables and Care of animals- Mounted Regimental Re- view during morning period. Afternoon devoted to recreation. Motion Picture Show in the evening.
Sunday Nov. 22--Church Services in all areas in the morning. Balance of the day for recreation.

Monday Nov. 23--Precise regimental review (Dismounted) substituted for regular drill period. Regular program followed for the balance of the day, including drill, care of animals and equipment, conditioning march for morning. Afternoon, period--Iximich Course, Camouflage & map reading. Retreat in troop areas.

Tuesday Nov. 24--Care of animals and equipment--Field march--Regimental Review in afternoon (Dismounted). Review put on for the Commanding General of the First Island Command. General Lincoln and lid reviewed troops at 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday Nov. 25--Care of animals and equipment 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. Mounted Review beginning at 9:00 for French civilians representing the government and French army officers.

Thursday Nov. 26--Detail to Navy Casual Camp to take over supply etc., Major McMeans, Lt. Thomas, Sgt. Stanley and three enlisted men to special duty at that area.

Regular training schedule followed with no deviation, except, special detail sent to Navy Camp for special duty. Dismounted and mounted drill, care of animals. Discussed defense, Orientation lecture by Sgt. Burns. Reconnaissance ship in afternoon and retreat in troop areas. Bend sent to Iximich Squarden to play concert and spend night.

Friday Nov. 27--Regimental problem, Administrative march to Xeile area. Regiment left Iximich at 7:00 a.m. Order of march--Hqua. 1st Squadron, 2nd platoon and Weapons Troop. Distance traveled 15 miles. Bivouac established near noon. Afternoon to cleaning equipment and getting ready for Saturday Inspection. Bend Concert in evening, Bend having returned from trip to Iximich and coming cut to bivouac area.

Col. Cunningham and Mr. Hooper went to Reumer to see Gen. on official business.


Saturday Nov. 28--Inspection of equipment--Field Showdown, and return march to camp by short route over mountain trail. Arrived at camp near noon hour. Afternoon devoted to recreation. Picture show in 2nd squadron area in evening.

Officers dance in evening. Distinguished guests of the regiment attending were: Admiral Inlay, Gen. Harman in gen. Twilight.

Lt. Bertlott, S-2, and Pvt. Tuglethorn returned from reconnaissance trip to Island of Ouvea.

Sunday Nov. 29--Stables and care of animals, regular church services in usual areas.

The Commanding Officer and Major Hooper visited Gen. Hesters headquarters.

Other members of reconnaissance party returned from reconnaissance trip to Island of Ouvea.

Detail of fifty men sent to Reumer for loading and unloading ships in bay.

Monday Nov. 30--Change in schedule--Troop A didn't go on seventeen combat problem as scheduled. Other phases of program followed for the day.

Detail of 50 men to unloading detail at Boko continued, and will be indefinitely, or so long as needed detail to be changed daily.
Tuesday Dec. 1--Troop E with three re-issued platoon marched out on platoon combat problem, 1st platoon leaving I.F. at 7:30 A.M. and each succeeding platoon to follow at one hour intervals. Platoons camped, or bivouced near site for the afternoon and night. Other phases of schedule were carried out in regular order as listed.

Wednesday Dec. 2--Troop B marched out on combat platoon problem march under same conditions as those for trooper of previous day. Troop B returned to 2nd squadron crew 9:30 A.M.

Supply truck to Quatom & Bourske with rations.

Thursday Dec. 3--Troop B returned from platoon problem and fired on combat range. Anti-Tank fired 37 mm guns at range.

Troop F marched out on problem to establish bivouac at site area. Other phases of schedule continued.

Friday Dec. 4--Troop F returned to fire on combat range finishing platoon problems for the week. Other parts of schedule were carried out without deviation. Afternoon of extra work devoted to cleaning up area and getting ready for Saturday review.

Saturday Dec. 5-7:00 to 8:00 Stebles and care of animals. 8:00 to 9:00 preparations for review and movement to drill field. 9:45 Adjutant's Call.

Review was held for 43rd Division Commander. The Division Commander was Maj. General Hester and his Chief of Staff, Col. Huntley.

Sunday Dec. 6--Stebles & Care of Animals 8:00 to 9:00, Church services in usual area.

Col. Cunningham called meeting of his staff at 8:00 A.M. relative to Field Order No. 1, Engrs. Mobile Ground Forces, New Caledonia.

At this meeting the staff planned operational control of Navy, Marine Corps Units ashore, and the U.S. Army Service Troops of the South sector of New Caledonia.

Field Order No. 1, South Sector, Dumbes Valley was issued setting up defense plans for the protection of the sector in case of an attack, or in an emergency.

Alert Message received from General Hester at 7:15 P.M. (Message by telephone) Entire Island Command alerted against air or ground attack, alert to commence at 0400 hours, December 8, 1942.

1st Island Command Gmp notified at 7:45 P.M.
Naval forces notified at 8:05 P.M.
The Command (112th Cavalry) notified at 9:00 P.M.
97th Tank Artillery Notified at 9:20 P.M.
French Forces notified at 8:50 P.M.

Other steps taken were:
Interior Guard immediately doubled,
Armored squad sent to Dumbes Ration Dump
Section (2 jeeps) of Farcm. 1st platoon sent to
Dumber Dam to protect Water Supply.
Communication lines and telephone crews
Protected with additional crews and guards.
Anti-aircraft guns set up in all areas, beginning at
2400 hours, Dec. 8, 1942, all guns being fully manned.
All troops fully armed and checked to see that they
had one unit of fire.

Monday Dec. 7--Training program altered to conform to Alert Alert.
All anti-aircraft guns manned throughout the day, with Interior Guards
doubled at vital points. Platoons camped for day in order
troops might remain within one hours call from their bivouac
areas. Care of animals equitation and road march for the morning period.

The Commanding Officer, Col. Cunningham made trip to Noumea to
meet Gen. Hester at 11:30 A.M. with reference to Field Order No.1,
and plans for South Sector of the Island.

Negative training continued to G-2, 43rd Division at 7:05, or 1905 hours. Complete blackout observed throughout the area.

Tuesday Dec. 8--Alert continued in effect with training program to conform. Continued work of coordination overlays and order with reference to defense of the south sector.

G-2, 43rd Division, visited with the staff with reference to Field Order No. 1, and the coordination of the south sector units.

The regiment finished paying troops in afternoon.

Negative report made to G-2, 43rd Division at 1800 hours, Jan. 8.

Message received from 43rd Division at 14:00 hours that alert would end at 1800 hours Dec. 8. All troops notified to that effect.

Alert called back in effect at 7:00 A.M. Message received from Col. Miller, G-3, First Island Command. Both units notified and complete black-out established immediately, also all unit air craft guns manned.

Lt. Col. Walsh, Army Ground Forces visiting the Regiment as an observer. Came at 4:30 P.M. this date.

Wednesday Dec. 9--Notification received that alert ended.

If its notified that alert ended--Navy -- Chief Yeomen Notified at 0630 hours.

Marines--Marine Gunner Haggan, Notified at 0633 hours 97th, Capt. Hill Notified at 0635 hours.

Navy Casual Camp. Sgt. Sharp, Notified at 0638 hours. French Notified at 0645 hours.

Wednesday Dec. 9 (Continued) Training limited because of late hour alert ended. Celisthenics, and hand March, also Dismounted March. NOTICE ALERT IN EFFECT AGAIN. Additional protective measures as on previous alert put into effect immediately.

Message from Gen. Lincoln received at 2:00 P.M. "Alert Conditions clear, 12:00 Dec. 9, Resume normal security, signed Lincoln.

Telephone message from Maj. Merlan, 43rd Division at 4:05, Alert Conditions Clear."

97th F.T. Notified immediately, also Navy Casual Camp and Col. Saeman. All troops in regiment notified by Message Center.

Thursday Dec. 10--Schedule for this date was that as of Wednesday, since Thursday Schedule was observed Wednesday. Troop G. Marched out on platoon problem, each platoon moving out at one hour intervals, 7:30-8:30 and 9:30. March made to area where platoons bivouacked for night.

C.O. and staff made reconnaissance of new location for Navy Casual Camp. Staff meeting at 11:30, Squadrons and troop commanders also attended the meeting.

Afternoon devoted to recreation.

Friday Dec. 11--Platoon problem called off this date. Regular Training Program followed otherwise with firing on range by platoon returning from platoon overnight problem. Afternoon from 3:00 devoted to getting ready for inspection. Picture show in evening.

Saturday Dec. 12--Core of animals and equipment 7:00 to 8:00, 8:00 to 9:00 preparing for show-down inspection in tents. 9:00 to 11:30 Inspection.
Col. Cunningham made trip to Noumea to meet General Collins, Commanding General of the 25th Division.

Edgar Rice Burroughs, U.S. News Correspondent and creator of Terezin was a visitor in the regiment.

Sunday Dec. 13--Stables and care of animals 8:00 to 9:00--Church Services at the usual hours and places.

Message received over telephone at 1600, December 13, Celled in by Col. Gibson, G-2, 43rd Division--Text of message:

"At about 1900 Air Raid Warning Station located at Bourke, west of Boullipe, reported submarine observed three miles off shore. A boat came in from submarine with three men in it. Two men went ashore. Later were observed flash signal from shore to Sub. We have patrol guarding in shot gun trying to locate these men. Bomber at 1900 could not locate us on account of darkness."

Message received through Message Center.

Other precautionary measures taken, were calls by S-2-3, to G-2, 43rd Division to see if further details available, also to offer services of any mounted patrols or other assistance, if and when needed.

Picture show in the evening.

Monday December 14--Troop G out on Platoon problem. Left at one hour intervals beginning at 7:30. Three Platoons went on the problem to return Tuesday morning.

Lt. Wood with the 2nd Platoon Troop E, 112th, left. Dismounted for four day reconnaissances. Left Area at 5:00 Dec. 14, 1942. Took four days return Type B & C. Objective of Lt. Wood's reconnaissance or most distant point was Guine.

Band concert in evening at Officers Club.

Tuesday Dec. 15--Regular schedule followed with Troop A, marching out on platoon problem to Felte area. Troop G returned to end problem of previous day with firing on ranges.

Reconnaissance platoon under Lt. Howell, left at 7:00 for reconnaissance of trails to Mt. Dumea, with instructions to keep radio contact and to try to signal from there at night with lights if weather permits. No vehicle road.--Continuing on mission. "Another message at 1645, "No signal light equipment here, will build fire and watch for your signal at 2000,visibility clear." Signed Howell.

Wednesday Dec. 16--Troop A returned from platoon problem, wired on ranges to complete problem beginning previous day.

Lt. Howells's platoon and recon party returned at 9:45 A.M.

Mr. or Philip Hooper promoted to Lt. Colonel from Major.

Mr. Hunnicutt, Executive Officer, 1st Sq. 1st Lt. Hill, Assistant S-7, Sgt. Eustis, and Jeep driver Dunning, left for Air Warning O.P.'s Scullery and Kouchrus. Party to make reconnaissances and also took out rations and supplies.

Afternoon devoted to recreation and picture show in the evening.

Thursday Dec. 17--Lt. Bertlett, S-2, Officer, Fritz Bingel, interpreter guide, and jeep driver left at 5:00 A.M. for a reconnaissance of roads and trails to Yita Way, Via St. Louis, Forrestiere, Vingt Delaune Etc.. (Probable four day trip). Regular training schedule followed--Edgar Rice Burroughs, U.S. News Correspondent visited regiment and made a number of pictures of the regimental area, personnel and horses etc.

Lt. Wood & Lt. Rowland Recon Party returned at 3:30 P.M.

Regiment alerted at 11:55 P.M.
Friday Dec. 18--Regiment had been alerted at 11:55 Dec. 17. Staff meeting called immediately. Officers of 1st Sq. and Provisional Squadron present by 12:15. Instructions given for the exercise.

Enemy situation given with instructions for moving troops—1st Squadron and attached units to move by trucks to Plume Bay Area—Moved at 1:30 A.M.

2nd Squadron with attached units to South Side of Dumbet River—Moved at 1:30 Punted.

Regimental Command Post Group moved to Tong and established advance C.P. at 2:00 A.M.

Breakfast served at 04:45. Problem ended at 7:40. All troops returned to area.

Care of animals and equipment in afternoon.

Saturday Dec. 19—Change in schedule due to condition of drill field. Inspection and drilling of equipment on bunks—in lieu of Mounted Review.

Afternoon devoted to Recreation.

Sunday December 20--Stables and care of animals--Usual Church Services and recreation for members of dry with picture show in the evening. Call from Lt. Bertlott on reconnaissance to Yste Bay that he was marooned by high water between Magdalena and Prony.

Monday Dec. 21--Foot drill dispensed with due to condition of field and rainy weather. Other phases of schedule were carried out.

Tuesday Dec. 22—Regular schedule followed, 12 Mile Road March (quitting and extended order drill). Reconnaissance trip postponed due to inclement weather. Retreat.

Officers Dance at the Academic Bldg. Admiral Halsey was a guest of the regiment at the dance.

Wednesday Dec. 23—Morning schedule carried out with preparations for regimental field meet in afternoon.

Lt. Calvin & W/Sgt. Chuback made trip over Prony area to drop supply of rations to Lt. Bertlott and party who were marooned in that area and were short of rations.

Thursday Dec. 24--This day observed as Christmas holiday throughout the regiment, though 2nd squadron designated as the duty squadron remaining near its own area and men not allowed passes. Regimental formation in vicinity of motor pool at 10:30 A.M. Christmas program was held. Nice Christmas tree having been erected and decorated for the occasion. The Commanding Officer of the Nag gave a short message to the Command. Special music and a Christmas message from Chaplain Harry. Gifts were distributed to the enlisted personnel. Each plg. contained toilet articles, candy, cigarettes, etc. Turkey dinner at all troops. Bond Concert and program at 6:30 in regimental area, followed by double feature picture show. Silver Taps ended the day.

Lt Bertlott and party returned from reconnaissance trip to Yste Bay Area after having been marooned and delayed for three days.

Friday Dec. 25—CHRISTMAS DAY—Schedule followed with only one devotion which was no retreat.

Saturday December 26--Care of animals and motor stables. Regimental Field meet beginning at 9:00 A.M.

Afternoon to recreation. Evening enlisted men's dance at the academic building.

Sunday Dec. 27—Regular church services, Catholic and Protestant at the usual places and hours. Balance of day to rest and leisure. Picture show in regimental area in the evening.
Monday Dec. 28--Regimental Review, (Mounted). Air Service Motion Picture section made more reels of the revier and various other shots of the regiment and regimental areas.

Snipers School, Dummy emplacements, Marksmanship and unarmed defense conditioning. Night vision test.

Tuesday Dec. 29--Lt. Howell and Reconnaissance Platoon moved out at 7:00 A.M. for reconnaissance of Prenny area.

Lt. Carter and 1st Platoon Troop A. Left on reconnaissance of Quimay Bay Area. Left at 7:00 A.M. with Infantry packs and four days rations C & D to reach two days in and return.

Weapons troop moved out for firing problem at Martins Ranch. Entire troop less necessary guards etc. went out.

Troop A. Fired on 200 Yard Range.

Snipers School continued under Lt. Hill.

Retreat.

Wednesday Dec. 30--Close Order Drill--Dissert and load, 9 miles, firing by Platoons troop continued at Martins Ranch.

Afternoon devoted to recreation with picture show in the evening.

Thursday Dec. 31--Wpons. Troop en 81 mm Mortars Ranges at Martins Ranch. First and Second Squadrons out on problems, 2nd Sqdn. to Cause Crv Area for night bivouac.

Equitation and normal training for other elements.

Lt. Howell and Reconnaissance Platoon returned at 1200 Thursday from Prenny Area.

FRIDAY JANUARY 1, 1943--Wpons Troop at Martins Ranch, 81 mm Mortar Ranges alerted at 8:00 A.M. instructed to return and take part in problem of defense against 3rd Sqdn returning in tactical formation from Cause Area--exact time of contact not known.

Normal program with discounted drill--Alert sounded at 8:10 A.M. First Squadron under Maj. Johnson roman, is commander for the defense troops took 1st Squadron up ready bounding Mainential drill field near lat Sq. acting as enemy in vicinity of 2nd Sqdn Area.

Hqrs. Troop and Wpons. Troop in reserve. 5-2-3, Sec. reported to Maj. Johnson for problem, Command Post established--Alert Problem ended at 10:00 A.M.

Afternoon devoted to paying of troops.

Saturday Jan. 2--Stables and care of Animals and Motors 7:00 to 8:00 Inspection 9:30 to 11:30 A.M. Afternoon devoted to recreation with show in evening.

Search party dispatched to look for Lt. Carter and reconnaissance party.

Survey Jan. 3--Stables and care of Animals. Mortar Stables--Church services at regular hours and places.

Main body of details at Feite and Dumbass action dumps recalled to regiment at 7:30 A.M.

Capt. Metzela S-3, made trip to Tenttruc and from there made a reconnaissance by plane over Quimay Area searching for Lt. Carter and Reconnaissance party--Negative Report. French called on to assist in the search--No information on party at midnight.

Lt. Wood and Patrol moved out to try to locate Lt. Carter & Reconnaissance Patrol.
Wednesday Jan. 4—Normal program as scheduled. Lt. Bartlett, 5-2 to
Tonticuts to make another trip by plane in search of Reconnaissance
party believed to be lost. Left at 7:00 A.M.

Report received from Lt. Gardner at 8:00 A.M. that Reconnaissance
party at Yate Bay Area—Evidently took wrong trail.

Lt. Bartlett instructed to take rations and supplies by plane.

2 men reported back from Lt. Woods Patrol asking for further
instructions—Men stated that petrol had trailed Lt. Gardner & Patrol
towards Yate Bay and would return Thursday unless ordered to follow
through. (Lt. Woods Patrol to return Thursday).

Tuesday Jan. 5—Equitation. Mounted read March. Motorcycle school
Lt. MG. FIRING at Martins Bench. Snipers School—Dummy emplacement
construction. River Crossing—Dismounted Sqdn. Problem,
and Night Problems all troops.

Wednesday Jan. 6—Dismounted Drill—Dismounted Read March, Care of
animals and equipment.

Afternoon to recreation—Picture show in evening.

Thursday Jan. 7—First Squadron moved out—Dismounted with pack ani-
mals on reconnaissance patrol to Casse Cou Area for overnight bivouac—
Normal program followed. Warning that stream or gale was approaching
at rate of approximately 30 mi. per hour. As safety precaution First
Squadron recalled from Casse Cou Area in order that tents and other
equipment might be safe guarded. Most of afternoon spent in stabling
all tents with storm stakes etc.

Lt. Wood and Patrol returned from checking trail of Lt. Gardner
Patrol. Reported that patrol had checked the trail of Lt. Gardner
and knew direction he took etc.

All precautions taken against storm but no wind or rain.

Friday Jan. 8—Changes in all schedules due to the rain which started
in the early morning before daylight. No Dismounted Drill—Horse
Exercise. Schedule for afternoon changed to checking ordnance.

Col. Cunningham made trip to Cuurn for conference in regard to
defense plans for Chemical Warfare. Meeting was in office of Col.
Seeman. Ms. Houseman was also present.

Saturday Jan. 9—Showed inspection with all equipment displayed or
left out on bunks. Picture show in the evening.

Sunday Jan. 10—Care of animals and vectors at early hours. Regular
Church services. Lt. Robe and Sgt. Chumuck made trip to Tentkute
with supplies for lost patrol. Food and supplies dropped Sunday
afternoon after patrol was located.

Monday Jan. 11—Regular Schedule—2nd Sqdn MG. Platoons at Martins
Park. Dismounted Read March, Defense against Chemicals. Drivers

Tuesday Jan. 12—Ceiletactics, LG. FIRING, 2nd Sqdn MG. Platoons at
Martins Bench. Equitation and Mounted Read March. Motorcycle School,
Snipers School, Dismounted Problem 1st. Sqdn. Construction Dummy
Emplacements, Swimming of animals.

Wednesday Jan. 13—Close Order Drill 2nd Sqdn. MG. Platoons returned
from Martins Bench. Dismounted lead. Care of Animals. Air Raid
Warning tests relieved from these ORs. This date.

Thursday Jan. 14—Squadron Problem, 1st Squadron left for overnight
problem. Equitation for Troop Sqdn Units. 2nd Sqdn on troop problem
mounted for morning period. Motorcycle school, Range Practice,
Swimming of animals. Construction Dummy Emplacements. Retreat.
Friday Jan. 15—Alert Cell at 5:00 A.M. Regiment less 1st Sqdn. moved out at 7:00 A.M. Marched to Dumbtis Bay Area on North side of River, encountered enemy (1st Sqdn. at approximately 9:30 A.M.) Problem ended at 10:00 A.M. Critique and return march to camp. Afternoon to preparations for inspection. Officers Test Defense against Chemical Veritro. Picture show Reg. Area.

Saturday Jan. 16—Care of Animals—Show Dem Inspection and check of organization property. Afternoon to recreation. Picture show 2nd Sqdn./Art. Officers’ Dance academic bldg.

Sunday Jan. 17—Stables & Church Service at the regular hours. Recreation and regular Sunday Schedule followed for balance of the day. Picture show in the evening.


Tuesday Jan. 19—Ceristhentics, Mtd. Road March, 12 miles Prov. Sqdn. Squadron Problem, Mounted, 2nd Squadron.


Meeting with Commanding Officers of 223 F. A. and 754th Tank Bn. relative to defense plans. Meeting was at academic bldg.

Wednesday Jan. 20—Close Order Drill, Dismounted lead, Care of Animals, Scouting and pattering.

Thursday Jan. 21—Ceristhentics, 12 mile Road March mounted. Road Blocks and body traps. Offensive against chemicals Camouflage, Range Practice and Horsemastership. Trap for Inspection. Officers Class training films.

Friday Jan. 22—Care of Animals & Equipment—Stables 7:00 to 8:00. 8:00 to 9:00 Preparations for inspection.


Saturday Jan. 23—Rest day—Church services not held this date. No Picture show.


Tuesday Jan. 26—Ceristhentics, Road March, Care of Steables. Firing on range. Lessons from Ceristhentics. Preparations for review. Officer Stride Course Cont'd.

Col. Cunningham & Lt. Col. Reeder made inspection and reconnaissance tour of Neumas Sub-Section.

Wednesday Jan. 27—Care of Animals—Stables Etc. Regimental Review 10:00 A.M. for Admiral Halsey, Commander of S. W. Pacific. Enroute Training—Examination of Ceristhentics OCE. Firing on range—Officers Stride Course Continued.


Friday Jan. 29—Rest Period—Rifle Match 112th Cavalry VS 1st Reider


Thursday Feb. 4---Rest Period for command. Band Concert, and picture show.


Sunday Feb. 7--Catlishthetics. Mounted March, Compass & Stride Course. Firing at Fleeting Targets. NCO. School.

Monday Feb. 8--Mounted Road March, 1st Sqdn. Reinforced by Wpns. Troop. Reconnaissance 1stcon on Recon. to Isle Quen. Lt. Howell & Platocon left at 5:30 a.m.


HEAVY RAIN-RISE IN CREEK. 24 men under Lt. Hill left for Air Warning O.P.'s, to take over three stations from 43rd Div.


Thursday Feb. 11--Close Order Drill-- Mounted Ford March. Reconnaissance of Sector Defense line. Chemical Warfare & Map Reading. 19 Men Details to Learn at Noomer. 1 man to W.P. and 6 men to k96 Port Qm.

Friday Feb. 12--Regiment Alerted at 7:00 a.m. (Gas Alarm Alert) C.P. established in vicinity of Head Quarters at 7:20. Troops took up positions at drill field and key points to defend against gas and air attack. Alert called off at 8:00 after meeting of officers and critique. Regular program carried out for balance of day--Alert again called at
5:45 with a report at 7:15, alighting taken up at 7:30, established at Red Barn at 5:55. Alert called at 6:30. Picture show in the evening. Regimental Commander made a trip to observe firing of French Artillery in St. Louis Sector, Friday morning. noon. Platoon returned from Ile Quen. QM-Tom OP Relieved.

Saturday Feb. 13--Close order drill, Dismounted. Care of animals and equipment. Rev. Squadron elements-(Hqrs. Troop Firing on 100 yard range).

Afternoon devoted to rest and recreation. Picture show in second Squadron tree. C.O. made inspection of 87th F.A. Area.

Sunday Feb. 14--Stables 7:00 to 6:00 A.M. Balance of day, rest period. Church services at the usual hours and places.

Monday Feb. 15--Goliathents--Mounted Food March--Lac. C.O. Called meeting of Staff at Academic Bldg. with Sub-Sector C.O.'s. in attendance to discuss plans and details for Sector field exercises Thursday and Friday.


Enemy Detail for Sector Field Exercise cut at 4:00 A.M. Sector alerted for beginning of Field Ex. ircolm. Alert at 6:00 P.M. G.T. Established for Sub-Sector at 5-2-8 Tent. Col. Miller designated as Dummy Sub-Sector Commander.

Thursday Feb. 18--Field Exercise continues, theatre of operation in Dumberis Tr. L.2 Leguerre en& Dumberis Bay area. Troop rested in field from 12:00 noon until 5:00 P.M. Troop movements to St. Louis Sub-Sector started at 6:00 A.M.

Friday Feb. 19--Field Exercise continues, theatre of operations changing to St. Louis Sub-Sector under command of Maj. Husseini. Maj. Hummert commanding 112th Cavalry and attached to French under Mr.'s Husseini. C./Established in vicinity of St. Louis-the River mouth. Problem ended at 9:00 A.M. All troops returned to bivouac camps. Afternoon to rest. Picture show in the evening Reg. irar.


Tuesday Feb. 23--Goliathents & Semaphore, Mt. A. Close Order Drill, Map Reading. Masses Athletics, Officers School. C.O.W. Stations (B.'s) relieved by the French-All NOW. Men brought in from Que Tcm, Fouesnant & Housain.

Wednesday Feb. 24--Close Order Drill, Dismounted Road & Miles. Inf. Tactics, Masses Athletics, NCG School, Officer's School. C.O. made inspection trip to 223rd F.S. and found sanitary conditions improved over last inspection. Also made inspection of Service Battery of 87th F.S. Lt. Batte & OPD. Detail left for Vite 0650.


Saturday Feb. 27 - Care of Animals, Motor Stables, Inspection, and afternoon to rest period. Officer's Dance.

Sunday Feb. 28 - Care of Animals & Motor. Last Period - Regular Church Services etc. Picture Show in evening.


Tuesday Mar. 2 - No Callisthenics due to rainy weather. Mounted March. Tactical formation - Rifle Marksmanship Troop E. Retreat in Troop area, or tents due to rain.

Telephone call from France that Submarine had been sighted off shore of Irony. Notified at 3:00 P.M. Action Taken. Reconnaissance patrol under Lt. Howell (22 enlisted men) moved cut as patrol to try to get further information - Left Regimental Area by truck & one scout car at 4:30 P.M. Carried ration for 4 days. Radio contact to be kept at all times--0:1. State notified immediately to be on alert for submarine.

Wednesday Mar. 3 - No Dismounted Drill due to rainy weather. Regular mounted schedule carried out. Try in afternoon. Picture show in evening.

Thursday Mar. 4 - Callisthenics in troop area - Mounted March by Regiment for morning period. Range work in the afternoon. Officers School in evening.

Lt. Howell instructed to continue with mission of Reconnaissance - Food (Rations) to be dropped later. Train Continues.

Friday March 5 - Mounted road march (No Dismounted Drill). Train Continues.

Saturday Mar. 6 - Continued Rainy Weather, throughout week made many changes in regular prescribed program for week. Rain continues today.

Sunday Mar. 7 - Still raining, Stables Care of animals and motor vehicles. Church Services.

C. O. South Sector call ed black out for Dumber Sub-Sector beginning at 2000 and lasting for one hour (2100). Striff Officers of regiment and squadron personnel were stationed at various points to effectiveness of blackout. Reports were requested of other officers and units in sector.

Lt. Howell and reconnaissance platoon returned from Reconnaissance of Irony Bay Area.

Personnel of 2nd Squadron en Officers of Lt. Mess ended three-day "Jungle Ration" test today. Results, with few exceptions were satisfactory.

Monday Mar. 8 - Light showers - Some sunshine, regular program was carried out with exception of dismounted drill. Firing on range, RCO. School and picture show.

C. O. South Sector notified Col. Hmarn Kumas Suu-Sector and all units of Dumber Sub-Sector to be especially alert for enemy activities on, or prior to March 10, Jap Army Day.

At 1950 Major Greyson, 223rd F. A. Notified CO, 112th, that 0:1. on Mt. Gore had heard nevel firing on ses opp. units GIP, Regimental 3-2, 112th, notified First Ieadm Commend G-2, Whc in turn reported to JAP that the firing was Novel A. Practice. 223rd F. A. notified of this.
Tuesday Mr. 9—Light rain. Cellisthenics. Dismounted. Afternoon devoted to improvements by troops. Mail due from Paris at 8 a.m. Unable to negotiate 2nd crossing due to high water. Ordnance check substitute for rest drill.

Wednesday Mr. 10—Dismounted drill in morning. Very heavy rain afternoon. Continuation of work in drills to include of leather and entwines. Many horses immobilized due to swelling of feet and wet standing.

Thursday Mr. 11—Rain most of day. Dismounted, Care of leather and forge shelters in afternoon long with other details.

Friday Mr. 12—Mounted ride march —dismounted drill called off because of condition of ground due to rain. Firing scheduled in afternoon called off.

Saturday March 12—Field meet not held because of weather. Col. Cunningham in S-3 left B 1100 for reconnaissance about 150 miles up island accompanied by French. C Troop completed picket line.

Sunday Mr. 14—Stables held as scheduled. Bourke of personnel returned to Legt. Col. Cunningham in S-3 returned this a.m. Reconnaissance to Tye included a study of available water sources, campsites and the probable use of cavalry in the Tye sector. Active ranchers were interrogated as to the cause of hair falling; from the back of horses. The answer was that this condition is caused by rain followed by sunshine.

Monday Mr. 15—Dismounted drill — Troop F fired on 100 & 200 yard ranges. Chemical warfare demonstration by Legt Gas Officer & gas non-ores. Non-Cem school in evening.

Tuesday Mr. 16—Cellisthenics is scheduled —dismounted drill. Chemical warfare demonstration under supervision of Legt Gas Officers. Troop F fired on 100 & 200 yard ranges. Ordnance held as scheduled.

Wednesday Mr. 17—Rainfall since early morning — can not schedule imprints due. Work carried on to include improvement of Stables. Lt. Illsten to Mt. Gare for fire. Problem, Mein continued all day — i.t. unable to return because of road conditions.

Thursday Mr. 18—Heavy continuous rain last night and this morning created flooded conditions in valley. Forces of water washed cut small bridges and roads making impossible for Sroy Sq. First. Depth of water forced road to Hwy 1 rose to 3 feet at low points between camp and I-2 tracks. From that point to Hwy was 5 feet deep at 8000 making road impassable for vehicles. Lt. Illsten unable to return arranged for anxious Jeep for purpose of contacting Illsten. Lt. returned less vehicles which were left at French Garrison.

Friday Mr. 19—Dismounted drill — road march — Chemical warfare demonstration. Troop B. Tapsires on bridges progressing satisfactorily.

Saturday Mr. 20—Mounted ride march followed by inspection to incline leather, bits, bags and arm. Afternoon free.

Sunday Mr. 21—Horse in meter stables S-G. Remindier of dry rest.

Monday March 22—Dismounted *drill, mounted and extended order drill. Troop B less MG personnel fired in afternoon.

Tuesday Mar. 23—Cellisthenics — Condition march, & drill. Chemical warfare demonstration to Troop F. Troop 3 fired on range. Officers school. Dem 01 to remain another two weeks.

Wednesday Mr. 24—Dismounted drill — Some units led due to fact that blankets were turned in for cleaning. Other scheduled activities carried on. Lt. Gray in 17 enlisted men left 0600 by boat to relieve Yto cutout. 6 Officers and enlisted men accompanying party for purposes of reconnaissance — to return by same transportation.

Friday Mar. 26 - Dismounted Drill - Ice cold march - Officers School in the evening. Lt. Betts returned this date.

Saturday Mar. 27 - Weather conditions prevented holding of field meet. Motor stables - mounted ice march.

Sunday Mar. 28 - Motor and horse stables - Church Services.

Monday Mar. 29 - Reconnaissance by Sq Off and NCOs - left Dumont 0730 this date. Dismounted Drill - class in extended order drill - no mate. Supplementary schedule followed by mounted units. Aerial photograph interpretation class for selected Intelligence personnel.

Tuesday Mar. 30 - Calisthenics - class in extended order drill. MG preliminary marksmanship. Wire obstacle 1st period, 1st period. 2nd period - aerial photograph course. Lt. Col. Griffith USMC addressed Officers class, talking on "China."

Wednesday Mar. 31 - Class Order Drill - Class & Extended Drill Mta. MG preliminary marksmanship (MG. Fire) Wire Obstacle Tng. Period #2 - Platoon Observation Course. NCO School.

Thursday April 1 - Calisthenics - 8 mile march for mounted troops. Conditioning march for dismounted units. Key day in PM. Officers school in evening. "Functions of Air Fighter Groups."

Friday April 2 - Practical dismounted review - Class & Extended Drill mounted. Dismounted units omitted schedule. MG preliminary Marksmanship (MG. Fire) - Somehow Signal practice. Soluntion review and examination. Preparation for field meet.


Sunday April 4 - Care of Animals & Vehicles. Sgt. Barnes returned from Vingt Deuxieme. Mission carried out.


Wednesday April 7 - Class Order Drill - conditioning march - dismounted line - MG firing for MG platoons - platoon gas course. Mess athletic NCO school. Regimental CO visited Capt. Hardy award USS Casp.

Thursday April 8 - Calisthenics - Class & extended order drill mounted - wire obstacle training - MG firing - observation course - retreat. EM dance at Le Ciree Center in Rouen.

Friday April 9 - Dismounted Drill - class in extended order drill mounted - 1 hour period in afternoon in unarmed defense - remained spent in preparing for inspection. Vehicles of this platoon rolled 25106 miles in month of March.

Saturday April 10 - Full field inspection in place of schedule layout. Equipment inspected in peck - comment by leg CO favorable.

Sunday April 11 - Motor and horse stables - Church Services. Maj. representing war Dept. visited.

Received radio message from CG lst Island Com's. "Be especially alert during the next 48 hours. 112th Gw, pass to 97th. Tenk Co. pass to 226th." 0930. All units warned. 112th Fl 50 col. guns manned. CG Yate Petrol warned at 1110 hours. Dumbass fiction dump reported approximately 40 Japanese wandering in area. Matter referred to French authorities. 112th Gw, gun positions inspected by Staff Officers during night. Instructions were given to gun crews by Col. Hocpor. Each station had two men on duty with one man awake at all times.

Tuesday 13 April--Cellisthenics - Mt"e Drill - Wire Obstacle Training. MG Marksmanship - Flotpec Observation Course. Letrecet.

Regiment alerted for Sima gas alert at 1800. CG established at Troop A. General Area at 1823. All Clear for gas attack at 1850. Troop and Squadron commanders ordered to report to G1 at 1850, for critique. Units ordered back to area at 1920. Blackout in effect for 112th Cavalry from sounding of alert until 2040. Blackout in effect for St. Louis and Dumber Sub-Sectors from 2000 to 2040.

Wednesday April 14--Results of blackout held in Dumber area. St. Louis Sub-Sectors from 1900-1940 13 April considered generally satisfactory.

General preparedness against air attack for 48 hours period ended this morning. All gun positions no longer manned.

Close Order Drill - Conditioning Morale (Mt"e & Mt"e). Small Unit Infantry Tactics. MG Training - Flotpec Observation Course - Aerial Photograph Interpretation. NCO School.

Informal inspection of installations by Lt. Col. Mother, and Major Seitz of the Operations Dept., War Dept.

Thursday April 15--Cellisthenics - Mt"e Drill. Wire Obstacle Try. MG Instruction - Flotpec Observation Course. Letactet. Officers School. Fear Plant left this morning for trip to Thic.

Friday April 16--Close Order Drill - Mt"e Drill. Small Unit Infantry Tactics - MG Instruction - Ion. Mt. Returns from Thic at 1430.

Saturday April 17--Mounted Review.

Sunday April 18--Care of Animals & Vehicles.

Monday April 18--Close Order Drill - Mt"e. Close & Extended Close Order Drill - Flotpec Observation Course - Semphire Drill & Qualification Test - Intelligence Summary Conference #2 - NCO School - Wire Obstacle Training - #2 Flotpec left today for rear assignment of Thic.

Tuesday April 20--Cellisthenics - Mt"e Drill - Flotpec Observation Course. Wire Obstacle Training - Letactet - Officers School.

Wednesday April 21--Close Order Drill - Dismounted Line - Dismounted Units on Conditioning March - Small Unit Infantry Tactics, Sq" & Lt. Flotpec Observation Course - Mass Athletics - NCO School - Night Wire Obstacle Training.

Thursday April 22--Cellisthenics - Mt"e Drill - Beyonet Drill - Semphire Drill & Qualification Test - Flotpec Observation Course. Fatactet. Officers School.


Saturday April 24--Mounted Review (Review turned over to Non-Commissioned Officers).

Sunday April 25--(Weather) HOLD Y.

Tuesday April 27—Rain began falling this morning, no Collathecnes. 1st Sq. & Weapons troop march called off. Artillery observation course called off. Extract left to Troop Commanders. Ordinance Inspection.


Thursday April 29—Weather conditions prohibited holding of Collathecnes. Regiment notifies to prepare for move—Troop Co's in 1st Staff assembly 1000, instructs to inform men of contemplated move some time in near future.

Friday April 30—Dismounted drill as schedule—general preparations for departure.

Saturday May 1—Horses in vehicle stables 7-8. Sketching class conducted for 4 men selected to accompany advance element. Scuttle equipment packed this morning.

Sunday May 2—Horses in motor stables. General looking into drawing of new equipment continues. Sketching class continues.

Monday May 3—Dismounted drill—animals less cut—plans to fire regiment on range considered. Ordnance depot inspection starts. Sketching class continues for I & V personnel.

Tuesday May 4—Collathecnes—less for all troops except E—Troops E & G in 1st Ordnance inspection—Troop F fired familiarization course on rifle range. Continuous picking up issuing of equipment to all troops. Sketching class continues.


Thursday May 6—Collathecnes—Hq. Troop fires on range. Benz fired short pistol course afternoon. Troops A, B, G in E, inspected by representatives of Inspectors Generals Dept. to include all personnel, equipment in installations. 1st Sq. Ordnance repair—check begun.

Friday May 7—Dismounted drill less troops being inspected. Ordnance Hq. Troop checks morning. I. G. wps. E, Sq Hq Hq Troop, M. A. Det. Serv troops on latSq march 3 miles under full jungle pack—followed by last inspection and lecture by 1st. Surgeon on use of new medical kit issued to each four men.

Saturday May 8—Collathecnes prevented by rain. Troops less animals. Serv Troop fires on rifle range.

Sunday May 9—Horses in motor stables 6-9. Movement preparations, details of leaving initiated. Major McMein en route one NCO sent to leading point this AM.

Monday May 10—Stables—2 hour march with ricks. Vehicles inspected by Inspector General. First & 2nd Sq. fire 20-shoe familiarization course on rifle range. Troops spent remainder of day stripping tents and preparing for move. Troops I & E left for ship to work as leading detail under Major McMein. Billowing detail (IMCO per Troop & organization) left for ship under direction of Lt. Hill.

Tuesday May 11—Troops spent day in stripping tents, policing area and picking remaining impediments. Vehicles to be taken on ship left tomorrow this AM.

Wednesday May 12—Regimental C. officially moved from Durbet Valley to ship as all of regiment (less Troop G remt. Detached from regiment as advance party) moved to ship. Lt. Col. Grant in charge of Troop G.
Thursday, 13 May—Remainder of equipment, impedimenta and troops moved to ship. Officers and men of the regiment practised going to and from landing boats (with full pack and arms) by way of scramble nets. Men given instructions for conduct while ship is on the sea.

Colonel Cunningham, Lt Col Hooper, Maj Werner left the ship to move by air ahead of troops. Col. Miller in charge of the regiment.

Convoys sailed at 1500. Destination announced by ship's officer as ship cleared harbor. Blackout enforced at sundown.

Friday, 14 May—Fire and abandon ship drills. Quarters inspected. Band concert by 112th Band.

Saturday, 15 May—Church services. General ship board activities.

Sunday, 16 May—Church services.

Monday, 17 May—Boat docked at Townsville, Australia at 0800. Col Cunningham, Lt. Col Hooper, Maj Werner rejoined the regiment.

Regiment and impedimenta (including barracks Bag B) removed from ship and sent immediately to staging area. Reminder of day spent in arranging troops in bivouac area and setting up of kitchens for evening mess and permanent feeding of troops by troop mess. All men confined to regimental staging area for 24 hours. Regimental guard mount established.

Tuesday, 18 May—Troops continued to improve bivouac areas. 25% of command allowed to go to town on midnight passes. Training schedule issued for tomorrow. Task force commander inspected regimental area. Personal of staff changed as follows: Lt Col Miller acting commander Lt Hill acting S-3, Capt. Tucker acting adjutant, Capt Bartlett acting S-4. All troops conducted thorough area inspection.

Wednesday, 19 May—Four hour road march in morning. Rest of day spent in care and cleaning of equipment and troop details.


Sunday, 23 May—Regimental Commander and Staff, Squadron commanders, and provisional troop commanders, made a reconnaissance of the Ross Bay area in preparation for the field exercise to be held Wednesday, May 26. A further reconnaissance was made by the Regimental Commander and S-3 of the many Parks area for machine gun, 37mm and rifle target ranges. Silt trenches for the personnel of the regiment were completed today.

Monday, 24 May—Dismounted Drill—Road March—PM Rest Period. Rifle Range constructed.


Wednesday, 26 May—Field Exercise: Column left 4866-A at 0730. CP established at 0815 (897.8-852). Column notified Rgt. CP in operation. Troops (dismounted) reached designated defensive positions at 0930 and finished digging in at 1015. Overlays of respective dispositions submitted by squadrons. Liaison personnel of 114th F. A. (supporting 112th Cav.) reported to rgt. CP. Disposition of P. A. given, and telephone communication was established between units. Advanced CP (Cav & F. A.) established at 90.0-87.7 and telephone communication established at line Rgt. CP. CP was set up. At 1010 CP reported 8 to 10 enemy landing boats approaching shore.
All artillery batteries ordered to open fire. 02 at C2 reported 5 more boats joining previously reported group. At 1046, before artillery could open fire, landing boats retired in direction of Townsville. Radio silence broken at 1030. At 1300 2nd Sq ordered to assume new position 90.0-89.3-89.6-90.9. Overlay of this position submitted at 1405. Exercise ended and units returned to bivouac at 1430.

Messages:

1. From C2 to 4866-A by messenger - "112th Cav CP now operating at designated position" at 0910.
2. From C2 to C2 Wpns Trp - "Rgt Ammo dump now located 89.7-88.1. Truck available for ammo hauling." at 0925 (Messenger)
3. From C2 to S-3 "To 10 enemy landing boats sighted coming to shore at 92.3-88.5" at 1010 (Messenger)
4. From C2 to S-4 - "No change in plans at this time" (Radio) at 1030.
5. From C2 to 4866-M - "Attached overlay is of dispositions as of 1030" (Messenger) at 1100.

Thursday, 27 May—Calisthenics: Inspection of personnel, arms, four gear vehicles, and recon vehicles, memorandum issued by S-3 amending training schedule for the remainder of the week. PM rest period.

Friday, 28 May—Calisthenics: 2nd Sq reinf. practiced assuming beach defensive positions and barbed wire entanglements. 1st Sq. followed March MG. Instruction—Defense against Chemical Attack— Semaphore Drill.


Sunday, 30 May—Rest Period. 112th Cav Bend and personnel of Rgt. forming color guard participated in Memorial Day Celebration.


Tuesday, 1 June—Calisthenics-March-Orientation Lecture—Unarmed Defense & Bayonet Drill—MG of Wpns Trp fired on Pikes Peak Range.

Wednesday, 2 June—Calisthenics—Road March—Wpns Trp fired MG—Sv Trp fired rifle—Lt Gen Krueger inspected regimental area.

Thursday, 3 June—Inspection of installations, personnel and arms. Troops psd. PM Rest period.

Friday, 4 June—Calisthenics—March—Semaphore drill—3 hour rest period. "Night occupation of defensive position, establishing and relieving outposts and withdrawal at night" by squadrons reinforced. Aid Stations established by squadrons. Firing of 38 and 51 mm mortars completed Thursday and Friday. Firing of automatic weapons by squadrons completed Thursday and Friday.

Saturday, 5 June—Dismounted Drill—March by Troops—first aid—unarmed defense and bayonet drill—Mass athletics.

Sunday, 6 June—Plans drawn up by the staff for practice loading of LST & LCI boats. Every member of regiment to load and unload (day end night in LCI. Rest Period for men.

Monday, 7 June—MG FIRING for elements of Service and Hq Trps. Armed with that weapon. All other personnel held practice loading and unloading (day and night) of LCI’s.

Tuesday, 8 June—Calisthenics—2 hour march and one hour instruction on Malia Control. Instruction and firing of Sub Machine Gun by men armed with that weapon. Rifle Squads on Ron Patrol—Retreat. Trps A & B & 1st Sq. established on 100 yd rifle range. Instructions issued to troops on details of tomorrow inspection.

Wednesday, 9 June—Calisthenics—Inspection of installations, personnel, arms, areas, Jungle Equipment, vehicles. During AM a bags and Jungle Packs prepared for movement. B Bag equipment turned in to Supply rooms for AM to pick up.
Thursday, 10 June--Calisthenics-Regiment began loading of impediments and supplies on ships X-61 and X-17. Articles of QR read to personnel of Regt. Regt tested on questions and answers of malaria control.

Friday, 11 June--Calisthenics-2 hours of infantry small units tactics. Remainder of day spent in preparing the regiment for movement. Excess individual equipment turned in to QR.

Saturday, 12 June--Capt Metcalfe and Capt Bartlett left at 0430 by plane for Penmire to arrange bivouac area for regiment. Regiment (less Dets and impediments placed on ships.

Sunday, 13 June--Convoy sailed for Milne Bay, New Guinea.

June 14th to 17th--Voyage uneventful. Practiced drills for submarine and air attack. Daily inspection of stores and quarters. Regiment less detachments landed at Milne Bay, New Guinea, and was met by S-4 and S-2. Regiment marched to bivouac area and set up camp. Regiment alerted for air attack at 2145. All clear sounded at 2210 without any attack made. Regimental Guard established.

Friday, 18 June--Day spent in receiving rest of impediments and improving bivouac area. Tents and kitchen erected. Daily inspection of arms begun.

Saturday, 19 June--Col Cunningham and Col Hooper joined force at bivouac. Today spent in further improvement of bivouac area. All of Regt's impediment unloaded from shipboard. Blackout at 1925, recall at 1945. No attack.

Sunday, 20 June--Day spent in improving and clearing bivouac area. Church services.

Monday, 21 June--Troops spent entire day in improving bivouac area.

Tuesday-Thursday, June 22-24--Troops A, B, C, E, F & Wms sent to bivouac at Wage Wage. Men remained at Rgt bivouac spent days in caring for equipment and making patrols through surrounding territory.

Friday, 25 June--Details caring for arms and clothing. General Camp routine.

Saturday, 26 June--Care of Equipment. Details. Half day rest period.

Sunday, 27 June--Rest period.

Monday, 28 June--First Squadron, F and Wms Troys returned to Rgt's bivouac area. Day spent in preparing for move.

Tuesday, 29 June--Troops and impediment prepare for move to Woodlark.

Wednesday, 30 June--Regiment by echelons began boarding ships for move to Woodlark.

Thursday, 1 July--Troops reached Woodlark at daybreak. Unloaded ships and marched to camp area. Outposts established and defense positions assumed. Guards established. Lt. Col Grant is in charge of Regiment. Instructions given to Commanders governing the various positions to be taken in the event of an air alert.

Friday, 2 July--Petrols began contesting outposts today. One officer and 4 men went to Main Point OP #7 to contact squad. Established there. Patrol left at 2030 hrs and back at 1100 3 July. Lt Haire and 8 men patrolled to Wabunuma. Lt Van Hiper and 4 men patrolled to Kilu, and reported back before midnight. Patrol from Kilu went to the Squad of 4 Troops posted at advance positions. NOTE: Lt Stallings AE Flat Commander reports that no trail exists from his gun positions at Kumerau Bay around the South tip of the peninsula as it is shown on the available maps.
Saturday, 3 July—Telephone wire stringing details conducted the work of putting up lines to defensive positions.

Sunday, 4 July—Work continued on communications lines and preparations of fields for fire on MLR. Church Services held.

Monday, 5 July—Patrols to outposts continued. S-2-3 made map and reconnaissance trips. S-2 began publishing daily news bulletins.

Tuesday, 6 July—At 1000 a meeting of all commanders was held. A Task Force of the Japanese was reported in the Northern Solomons, destination unknown. Wayvat outpost instructed to make daily phone reports at 0900 and 1500 to the S-2. Lt Harwell and 13 men went to Waspiniak on patrol today.

Wednesday, 7 July—The regiment began moving troops and CP to advanced position in order to clear air strip. Wire stringing to outposts and installations from 72 continued. S-2-3 mapping patrols continued.

Thursday, 8 July—S-2 Patrol visited outpost at Wayvat. Clearing continued on MLR. Troops began moving to bivouac close to MLR. S-2-3 continued mapping of roads.

Friday, 9 July—Troops continued clearing fields of fire on MLR. S-2 continued mapping and contacting outposts by patrol. Communications platoon continued to install telephone lines.

Saturday, 10 July—Continuation of activities on previous day.


Monday, 12 July—Schedule put into effect regulating regular calls from patrols on OPL and MLR. Troops rested after unloading of ships. Approximately one dozen gasoline drums found washed ashore by Lt. Carder's men.

Tuesday, 13 July—Troops continued work on MLR. At mid-day men reported to beach and began unloading ships. Lines of fire still being cut on MLR. Gun emplacements for 37mm guns begun on beach at MLR.

Wednesday, 14 July—DAILY work of preparing defensive positions on MLR continued.
Thursday, 15 July—Lt. Hawkins patrol returned and made report to S-3.

Friday, 16 July—Lt Brown and 3 men of G Troop with Sgt. Burson, radio operator (28t Radio) left Gusopa Harbor July 16 to establish a permanent OP on Suloga Point. Fifteen day rations and barber items for the natives were carried.

Lt D. W. Campbell and 4 men from E Troop left E Troop’s bivouac to proceed by the Bunsu trail to reconnoiter Kulanadu Hill as a possible OP. It was estimated the round trip would take four days.

A 4 man permanent watching station was established today at 96.4-53.1 for the purpose of guarding the 270 Radar.


Sunday, 18 July—Rest Period.

Monday, 19 July—Continuation of work on gun positions. Motors were fired in today. Lt. Campbell returned from patrol. Troops began work on advance CP.

Tuesday 20 July—Troops continued the clearing of fire lane on final protective line. The S-3 accompanied by Capt. Hood, CO Troop F, Task Force Reserve, Capt. Walton, Machine Battery, 12th Marine Defense and Lt. Munroe, Tank Platoon, 12th Marine Defense made a reconnaissance of the MLR.

Wednesday, 21 July—Lt Hawkin’s Troop C, plus two squads, relieved Lt Garder, Troop A at OPL. Waivat OP discontinued. List of scheduled calls for listening posts on MLR and OPL was published. S-3 accompanied by Major peoples and party of Officers of the 13th FA made a reconnaissance of the MLR. Purpose of the reconnaissance was for the preparation of resistering of F.A. guns on the MLR.

Thursday, 22 July—CO and S-3 made usual inspection of 1st Squadron sector of MLR. Troops continued clearing fire lanes along FPL and construction of M9 fortifications, and strong points. S-2 arranged details for two officer-patrols to be sent out July 23 or reconnaissance to north and south of Kulamadu Hill.

Friday, 23 July—Continued work on advanced CP, Message Center, fire lane and gun positions on MLR. S-3 visited outpost at Wabumuna Lt and 4 men, with native guide, went on patrol to Waspisan area. Trip to take approximately 4 days. Lt Woonkonfuss and 4 men, with native guide, went on patrol to Wansi area. Trip to take approximately 4 days.

Saturday, 24 July—Work continued on fire lanes and gun positions of MLR. Natives began clearing OPL.


Monday, 26 July—S-2 officers accompanied boat taking supplies to Lt. Howell’s OP. Regular work continued on MLR.

Tuesday, 27 July—at 0500 one enemy bomber came over, dropped three bombs near supply area. No damage done. S-2 officer returned from trip supplying Lt. Howell’s outposts. At 1830 Regiment had a motion picture. The first since landing on Woodlark. Completed firing in mortars.

Wednesday, 28 July—Com. m. installed air raid warning horns in Regt. area. (Bugler maintained at Regt. Hq.) CO and S-3 inspected MLR. Lts. Woonkonfuss and Woods returned from patrols at noon.

Thursday, 29 July—Air alert at 1150. Over at 0205. Continued work on fire lanes on Final Protective Line. CO accompanied by S-3 inspected OPL & MLR. Natives continued work on OPL under Lt. Jeffress.
Friday, 30 July—Lt Hawkins moved to spring on OPLR from his previous post at Wabuna. Plans made to send Lts. Calvert and Rougers with four men each on patrol to Kalamado area. Native guide to accompany Lt. Calvert. CO and S-3 inspected MLR & OPLR.

Saturday, 31 July—Regimental CO made aerial reconnaissance of MLR. Lt. Howell relieved by Lt. Holland. Full squad at Wabuna Bay and Bayneal Bay outposts. Troops completed fire lanes on final protective line. Installation of barbwire on these fire lanes has begun. Patrols under Lts. Calvert and Rougers left on reconnaissance to Kalamado Hill area.

Sunday, 1 August—Work continued by natives on OPLR. Construction continued on advanced CP. Continued to string wire on fire lanes. Three four-man outposts established at Wabuna, at mouth of Sinkural River and at Ungawam. Communications to be very Pitol and SQAAll. Yellow alert sounded at 1800. Red Alert sounded at 1805. Two enemy planes appeared over area at 1815 and dropped bombs on 2nd Squadron area and near F Troop (Task Force Reserve).

Monday, 2 August—0410 yellow and red alert. No enemy planes appeared. All clear sounded at 0450. CO and S-3 inspected Prov. Sq. troops area. Men continued work on OPLR, advance CP and wiring in of fire lanes.

Tuesday, 3 August—Rest Period: Church services, Movie, Band concert by 112th Cav Band. Yellow alert sounded at 1755. Red alert sounded at 1800. No bombing. All clear at 1840. General Krueger inspected advanced CP and map of MLR.

Wednesday, 4 August—Fire in machine guns on Final Protective Line on MLR. All troops, less machine gun elements, improved troop bivouac areas. Continued work on advanced Rgt CP. Dispatched reconnaissance patrol of F Troop, composed of Lt. Williams and 8 men to Decoyas area to be gone about a week.

Thursday, 5 August—Lt Calvert returned from patrol. Written report rendered. CO & S-3 inspected MLR & OPLR. S-2 inspected 1St Sq. area. One Platoon from Troop G established all around protection of Argus. Began wiring in of the Argus tower and Operation section. Troops continued construction of barbwire on MLR and the emplacements of machine guns positions and fire lanes. Natives reached halfway mark in clearing OPLR. Lt Hawkins cut trail from right flank OPLR through swamp to Sinkural River for the purpose of establishing patrol in that area. Lt Johnson & 4 men left on patrol for Banviet. Trip to take 4 days.

Friday, 6 August—Red alert 0400. All clear at 0415. No bombing. CO & S-3 inspected OPLR.. Troops continued wiring of defensive installations. Work continued on advance CP.

Saturday, 7 August—CO and S-2 inspected OPLR and MLR, Machine gun positions on south end of MLR, and Lt. Hawkins outpost. Established an additional listening post in view of communications between OPL and CP from Tr. G. Work continued wiring of defensive installations. Work continued on advanced CP.


Monday, 9 August—Work suspended because of excessive rain. Clothing check made in PM.

Tuesday, 10 August—CP relieved. 8 men from Service Troop established guard on Alwin Island to protect Radar. Rest Period, Church Services.

Wednesday, 11 August—Yellow alert sounded at 0645—All clear 0700. No bombs dropped. Lt Hawkins and men at 07#9 relieved by Lt. Batts and 31 men of Troop A. Lt. Bird and 3 men and S-2 sent on Patrol to Bonviet. Sixty (60) men detailed to unload boats. CO and S-3 inspected work end of OPLR, and 2nd Sqdn’s sector of MLR.
Thursday, 12 August—CO & S-3 inspected OPLR and MLR. One man relieved from OP #10 for medical attention. 279 men detailed to unload boats. Alert sounded 1130—All clear 1150—No bombs. Work continued on advanced C.P., Message Center at Regt. Hq. Moved into bomb shelter.

Friday, 13 August—40 men detail sent to beach to load gasoline. Task Force Commander made Purple Heart Awards to men of the Regiment who were wounded during bomb raids. Usual routine followed throughout the day. Yellow alert at 1130—All Clear at 1150. Three bombers attempted raid on island at 1935. AA guns turned back raiders. No damage or casualties. All clear sounded 2005.

Saturday, 14 August—CO & S-3 checked Lt. Batt’s outpost on OPL. Troops continued improving position on MLR and cut trails from MLR to OPL. At 1730 S-3 checked listening posts on MLR. Lt. Horton went to Madua Island with 8 men of Wpns. Troop. Trip to take 9 days. Movie in C.O.C. Sq. Area. Lt Bird returned from patrol to Bonivat at noon.

Sunday, 15 August—Lt. Appledorn & 3 men of Troop E left by boat for Bonivat to make a patrol from Bonivat to Riley then come down trail to Regimental area. OP3 #9 (Wabanuna) and #10 (Sulogoa Point) were supplied with rations. CO & S-3 inspected OPL and MLR. Sgt Barron made trip to OP #14 to pick up man who needed medical attention. Yellow alert 0931—All Clear 1000. No Bombs.

Monday, 16 August—Yellow Alert 0931, Red Alert 0936—yellow alert 1002, All Clear 1004. CO & S-3 attended a Unit Commanders meeting at Task Force Hq’s. Surveying of OPL for purpose of establishing pill boxes & gun positions, jeep trails cut from center line of OPL to center of MLR. Capt Houghton, CO Wpns Troop made a trip in the F. A. 103 Piper cub to inspect mortar positions and camouflage. Lt Howe and 60 men from Troop E, Wpns Troop and 1st Sq reported to QM for detail. P.M. pay day.

Tuesday, 17 August—Lt. Howe and 60 men continued to work with Q.M. Band Concert in Provisional Sqm. Area. Lt Appledorn returned from patrol to Bonivat. Rest Period. Capt John G. Carter and 31 men from Troop C established guard for ARUSS at Kulumadau.

Wednesday, 18 August—CO & S-2 made inspection of troop areas, kitchens, and vehicles. Work continued on OPLR and advanced CP’s. Communication work continued.

Thursday, 19 August—Location of OP #14 changed. S-3 personnel accompanied group to new spot. Personnel at OP #14 rotated. S-3 inspected MLR. Regiment continued routine work. Patrol made by S-3 personnel beyond Wabanuna. #10 OP supplied and 2 men replaced.

Friday, 20 August—Routine construction work by regiment. CO & S-3 inspected MLR and Troop C’s new positions.

Saturday, 21 August—Regiment continued improving defense positions on MLR. Natives continued work on OPLR. No work in PM because of excessive rain.

Sunday, 22 August—Lt. Calvert and 8 men of Service Troop replaced Lt. Bowland at OP #1. Sgt Edwards and 8 men of Hq Troop replaced personnel at OP #2. Communication Platoon began installing telephone lines from OP #1 to Kulumadau Hill. Sgt. Burson in charge of natives on this work, Regiment did not work this morning because of excessive rain but resumed normal duties in the afternoon.

Monday, 23 August—Regiment continued cutting fire lanes on OPLR and preparing Machine Gun positions. Continued improvement of Camp areas.

Tuesday, 24 August—S-2 sent supplies to OP #14. Rest Period.

Wednesday, 25 August—Continued organizing defenses of OPLR by; Cutting Fire Lanes and preparing MG positions. Continued improvement of Camp Areas. Maj Hunnicutt and 4 men left on patrol up South Coast to Lebitu and across country to Bausisi Trail. Lt. Howe and 4 men of Troop E left on patrol to Kulumadau and to contact Mr Dugon at Bonivat. Negative report from listening posts on MLR and OPL. Furnished 4 trucks to 104th Engineers to haul gravel. Began mapping Troop F MLR.
Thursday, 26 August—Major Hinnicutt returned from patrol. Lt. Hovey returned from patrol. Task force and Regt. CO's conferred on defensive positions of OPLR. Meeting of Staff, SQ CO's and Prov. Troop CO's. Lt. Horton returned from Nadeu Island.

Friday, 27 August—Inspection of Troops, installations, arms, kitchens, latrines, and equipment. Orientation lecture to Prov. Sq. in morning. USO show in afternoon (Ray Bolger-Little Jack Little). Orientation lecture to Wpns Trp and 2nd Sq in evening.

Saturday, 28 August—Lt Belland detail from A Troop relieved Lt. Boland of C Troop at Suolga OP. Lt. Fyke and 5 men of C Troop left on patrol from Wabanuma by way of Labitu and across country north to the Bunsul Trail. Troops continuing organizing defenses of OPL by clearing fire lanes and digging MG emplacements. Two more telephones installed at listening posts on OPL. Continued improvements of camp areas and installations. Negative reports from OPL and MLR.

Sunday, 29 August—Continued work on the OPL fire lanes and gun positions. CO checked positions on the MLR. Troops continued improvement of camp areas and installations. Negative reports from MLR and OPL.

Monday, 30 August—Orientation lectures were given to all members of the regiment. An explanation of General MacArthur's letter concerning units and personnel being returned to the states was made to all members of the regiment. Troops continued work on defenses of OPL by cutting fire lanes and digging MG emplacements. Troops continued improvement of camp areas and installations. Negative reports from MLR and OPL. Yellow alert 1225-1335 red alert—all clear 1330. No Bombs.

Tuesday 31 August—Rest Day. Church Services.

Wednesday, 1 September—Continued work on OPL gun positions. CO & S-3 inspected 2nd Squadron bivouac area and OPL. S-2 inspected 1st Squadron. Negative reports from MLR and OPL. Troops continued improvement of camp areas. Sgt Carley and 7 men of Service Troop relieved Aulin guard post.

Thursday, 2 September—CO & S-3 inspected OPL and MLR and 2nd Sq. Mon from each Sq. Hq. Wpns Troop and Hq Trp assigned to Force Camouflage work. S-2 inspected 1st Sq. General Kupege inspected MLR, G Troop, B Trp. Negative reports from OPL and MLR. Lt. Watkins and men relieved at OR #9 by Lt. Wackerfuss and 11 men of Troop B.

Friday, 3 September—Continued work on OPLR fire lanes and gun positions. S-2 inspected 1st Sq-E & Wpns Troop. CO and S-3 inspected MLR. Radio set replaced at OP #2 by M/Sgt Weber. S-2 personnel visited OP's #1 & #2. Negative reports from OPL and MLR. Lt Nehod and 4 men of Tr G left for patrol to Kulumadu-Bonivat and back.

Saturday, 4 September—Troops remained in bivouac because of alert.

Sunday, 5 September—Field problem (occupation of MLR).

Monday, 6 September—S-2 Visited OP #14. S-3 Inspected Troop G. CO inspected MLR.

Tuesday, 7 September—Rest Day. Church Services.

Wednesday, 8 September—Sgt Hope and 3 men of Trp C relieved OP #14. S-2 inspected Troop Areas and Installations. Italy surrendered unconditionally.

Thursday, 9 September—S-2 inspected troop areas and installations. MK show at Red Cross area (Singing by Lansing Hatfield). Lt. Nehod and patrol returned.

Friday, 10 September—Because of excessive rain, troops spent morning in Troop Areas. Afternoon spent in work on OPLR. S-2 inspected troops areas, kitchens etc. Orientation to Hq Troop, Service Troop and 2nd Sq. and Weapons Troop.
Saturday, 11 September—Troops worked on OPL defenses. S-2 inspected troop installations. CO and S-3 inspected MLR. S-2-3 detail under direction of Lt. Hill worked on combat firing obstacle course. Orientation lecture to 1st Squadron.

Sunday, 12 September—Lt. Appleford left on patrol to Bonivat, Kulumadau and Wasmakmat. Continue work on combat range. S-2 inspected troops and installations. CO & S-3 inspected MLR.

Monday, 13 September—Cpl Nardi returned from patrol. Troops worked on improving troop areas.

Tuesday, 14 September—Rest Day. Church Services.

Wednesday, 15 September—Continued work on OPLR of cutting fire lanes, constructing MG emplacements and stringing barbed wire. 35 MG positions with 2 fire lanes to each position completed. HQ & Service Troops routed duties of administration and service of equipment. Test firing on jungle snap shot range. System of scoring was worked out. Capt. Metcalfe went to Suliga Point and Kulumadau to carry supplies. Lt. Bell and 8 men from A Troop was relieved by Lt. Campbell and 8 men from Troop E. S-3 to 134th F.A. to work out details for problem of occupation of MLR by this Regiment with the F.A. in support. Negative reports from O.P.'s and MLR and O.T.L. Yellow alert at 0505. Red alert at 0512 all clear at 0525. No bombs dropped. Red alert at 1007 all clear 1107. No Bombs. One plane shot down. Cpl Nardi and 3 men of Troop A left for patrol to Kulumadau-Bonivat-Sinkurei River.

Thursday, 16 September—1st and 2nd Sqs and Wpns Troop continued regular work on OPLR-preparing fire lanes, digging MG emplacements and stringing Barbed wire. HQ's and Service Troops carried on routine administration and supply of the regiment. Completed combat range. Furnished total of 52 men to unload ships. Buglers school begun. Additional improvements on Regt. O.P. Capt Metcalfe returned from Kulumadau.


Saturday, 18 September—Field problem began at 0700 to occupy MLR and accustom troops to overhead mortar and artillery fire. Completed at 1200. Afternoon spent cleaning weapons. Lt. Pritchard and 20 men detail from Wpns Troop reported to beach at 1400. Meeting of Sq and Trp Chiefs at S-2-2 tent for critique. Orientation to Prov. Sq. in theater area before movie. Yellow alert 1110. All clear 1202. Ron plane.

Sunday, 19 September—Orientation to 1st Sq. Troops carried out routine work on OPLR and wire stringing. S-2 and communication personnel visited #2. Service and HQ Trps carried out administration and service of the regiment. CO and S-3 inspected MLR and OPLR. S-2 inspected troops and troop areas and installations. Lt. Appleford's patrol returned.

Monday, 20 September—1st and 2nd Sq Hq and detachment fr Hq Trp fired 20 men on pesticide obstacle course. Orientation to 1st Sq. Troops carried out routine work on OPLR and wire stringing. S-2 inspected troop areas and installations. HQ & Sy Trps carried out administration and service of the regiment. CO & S-3 inspected MLR and OPLR. Sgt Hightower and 8 men of Wpns Trp relieved OP #2. Sgt Hightower, Lt Woods & 32 men of Trp relieved Spring and Wabunna OP #9 & #12.

Monday, 21 September—Rest Day. Church Services.
Wednesday, 22 September.—Regiment alerted for possible attack. Tng Schedule suspended and troops remained in bivouac.

Thursday, 23 September.—Trp G fired 50 men on pistol obstacle course. Regt still alerted. S-2 inspected troop installations. Yellow alert at 0300 red at 0317 Yellow alert at 0333. All clear at 0335. No bombs dropped. Troops worked on OPLR. Trp C detailed to QM for labor detail. Lt. Gardner and 4 men left on patrol to Kulimadaw. Orientation to Trp F. Hq. Trp remained in Trp Area.

Friday, 24 September.—Furnished 275 men and 5 trucks to QM as ration detail. Hq. & Sv Trps routine duties of administration and supply of Regt. C troop platoon relieved from OPLR by 1st platoon from Trp E. 1st & 2nd Sqs and Wpns (less details) followed regimental training schedule.


Sunday, 26 September. Work begun on new S-2-3 building. Service and Hq Trps carried out routine service and administration of regt. Account ability of property begun today.

Monday, 27 September.—OP #1 relieved by Lt. Irwin and 8 men of Service Troop. Care of arms and inspection by troops. Improvement of MLR and OPLR. Sgt Dillingham and 3 men of OP #1 relieved OP #14.

Tuesday, 28 September.—Rest Day. Church services. Yellow alert 1125 all clear 1145 (friendly a/c).

Wednesday, 29 September.—Dismounted Drill period cancelled. Orientation lecture to Prov Sq. Capt Metcalfe travelled to Cawa returned same day. Lt Stallings and 6 men left for Madeu Island by boat. E Troop fired 50 men on pistol combat course.

Thursday, 30 September.—1st & 2nd Sq & Wpns Trp continued work on the OPLR. Troops began digging individual fox holes at MG emplacements. 50 men of Wpns Trp completed firing the pistol obstacle course. Hq & Service Trps carried out routine service and administration of the regiment.

Friday, 1 October.—32 men from Trp C fired pistol combat course. Regt. followed training schedule—Problem of Attack (1st Sq) Scouting & Patrolling. Pay day in PM.

Saturday, 2 October.—Troops worked on OPLR.

Sunday, 3 October.—Care of arms and inspection by troops. Lectures to 2nd Sq & Wpns Trp, and to Task Force Hq. Schedule followed in PM. Training schedule issued to include October 6-12.

Monday, 4 October.—Troops worked on MLR.


Wednesday, 6 October.—Close Order Drill, Combat Obstacle Course. 30 men of Hq Trp. Problem (Attack) Jungle Navigation, Submit Schedule, (Prov Trp.) MG Instruction, Retreat.

Thursday, 7 October.—Yellow alert 1107 Red 1113 All clear at 1125. No bombs dropped. Work on OPLR defenses.

Friday, 8 October.—Close Order Drill—Problem (Attack) Combat Obstacle Course (Sv Trp—30 men)—Jungle Navigation. Yellow alert 2135-red at 2140-yellow at 2247-red at 2255, all clear at 2325. Bombs dropped. No Casualties.
Saturday, 9 October--Work on OPLR defenses.

Sunday, 10 October--Yellow alert at 0525-red at 0530-yellow at 0550-red at 0555. No bombs. Close order drill-Inspection-Semaphore drill.

Monday, 11 October--1st & 2nd Sq & Wpns Trps. worked on individual rifleman positions on OPLR. Hq & Sv Trps- routine duties of administration and supply of the regiment. 40 men of B trp. fired Pistol Combat Course.

Tuesday, 12 October--Rest Day- Church Services.


Thursday, 14 October--Troops worked on OPLR Defenses. Detail of 364 men for labor detail sent to QL.


Saturday, 16 October--300 man detail for ship unloading. Troops worked on OPLR.

Sunday, 17 October--Close order drill 0730 to 0800. Trp G fired Combat Obstacle Course. 1st And 2nd Sq. Pointers for Squad Leaders and small unit tactics. Also Prov. Sq, SV Trp to beach for swimming and physical conditioning. All troops practiced semaphore drill.


Tuesday, 19 October--Rest Day. Church Services.

Wednesday, 20 October--1st Sq Close Order Drill 0730 to 0800. Inspection of all troops Articles of War read to all troops. Orientation lecture by M/S Burns to Anti-tank Outpost and Prov. Troops. MG instruction all troops. Retreat Inspection all troops. Sq., Trp., and Unit commanders meeting at S-2-3.


Friday, 22 October--Close Order Drill for 2nd Sq and Wpns Trp. Troop G fired on Combat Obstacle Course. 1st Sq combat problems. Jungle navigation and patrolling 2nd Sq. Orientation Lecture postponed. MG instruction for riflemen in all troops.

Saturday, 23 October--Work on OPLR defenses. 32 men from G troop relieved 1st Sq. at Kulumadu. Training schedule distributed. Orientation to F Troop in morning and Task Force in afternoon.


Monday, 25 October--Work on OPLR defenses. Two alerts: 0505 yellow, 0520 red; 0545 all clear. 0910 red, 0947 all clear. Three 40 man shairs started work at 0500 and finished Tuesday morning. Lt Irwin at Kaspinat was relieved by Lt. Jeffries 1st Sq. Sgt Hightower relieved at OP #2 by Sgt. Nimsith of Wpns Troop.
Tuesday, 26 October—Rest Day. Church Services. Two 50 cm detail for ship unloading started at midnight and continued to Wednesday noon.

Wednesday, 27 October—Yellow alert at 0505, red at 0530, all clear 0545. 40 men and one officer on labor detail. Close order drill for 1st Sq. Trp E fired Obstacle Course. 2nd Sq offensive combat problem. Troop B marched to Gusopga Beach. Jungle navigation and map reading by 1st Sq. MG instruction for rifleman. Retreat and inspection.

Thursday, 28 October—Troops worked on OPLR 25 man detail.

Friday, 29 October—Close order drill 2nd Sq. and Wpns Trp. Wpns Trp fired Combat Course. 1st Sq. offensive problem. 2nd Sq jungle navigation and map reading. Troop C marched to beach. MG instruction for rifleman. Sq Trp and Unit commanders meeting. Lt. Wood of H Trp relieved OP #9 by Lt. Hovey, Troop E.

Saturday, 30 October—Troops worked on OPLR defenses. Training schedule distributed.


Monday, 1 November—Troops worked on OPLR. OP #14 relieved by one Sgt and 4 men of Troop C. Sgt Shepper relieved Cpl Liotta of Sv Trp at OP #2. Sgt Burson relieved Cpl Davis at OP #1. Anti-Tank platoon fired at moving targets in Kumara Bay.

Tuesday, 2 November—Rest Day. Church Services.

Wednesday, 3 November—Close Order Drill for 1st Sq. MG instruction for 2nd Sq. 1st Sq. Combat problem in morning. Troop C marched to beach for drill, swimming and exercises. Retreat and inspection.

Thursday, 4 November—Routine work on OPLR. C Troop began clearing undergrowth on right flank of OPLR between Spring OP and MLR. Co of C Troop made reconnaissance of F Troop positions. S-3 selected probable camp site and rifle range at Wabanana large enough to accommodate 1 troop while on the range. Lt. Appledorn and 5 men of E Trp left from Kumara Bay to patrol overland to OP #2.

Friday, 5 November—Close Order Drill for 2nd Sq and Wpns Trp. MG instruction for 1st Sq. Offensive problem by 2nd Sq. Trp E marched to beach. Chemical warfare defense for all troops.

Saturday, 6 November—Worked on OPLR defenses. Sq. Trp and Unit commanders meeting.


Monday, 8 November—Troops worked on defenses of OPLR (1st Sq and 2nd Sq, and Wpns Troops worked on defenses). E Trp continued work of building rifle range at Wabanana. Furnished 5 trucks to load 60th C.B. equipment on ship.

Tuesday, 9 November—Rest Day. Church Services. Lt. Appledorn and patrol returned from OP #2.


Thursday, 11 November—Troops worked on OPLR defenses. E Trp continued work on rifle range and bivouac area at Wabanana. Weapons Trp left on march to Kulwadaa.

Saturday, 13 November—Troops alerted and held in readiness in Troop areas 0515. Ordered to occupy OPLR at 0800. Problem finished at 1440. Afternoon spent cleaning weapons. Task force critique held at 1330 at Task Force Hqqs. Sq. Tr, and Unit commanders held critique at 1815 at Regimental Headquarters.

Sunday, 14 November—Wpns Trp returned from Kulamaud. Hq, Sv and Med Det had close order drill. MG exam given all troops. 1st Sq & 2nd Sq had bayonet drill. Retreat inspection.

Monday, 15 November—A Troop cut lateral trails of communication 100 yards behind positions on OPLR. C & G Trps cut underbrush on right flank of OPLR. E Troop continued construction of rifle and MG range at Wemanunu and clearing road from beach road to Wemanunu. Hq Trp worked on Advance CP and building Spring OP kitchen. Red Cross detail of 10 commenced in afternoon.

Tuesday, 16 November—Rest Day. Church Services. Red Cross Detail continued.

Wednesday, 17 November—Yellow alert counted at 0701—all clear at 0720. Red Cross detail continued. 20 men and one MCO detailed for officer's club with one truck. Orientation to 1st Sq. Troops worked on defenses of OPLR. Retreat inspection.

Thursday, 18 November—A, B & G Trps began clearing brush on final defense line. C Troop continued clearing brush on right flank of OPLR. E Trp continued building rifle and MG range and clearing camp site at Wemanunu. Hq. and Sv Trps routine duties of administration and supply. Wpns Trp worked on MG and mortar positions. Kitchen at OP #12 about 1/4 completed. Bomb disposal school began. Red Cross and Officers Club details.

Friday, 19 November—Close Order Drill for 2nd Sq. 1st Sq had offensive problem. A troop marched to beach for conditioning exercises. 2nd Sq had classes on AT mines. Orientation to 2nd Sq. Gas drill for 1st Sq. Sq. Trp & Unit CO's held meeting. Radio school began. Red Cross and Officer's Club details continued.

Saturday, 20 November—Troops worked on OPLR and ranges at Wemanunu. Kitchen at OP #12 completed. Red Cross and Officers Club details continued.

Sunday, 21 November—Close Order drill for Hq and Sv Trps, and Med Det. All troops practiced squad-counter reconnaissance patrol. Sv Trp, marched to beach for conditioning. Orientation to Prov Sq. Bayonet Drill for 1st Sq & 2nd Sq. Retreat inspection. Officer's Club and Red Cross Detail continued.

Monday, 22 November—Troops worked on OPLR and FRL. Sq, Trp and Unit CO's meeting. 20 man boat unloading detail. Red Cross area detail continued.

Tuesday, 23 November—Rest Day. Church Services. USO show starring Gary Cooper, Una Merkle and Phyllis Brooks given at Red Cross area.

Wednesday, 24 November—Troops worked on OPLR. Meeting of Sq Trp and Unit CO's. Orders issued to prepare for move from island on Nov 28th.

Thursday, 25 November—Thanksgiving Day. Special dinner and church services. Troops spent day in preparation for movement.

Friday, 26 November—Day spent packing for move. Sq Trp Unit and Staff Officers meeting.

Saturday, 27 November—Staff, Sq, Trp and Unit CO's meeting. Church services in 1st Sq Chapel.

Sunday, 28 November—Troops continued packing and policing areas.

Monday, 29 November—Began loading LSTs. Hq and Sv Trps loaded.
Tues., Nov. 30, 1943—Boot of troops and equipment loaded. Sailed at 2215.


Thurs., Dec. 2, 1943—all troops and equipment unloaded. Moved into bivouac area.

Friday, Dec. 3, 1943—Camp set up.


Sunday, Dec. 5, 1943—Began work on M.G. and sub-M.G. range. Troops began training. Church services.

Mon, Dec. 6, 1943—Sub-machine gunners fired on range. Troops had amphibious training.

Tues., Dec. 7, 1943—Amphibious training continued.


Thurs., Dec. 9, 1943—Troops began range practice firing bazookas, M.G.s, using grenade launchers and throwing grenades by hand. Regt. given typhoid, cholera and tetanus shots.


Sat., Dec. 11, 1943—Troops fired on rifle range. Massing of 12th Officers and a treatment officers. Task force mission information released to non-commissioned officers.


Monday, Dec. 13, 1943—Regiment completed plans and preparations for move and boarded ships.

Tues., Dec. 14, 1943—Regiment sailed from Goodenough. Men fed by ship's company. Convoy stopped at New Guinea for few hours and then continued voyage. Trip uneventful.

Wed., Dec. 15, 1943—Regiment left LED at 0515 on ten Buffaloes and 29 Alligators to begin landing operations on Cape Markus, New Britain, about 6 miles distance by water from point where landing craft left LED. Operations was about 50 minutes behind schedule as the first wave of Buffaloes did not hit the beach until 0720. Prior to the landing naval bombardment from destroyers began at 0710. 1800 rounds were fired on the beach before landing. The beach was bombed and strafed by S-25 Mitchells bombers during the process of landing.

Main attack made by 2nd Squadron reinforced by one heavy max. gun platoon of Weapons Troop. Initial landing made at the jetty and at House Fireman Beach and Cape Markus.

Troop A attempted to land at 0600 at the upper end of Cape Markus. Landing was repelled by heavy machine gun fire. Troop B made another secondary landing on the west tip of Filalo Island. Enemy resistance light. Troop B suffered one casualty.

Regimental CP established at 33,82-20,52 at 0600. 2nd Squadron combat team pushed quickly up Cape Markus, reaching the final objective at 1430. Regimental CP moved again to 34,3-20,75 at 1000. CP moved again to 35,7-22 at 1500.

Permanent CP established there. At 1650 enemy snipers coming up from the overhanging cliffs on the south side of Cape Markus tried to enter CP area. They were fired on and forced back over the cliff. A small party from Headquarters Troop began searching for enemy snipers, killing 8 men. Our casualties 2 killed and 1 wounded.

Troop C was ordered up from Task Force Reserve at 1630 to help outpost Regt. C. All-around protection was established by two platoons of Troop C, one heavy machine gun platoon of Weapons Troop and elements of Reconnaissance and P&D Platoons. Enemy snipers attempted to infiltrate CP defenses throughout the night and two were killed.
Wednesday Dec. 15, 1943 cont.- Communication by telephone was established with 2nd Squadron CP at about 1800. A platoon patrol from Troop G was ordered to proceed to Utinginlu on reconnaissance mission. No enemy contact reported by messenger sent from the platoon's position about 1500 push on to Utinginlu. Patrol was ordered to push on to Utinginlu, wipe out any enemy resistance and establish outpost there.

Air action: Alerted at 0800. All clear at 0900. 12 dive bombers and 4-6 Zero planes bombed and strafed Chiping and Togunluart. 2 enemy planes shot down. 1 LCV destroyed by bombs.

Thursday, Dec. 16, 1943-Second Squadron reported eight enemy fire intermittently on their positions during the night. Troop G was ordered to clear the right hand beach of Cape Markus of enemy snipers.

Preliminary reports indicate Troop A suffered several casualties among officers and men. Complete details were not available. Enemy machine gun emplacement south-west of CP at 0500.

Troop G left at 1330 for trip to Utinginlu. Artillery fire was heavy on the village before G Troop reached it. Report from patrol indicated the enemy were present in the village and apparently abandoned it during the artillery fire.

Air action: Alerted at 1500. 6 H/B and 2 F/P made five runs. Approximately 25 bombs dropped.
At 1633 10 dive bombers and 4 Zeros dropped 12 bombs (250 to 200 pound bombs) from 6000 feet. All of clear at 1710.

Alert at 1830. Bombs dropped by one enemy fighter. All clear at 1845.

Friday, Dec. 17, 1943-Troop F platoon which had been to the left of regiment in too of the peninsula relieved from Troop A. Troops A and B in Task Force Reserve. The following report was submitted by Maj. Hollins after trip to G Troop by LCVP. No enemy were found. During the night one enemy killed, and possibly two. Ammunition and equipment lost on the beach about 200 yards up the trail in the cliff. The ammunition would accommodate only a few men but a rifle rock was there where he said about 50 riflemen. The ammunition and other equipment destroyed. There was apparently one officer with the men who fled as clothing and equipment left behind indicate this. One probable gun positions were found along the escarp but no guns were in them. One water hole was found in the area.

During the night one or more Japanese entered the area and removed two rifles from the rifle rock. Radio (264) in contact with Fights Section. One Jap killed was dressed in complete American uniform. Flames made by G Troop to send patrol to airstrip next day.

Air action: Alert at 0140. 3 to 6 H/B and F/P over area. All clear at 0300.
At 0355, one H/B dropped 4 bombs. All clear at 0355.

Saturday Dec. 18, 1943-50 men of 1st Squadron sent to 2nd Squadron to clear defensive line. Communications Platoon began running telephone line to Utinginlu village. Line completed at 1130. No enemy action during the night. Command in better condition.

Troop D (less one platoon) relieved to regiment by forces headquarters and established outpost with machine gun on beach on east side of peninsula near abandoned Japanese points. Troop G sent patrol along east beach down to Troop C outpost.

Regimental CP with HQ, Troop, Service Troop, Motor Pool, supply dump, and one platoon of UMP. Troop moved to 35,80-42,23.

Troop G patrol sent to Arawa airstrip. Another Troop G patrol discovered Japanese radio intact with generator and powerful field glasses. All troops continued improvement of positions and communication.

Field Artillery registered in front of 2nd Squadron positions. Patrol to Arawa. Airfield could not find evidence of yesterday's artillery concentration. One Japanese killed by Troop G near village since last report. No casualties to our troops. Bodies of 4 Troop A men found near Troop G bivouac. They were buried there.

Report of Lt. Jeffress patrol: "Patrol moved from bivouac to Arawa Airfield at 0000. No enemy met. Indications are they left one to two days ago. In hurry. Small outpost was at Hamlet and Nsel. Coastal track good to Hamlet. Unknown trail from there. Good travel on beach from Hamlet to Arawa. 20 ton truck could go from bivouac to Hamlet. Well maintained trail is there. Seldom used native trail exists from Troop G to Nselinu on possible to Alvelo. Well used track to coastal track to Hamlet. Several recently cut trails from beach 500 yards east of Nselinu to Japanese living quarters along track. Huts and rails have been put up for two at night. Network of native trails from beach to coastal track. Fairly good lane ring 1000 yards east of Hamlet on high ground for excellent air observation. Air observation good from trail. Fair observation along coast. Roads and communication. Coast line believed to be good for native craft only. No hedges or natives seen. It is believed this bivouac area was center of Japanese activity."
Saturday, 18 Dec. 43, Patrol returned at 1600 today. Air action: Alert at 1600, M/F and V/F overhead. Number unknown. All clear at 1800.

Sunday, 19 Dec. 43.-Troop G moved one platoon from MLR to Untingalu which means that all of Troop G is now located at village. Troop G sent two small patrols to close objectives. Troop G and Troop E moved patrols along east side of peninsula during day. Troop B sent one platoon on patrol by boat under Task Force orders. Troop C sent one squad with SCR 284 on patrol for indefinite period under Task Force orders. Troops continued improvement of positions and communications. Kitchens set up by Troops.

All Troop G equipment moved to village. Warning order issued to Troop G to send patrol to Sigul River Dec. 20th. A twice daily system of patrols established by 1st and Ending Squads to keep a sharp and alert look out of peninsula between MLR and reserve line. No important results from patrol activity. One jeep killed by Troop C patrol on cliff. One of our men slightly wounded. Troop G discovered one double-barreled 44 gun slightly larger than 20mm mounted on solid base. Estimated 1500 rounds of ammunition for gun near position. Supply but full of clothing was destroyed near position by Troop G. Gun position 200 yards east of G Troop CP at Untingalu. No enemy contact on MLR during night. Air action: 2110-2215. A-20 bombers attacked targets at mouth of Pulio River.

Monday, 20 Dec. 43.-Troop G sent one squad patrol north from village with primary mission of trail reconnaissance to see if trails from village connect to Mielolek trail. Troop G sent one platoon less one squad to mouth of Sigul River via LCV's and to return overland. Troop F sent a one-squad patrol north from MLR to close objectives on terrain reconnaissance. Routine patrols along sides of peninsula between forward and rear defensive lines.

2nd Squadron has two outposts at night along trails connecting MLR to Troop G. Improvements in defensive positions placing anti-personnel mines and erecting wire. Field artillery registered on islands and on small tip of west side of peninsula. Lt. Jeffers patrol brought in eight native men for questioning. A-20 bombers attacked targets in Pulio River area at 0830. Reconnaissance by boat from 1300-1500 revealed two Jap barges at Bongonal Island. Barges stranded and sunk. No enemy seen.

Daily patrols covered beaches on east and west side of Cape between MLR and 1st Squadron reserve positions. Patrol of one platoon (less one squad) dispatched by Troop G from Untingalu to reconnoiter coastal trail. Left at 0800. One squad on patrol from Troop F MLR position northwest along coast of mainland. Night CP's established on Erus beach between Regt. CP and Untingalu.

Patrol of 12 men from Troop G departed by LCV at 1700 to reconnoiter Mielolek Village and trail northeast to Bidmap village. LCV's intercepted at harbor of Mielolek by Jap barges. Intense automatic fire from well camouflaged Jap barges from west side of Bongonal Island forced patrol to return to Cape Markus. Heavy concentration of 105 howitzers placed on enemy hero area. Onobserved results.

The following patrol schedule was put into effect this date:

Patrols along both sides of peninsula between 1st and 2nd Squadron flank, meeting at halfway pt.

1st Day 0700 1400
2nd Day 0800 1500
3rd Day 0800 1600

Tues, 21 Dec. 43.-Troop G moved to MLR. One platoon under Lt. Jeffers maintained at Untingalu with mission of observation. Troop A (Task Force Reserve) moved to point on road opposite to Force Hqs.

One Troop G squad on boat listening post during night off Angup Island. Radio contact maintained with regimental net. One platoon (reinforced) sent to eliminate Japanese on Awang Island. Platoon supported by artillery fire. Routine patrols along cliffs and swamp. Detailed report sent to G-2 on patrols. One enemy killed yesterday near Aivela Hill by Troop G patrol. Patrol to Awang Island has not returned or reported. Air action: Alert at G-7. All clear at 0437. Alert at 1206. Air Force bombers and Zero's dropped 20 to 30 bombs (250 lbs.) on shipping. Approximately 100 planes in area. All clear at 1342. Alert at 1735. All clear at 1810.

Wednesday, 22 Dec. 43.-1st Squadron platoon established permanent positions along west from 1st Squadron right flank to right flank of Troop A. One squad OP established near mouth of Sigul River under Sgt. Eldor. Eight contact personnel attached. Troop positions improved during day. Mines and booby traps planted. Signs and sentries mark spots during day. Detailed charts showing movement of Jap patrol from Troop A under Sgt. Smith reconnoiter. 17th Flank of MLR to point on mainland south of 34-1-24-8. Movement down to mainland beach through swamp and water nearly knee deep. Dim beach at 34-1-24-8 on 40 foot high ridge. Trail led from the beach at western tip of peninsula going east to connect with the main trail to the four native villages which are about one mile north of MLR.
Wednesday 22 Dec. 1943 cont.- Patrol returned to camp on this trail. No natives or enemy encountered. Trail had not been used recently. 8 man boat patrol and radio operator under Capt. Marsinko were in observation of Awang Island. Radio failed but nothing occurred to report. Patrol observed from 0300 to 0530. Troop B platoon (reinforced) led by Lt. Winconbus landed on Awang Island to wipe out possibly enemy. None found. Empty barge sunk. Patrol returned 1000. No casualties past 24 hours.

Air action: Alert at 0132. 125 bombs dropped by 25 M/Re. All clear at 1209.

Alerts at:
- 0218, All clear at 0303
- 0323, 0517
- 0450, 0914
- 1442, 1530
- 1602, 1552

Thursday 23 Dec. 1943-8 and B Troop platoons sent to clear cliff of peninsula between Troop C OP on beach to Mio. One enemy killed. Believed to be lost in area.

Lt. Stevens has not returned.

Negative report from LCH listening patrol.

8-man patrol from Eq. Troop traveled to Mio. Contacted OP there. OP personnel found good drinking water spring. Patrol moved 61 miles in scout car. MOST of way to airbase covered on foot. 3 natives contacted who acted as guides and scouts for Mio OP. Native report good trail to Omata and think canoes went there.

Trip would require approximately one week to get there. OP reported seeing two PT boats along coast line. CP found 4 bodies washed ashore near Mio. Possibly Troop A men. No enemy contacted by patrol. Mr. Nyalle (Angau) at Mio.

Air action: 0222 F/P dropped two bombs. Between 0300-0303 the enemy dropped 24 bombs. All clear at 0321. Alert at 1750. All clear at 1817.

Friday 24 Dec. 1943-Lt. Labadie's patrol returned at 1200 from 3-day reconnaissance of the area from the Mio to Miolok-Didnap Trail. No connecting trail was found. No enemy contact.

Lt. Appledorn and reinforced squad departed 1300 to reconnoiter possible fighter sector OP on Island K. No enemy contact this date. No casualties to this command.

Air action: Alert at 0303. 8 planes dropped approximately 61 bombs (6 tons) from 3000 to 5000 feet. All clear at 0516.

Alerts at:
- 0555, All clear at 0609
- 0755, 0817
- 1018, 1059
- 1440, 1449
- 2023, 2027

Saturday 25 Dec. 1943-Sgt. Hecox and 20 men with 20 natives traveled from Moniela to Miolok with mission of establishing OP at Miolok and reconnoitering Omal and Didnap. Lt. Hawkins platoon was given mission of going up near Mio to clear out a party of Japanese reported holed up in a cave. Both patrols had reached Moniela at the same time when the trucks were ambushed by about 40 Japanese. Men were discouraging and offered resistance but due to unknown strength of enemy, assuming the same number as encountered was and advance party for a large body which had been reported by 8th Army as coming this way from the Fulle River. It was decided to withdraw along the trail to prepared positions at Uniguina. Withdrawal was completed by approximately 1045.

Lt. Hawkins' patrol and Sgt. Hecox' patrol were reinforced at Untingula by a platoon from Troop G under Lt. Jeffress. Field artillery was ordered placed 300 to 500 yards northeast, along the trail from Untingula. Results of firing were unobserved due to the thick jungle.

Captain Hill, on patrol to Mio, met patrols retiring and took command. Our force retired to Untingula where Captain Hill prepared a defensive line and waited for the enemy. Telephone communication with Rgt. Hecox was maintained. Artillery fire delivered on trail 1600 yards above Untingula to Moniela. Concentration began at 1112. Field artillery released to 1112th Cavalry by Gen. Cunningham. Early estimate of enemy strength placed at 40. Enemy attempted to send patrol of 8 men around left flank. 5 were killed and the others probably wounded. Observer for field artillery reached Capt. Hill at 1140.

At 1140 Lt. Stilling reported to Rgt. Hecox from patrol reporting evidence of approximately 15 Japs had been found in garden above left flank of Capt. Hill's position, 10 sets of tracks were seen and natives reported seeing the enemy.

Second artillery concentration begun at 1155. One squad and artillery observer, (officer), left on reconnaissance at 1205 from Untingula. Scout car sent to Untingula with two .50 mounted, two cases of 50 ammo and one case of .30 ammo. Squadron of F-47s reported coming in to protect our Untingula towards Mio. 2nd squadron notified to be on alert. Estimated 30 enemy in party. Two natives brought in from Mio said the Japanese number approximately 30. At 1255 heavy firing reported on Capt. Hill's left flank. Scout car with full crew dispatched at 1320 for Untingula. Smoke pots taken. Japanese not yet reported on coast.
At 1625 JST 20th Dec. bombing and shelling from Utintanu to Pulic and then to Didnep where 6th Army reports large enemy force moving west and one column from Pulic River to Sigul River.

Captain Hill suggested Troop B take over Utintanu before nightfall. One truck with escort was sent to capture Hill to bring back heavy equipment and his force was ordered to withdraw from Utintanu by 6th Army. One patrol at a time. Last element left Utintanu at 1615. Troop C ordered to register mortars. 2 men killed accidentally when withdrawing through 0113.

A party was established by 2nd Squadron at approximately 0600 yards in front of 7th Army communication on hilltop with 12 by 0113.

Japs attacked our extreme right flank of the hill by 0113 mortar fire forcing them to withdraw. One man killed and 6 wounded during night. Light bombing occurred during night. During the entire engagement 12 enemy were known killed. One patrol from 2nd Squadron sent into tall grass. 3 killed by mine, another killed by mine. To force out Japanese who were hiding in the rice paddies to the east.

Air action Alert at 0010 All clear 0317
0318
0458
0615
0854
1056
1309
7 bombs 1826

Sunday, December 26, 1943.

Japanese force of 150 to 200 trekked extreme right flank at 2200. Enemy broke through but retired under mortar fire. Only one enemy dead found but it is believed more than 20 are killed and wounded and carried off. We lost one man killed and 6 wounded.

Patrols from both squadrons worked along hillside and in the valley. One patrol moved north and encountered Japanese coming from village. Field artillery fired 38 rounds on village and Troop G patrol under Lt. Jeffers went to village to find enemy. Patrol supported by field artillery. No enemy found at village. Clip from Japanese 12 found at village. No other evidence of occupation.

Document from dead Japanese officer killed yesterday indicates attacking force was composed of remnants of Araya garrison which filed our landing. They had been supplied with no day's ration by air at Didnep. Patrols to Pulic River report no enemy concentration in that area along Sigul River. 3 Japs killed December 25 at mouth of Pulic River.

Mio Of evacuated position when native scouts reported party of Japanese troops moving in that direction. Radio hidden in bushes under guard of friendly natives. A patrol will be sent in future to Mio to re-establish or to retrieve radio equipment.


Monday, December 27, 1943

During night of December 26-27 15 to 20 Japanese struck our right flank of MIR but were driven off by 60 mm mortar fire. Number of enemy killed or wounded unknown. We had one killed and 2 wounded.

During early morning 2 Platoons of Troop A and 2 of Troop B counter-attacked from MIR to Utintanu. 12 enemy killed. Number wounded unknown. We lost one officer and 2 men.

Patrol of Troop B led by Sgt. McNew went approximately one mile north of the MIR to a native garden area. Report by Sgt. McNew indicates 20 to 30 enemy bivouacked there on high ground back of garden, possibly using cave for headquarters. Bivouac is supported and they have one machine gun. A battle of terrain SSW did not attack and then they slipped away without being detected. At 1500 Troop B was ordered to attack the area. Report of their activity has not been received.
It Boland with Troop C platoon went by barge to MIL to recover radio equipment to report received of his activity.

It is estimate there are 20 to 40 enemy scattered throughout the area, using a cave in the garden area for headquarters.

Air action: "Left at 0039 All clear 0122
0410 0426
0037 0937
2027 2135

Tuesday, December 26, 1943: At approximately 2200 a small number of Japanese made harassing attack on extreme right flank of our LH positions. Attack was repulsed by 90 mm mortar fire. Number of attacking forces unknown but thought to be 10 to 15. Another harassing attack was made at same position. Our troops withheld their automatic fire. Number of enemy dead or wounded unknown. Our forces suffered no casualties.

Patrol led by Lt. Geriner of Troop E, given mission of pushing to Utingalyo to clear out enemy in that area. Enemy sniper resistance not from OHR to within 400 yards of the village. Patrol encountered concentration of enemy mortar fire and retired without accomplishing its mission. One enemy killed. No casualties.

Patrol of Troop C led by Lt. Boland had mission of pushing to native garden at 36-9-253 and clear that area of enemy. Patrol reached point approximately 1000 yards north of the LH where they met enemy LH and sniper resistance. Patrol returned at 1530 without accomplishing mission. Three enemy killed. Our forces suffered no casualties.

A patrol under Sgt. Herbert on an LCW from Troop B left a 0715 on routine patrol of Angup Island area. Patrol to be relieved in four days.

No definite contact with enemy this date. Number of enemy in immediate vicinity estimated to be 20 to 35.

Total number of enemy killed today: 4. Number wounded unknown.

We lost one man who was accidentally killed.

Air action: alert at 0245 All clear at 0530
0650 0630
1117 1131

Wednesday, December 27, 1943: Patrol from Troop C moved from left flank of LH at 0600, going along swamp to about 100 yards in front of LH. Patrol worked along edge of swamp with one squad below the cliff and another on top of it. Patrol advanced approximately 1000 yards in front of the LH where it met enemy skirmish line about 200 yards long consisting of rifles and at least 20 MGs. Both squad were caught in cross fire and forced to ground. Third squad attempted to go around right flank but was caught and pinned down by MG fire. Patrol leader began withdrawal at 1300 thinking enemy force larger than his own. Reach LH at 1530. One enemy killed; possibly two more. Our losses were 4 killed and 2 wounded.

January, December 29, 1943: At 1230 platoon of Troop A on left flank of LH on swamp reported enemy infiltration through the swamp to our rear. One section of Troop R, a squad of Troop F and a squad of LH platoon troop A under John C. Carter, moved 500 yards to the rear of LH and entered swamp to clear the enemy, estimated 20-30, back across LH. This force was ambushed as it entered swamp and pushed toward after a heated battle. This force was reinforced with 2 skirksed toward LH while a platoon of 15th Inf. joined them. We crossed the swamp to the rear toward Task Force Hq. At 1645 a small party of 15-20 Japs was observed out in swamp and mortar fire was opened on them. At the same time this force was relieved by 2 Platoons of Troop A who continued to pound the swamp to the rear Task Force Hq. At 1645 a small party of 15-20 Japs was observed out in swamp and mortar fire was opened on them. At the same time this force was relieved by 2 Platoons of Troop A, who continued to pound the swamp until dusk. During the entire action, 17 enemy were killed including 8 officers; our losses were 1 officer killed, 1 wounded, and 6 wounded. From new dappled later this force was found to be a Japanese sea raiding party of
2 officers and 20 EM with mission to silence our mortar action at MLR.

No enemy contacted during night.

20 enemy killed in total operations during day. Unknown number wounded.

Troops E, F, G worked on defenses of OPLR and MLR. Work started on regimental CP bomb shelter. F & G Platoon continued work on mine fields.

Air action: Alert at 0204. All clear at 0321.

Thursday, December 30, 1943: Enemy situation unchanged. No enemy contacted during night.

Troops reinforced and reorganized defenses on left flank of MLR along swamp. No casualties our force.

2nd Sq used in work on MLR and OPLR. F & D Platoon continued work on mine fields.

Air action: Alert at 0215, 6 bombs dropped. All clear at 0355.

Friday, December 31, 1943: No contact with enemy. Day spent in clearing fire lanes and fields of fire on MLR. Positions improved on OPLR.

Slight earthquake at 0905. Lasted approximately 10 seconds. No damage.

Air action: Alert at 0242. 2 bombs dropped. No damage. All clear at 0330.

Note at 1317. 32 enemy planes attacked by 28 friendly fighters. 12 enemy planes shot down. We lost none. All clear at 1354.

Saturday, January 1, 1944: Troops of rifle squadrons and natives continued work on defensive positions.

One squad of Troop E left MLR at 0600 to reconnoiter area between MLR and untagula. Patrols encountered approximately 25 Japanese digging positions on reverse slope of small ridge about 200 yards in front of our OPLR, at 37.5-227. Patrol returned with this report at 0830. No attack was made by our patrol according to plan. Plans were made for 3 Troop to attack this position at 1130 following brief artillery and mortar barrage. Attack launched on schedule and objective reached at 1400. Estimated 14 enemy killed. Six of our men were wounded in this action. At the instant of jumping off from the line of departure several short rounds of either artillery or mortar shells fell on our right flank, platoon, killing 3 men and wounding nine. At the objective enemy rifle, MG and knee mortar fire was encountered. Troop withdrew to OPLR positions about 1430.

Air action: 4 or 5 Jap planes dropped supplies between Meselia and Ten River between 0000 to 0336.

20 enemy aircraft approached from north but dropped no bombs. Engaged with one probably. We had fighters airborne.

Monday, January 2, 1944: No change has been detected in enemy positions. 2nd Sq moved to MLR. 1st and 2nd Sqs now on MLR. Two reconnaissance patrols were sent out at 0600 to observe enemy positions approximately 600 yards in front of MLR. Patrols reported small number of enemy estimated at one squad were still in the same position that he had previously occupied. Voices were heard and the sound of logs being rolled on the ground was detected. Plano is located 500 e of small ravine. Because of this our patrol was unable to get close enough to observe any activity. Patrols returned at 0630.

Air action: Nil.
Monday, January 3, 1944: No further change reported in enemy positions. Sgt. Gaudreault of 1st Sq. Hq., and four men moved from right flank of MLP between track and beach. Patrol left at 0600 and reached a point approximately 200 yards beyond the OPLR. At this point ten enemy were observed digging positions around two light MGs. These MGs were thirty yards apart. Other men could be heard cutting brush but they were not seen by any members of the patrol. Patrol returned at 0930.

Col. Perry of Troop C and four men departed left flank of MLP at 0600 and moved along swamp to a point 600 yards beyond the OPLR. One Japanese was seen 200 yards short of the objective, but he fired and was not contacted. Upon reaching the objective patrol heard brush cutting along ridge to the left, in the swamp. Fire lanes were observed from the cliff into the swamp. Individual unimproved positions were seen behind small brush piles. Patrol returned at 0930.

"Air Action: Alert at 2123 - all clear at 2207 2333 0346"

Tuesday, January 4, 1944: At 0600 Troop G (reinforced by 1 platoon of Troop P) launched attack on enemy positions. Line of departure was our OPLR.

First contact with the enemy was in the form of scattered fire from snipers at 0700. Our forces continued to advance, and the enemy snipers withdrew, leading us into a well organized position defended by LMGs, heavy mortars, riflemen, and it is thought, at least one MG of heavy calibre.

The enemy MGs were well hidden, with criss-crossed fire lanes. Each fire lane was five to ten feet wide, and had been cut through vines and small brushes similar to a rabbit trail under tall grass. The foliage overhead had not been disturbed. These concealed fire lanes were from 25 to 50 yards long and they withheld their MG fire until our troops reached the ends of the fire lanes, with much traversing outside the lanes. Practically all of our soldiers reported the enemy was firing explosive bullets. This might be verified by the large holes made in the flesh wounds.

At least five MGs were definitely located, and possibly one other. One enemy LMG was shot to pieces by one of our LMG and 1 of its crew were killed. It is known that two other enemy LMGs were silenced by two of our BAs but it was not ascertained whether they withdrew or were destroyed.

No artillery preparation preceded the attack because we anticipated having the element of surprise in the operation. This was not possible as the enemy had snipers resting in front of his defense line. As our troops left their line of departure several flashes of light similar to flashlights were observed. The enemy snipers did not fire as a rule unless other firing was being done.

Cl MP mortar fire was ready for use at the Troop Commanders call but only a little was used. This fell behind the enemy lines because the fire at such close range the mortar fire would otherwise fall on our own troops.

An artillery area barrage from 0705-0725 was fired on the rear of enemy lines as a diversion and harassing fire on any enemy reserves that might be brought up, or on any of his withdrawing troops. Another diversion attempt was made by 4 LSMs that strafed the Utingalgo Village area with the pretense of landing troops at the village. The shot received a small amount of enemy MG fire which was ineffective. The LSMs moved closer than 300 yards to the shore.

Our enveloping movements did not succeed and were met with fire quickly whenever the effort was made. The enemy lines were definitely located at 37.5-22.6-37.5-22.6, and it is known that the line extends across the trail because our enveloping units received fire from enemy positions in that area.
Our forces were ordered to withdraw by Command of General of Task force at approximately 0930, and completed its withdrawal at 1030. The number of enemy in this position could not be determined. 1 enemy were killed.

Air Action: Alert 2109 1 bomb all clear 2131.

Wednesday, January 7, 1944: A four-man patrol under Sgt. Daines of Troop B reconnoitered 300 yards in front of our OP/LR or the right side of the peninsula between the road and beach but no enemy were seen. Patrol lasted from 0600 to 0930. Troops continued improving positions on OP/LR and natives continued work clearing brush in front of our positions.

Air action: Alert 2204, 2 bombs all clear 2221.

Thursday, January 8, 1944: Mr. Blake of the Australian Service and some natives led a squad of American infantry in an attack on a Japanese OP at 24.1 - 34.5 where three Japanese were found. One was killed and two captured. Captured man was injured, one shot in the neck and one with a fractured skull. Both men sent to hospital and were able to talk.

These Japanese state they are from the original force here and were left behind when the others evacuated. They were unable to get to any Japanese base and were without food.

Conflicting statements were given by these men at the interrogation continues.

Troop C and the 81 mm mortar platoon of Weapons Troop were attached to a reinforced company of the 156th Infantry for an attack on enemy positions approximately 1000 yards in front of the OP/LR. The fight is still in progress.

Air action: Kil.

Friday, January 7, 1944: Additional double-apron barbed wire forces were strung about 50 yards in front of our OP/LR. As a result of yesterday's battle with the enemy 41 Japanese were killed and an unknown number wounded. We lost 4 killed and 2 wounded.

Prisoners taken yesterday were a part of the 14th Field artillery which was on Amult plantation when we landed. They report there were 15 in their party, who were left behind by the others.

Result of OPs in front of OP/LR last night: 3 or 4 Japanese seen below cliff on left flank and noises of several trying to build or move something. Noises on right flank, but none seen. One explosion thought to be a land mine was heard to rear of right flank in vicinity of OP/LR. No movement of troops heard.

Troop B pushed out at 0630 today immediately after bombing and strafing by A-20s and a 15 minute F. A. barrage. It met resistance about 300 yards in front of OP/LR in the usual place where all our preceding attacks have first drawn enemy fire; however, the fire was not great as was received yesterday from that position. This may be due to the fact that B Troop did not make a concerted attack as its mission was to form a protective screen while other troops continue to clear undergrowth in front of OP/LR.

It appears that the enemy disposition is the same as it has been during the past week with a lightly held OP/LR about 300 yards in front of our OP/LR with their strong positions across the peninsula from 37.5 - 37.4 - 37.1.

The effectiveness of our recent artillery and mortar barrages is unknown, but without a doubt some casualties have been inflicted because no evidence of pill boxes or bunkers for their protection has been found. It is thought that the enemy might possibly have some
covered positions and caves in which they hide during our artillery firing, but that they return to their gun positions as soon as the artillery ceases. A quick follow up by ground troops with close-in support of mortar fire is evidently the only means of combating the enemy unless tanks, supported by foot troops, are employed. The enemy’s camouflage and disposition of his automatic weapons make it impossible to locate his position and direction of fire. He holds his fire until our troops walk right into fire lanes, then opens up at close range from 10-15 yards.

Air Action: Nil.

Saturday, January 8, 1944: Enemy counter-reconnaissance screen pushed out 400 yards in front of our OPLR and then sent a patrol forward to reconnoiter enemy positions and observe damage done by our bombing and artillery fire this morning. No report from this patrol yet.

Yesterday’s activities accounted for 5 dead Japanese. We had six men wounded. One Japanese aviator was killed 400 yards in front of our OPLR who evidently had been shot down and joined the Japanese forces to our front. We had no losses today.

Air Action: Nil.

Sunday, January 9, 1944: One patrol went out early this morning and found Japanese in same position as before. Patrol leader attempted to locate exact position on aerial photo and artillery fired concentration into that area. No casualties on either side.

Air action: Alert at 2250 30 bombs all clear 2345
0130 2 bombs 0345
1046 Huer 1143

Monday, January 10, 1944: Reconnaissance patrol of four men went 400 yards in front of the right flank of our OPLR immediately following the artillery barrage at 0730 this morning and found 15 enemy coming into position in the same place reported by yesterday’s patrol in that area. Evidently the enemy withdrew from his forward positions behind a slope of possily into caves along the beach during the artillery barrage. After the fire lifted, the enemy came back into position along the crest of the ridge.

Another patrol of four men reconnoitered the area 500 yards to the front of the left flank of the OPLR. No enemy contact. No positions or fire lanes were seen. Lt Currier and 4 men left to patrol to native gardens along the coast north of here.

Air action: Alert at 2130 3 bombs all clear 2155
2237 1 bomb 2332

Tuesday, January 11, 1944: Combat patrol of 20 men commanded by Lt. Woods of Troop B followed artillery barrage out to enemy OPLR. It was intended to surprise the enemy as was done yesterday during the occupation of his OPL immediately after the artillery fire lifted. Our patrol did not meet with anticipated success as 5 or 6 Japanese were already in position and the patrol had to open fire prematurely just a few seconds before the Japanese who had been in the cave came into view. They fired on the enemy who were not in position, ducked behind the crest of the ridge and slipped their weapons into position from behind the crest. Heavy MG fired and scattered rifle fire was encountered as our patrol withdrew. One heavy caliber MG opened fire on the patrol’s left flank across the Unitingala Trail. One enemy LMG was definitely silenced but was not captured. Estimated enemy killed: 5 to 8. Our casualties: 3 slightly wounded, one officer and two men missing.

Wednesday, January 12, 1944: Lt. Currier of A troop and one other man spent right of the 10th and all day the 11th on reconnaissance behind the jungle right flank. Deep jungle and swamp prevented extensive reconnaissance of the area.

Patrol observed five Japanese and two natives swimming on beach at
North of this site a small hut, a native canoe and some pots and pans were observed, evidently the enemy camp. It is estimated there are from five to twelve enemy in the area. The entire Cape Markus Peninsula can be observed from this area so it is probably an OP. This enemy may be remnants of the Japanese attacked by Mr. Blake and the Infantry a few days previous.

Regular dawn patrols from our OPLO moved to a point 200 yards in front of our OPLO without observing evidence of the enemy.

Thursday, January 13, 1944: At approximately 2200 (Jan 12) a four-man Jap reconnaissance patrol was sighted about 200 yards in front of the right flank of our OPL. Later on several noises were heard in front of the right flank of our MLR. This could have been the patrol trying to attract our attention and draw fire from our positions. No shots fired.

Regular dawn patrols from OPLO left at 0600 on each side of the Umtingulu Trail. Right flank patrol reported no change in enemy OPLR.

Left flank patrol reported that portion of the OPLR was unoccupied by the enemy. The patrol observed several standing-type foxholes in that vicinity, and then moved on to a point 50 yards beyond the end of the cacao-nut plantation where they observed several MG fire lanes and heard voices in the dense undergrowth. No enemy observed.


At approximately 1030 LG fire from enemy positions on our right flank was directed at our platoon on line of observation. Our mortar fire landed moments later on the area from which the MG fire came. Machine gun fire ceased.

Regular dawn patrols returned at 0830 and reported no change in enemy positions.

Air action: Red alert at 112245. All clear at 0016. Two planes dropped four bombs. No damage.

Saturday, January 15, 1944: Regular dawn patrols left at 0600. Left patrol returned at 0945 after encountering 600 yards along the swamp. No enemy seen or heard.

Right patrol returned at 0745. Saw new fire lanes near known enemy positions on reverse slope near beach. Patrol moved close and heard voices and noise of cutting. Two enemy observed in brush 300 yards in front of right flank of OPLR.

Sunday, January 16, 1944: General Patrick (Brig. Gen.) arrived on island.

At 0100 a four or five man enemy patrol approached the right flank of the OPLR and were observed. Rifle and mortar fire drove them back.

Troop C and mortar platoons of 1st BN. Troop participated with Marine Tank Company and Infantry battalion in attack on enemy positions. Action started at 0930. To this date no complete report on fighting received.

Monday, January 17, 1944: In fighting on January 16 our forces report having killed 135 enemy. Of these Troop C reports having killed five. In this action our troops advanced to a point 1700 yards beyond our own MLR. At 1130 on January 16 Troop C moved on enemy pocket of resistance approximately 400 yards north of the right flank of the MLR. This pocket was wired out by nightfall except for a few riflemen. Troop C relieved Troop C at night.

At 2345 January 16 three enemy observed on beach moving toward MLR. They withdrew when fired upon.
Casualties: 3 killed, 10 wounded.

Air action: Red alert at 0129, all clear at 0210. One plane dropped two bombs. No damage.


Tuesday, January 17, 1944: Additional report from Troop F states man from that troop saw many tons of trees when moving in an enemy patrol of resistance the day before were found. Two riflesmen seen - one killed.

At 2300 January 17, noise was heard on left flank of MLR in swamp. Though to be enemy constructing positions. Mortars fired on the area.

Regular day patrols left at 0500. Light patrol returned at 0715 and reported moving 100 yards in front of CPLR without seeing any enemy.

Night patrol saw two enemy, apparently lookouts, on rock ledge above Umitigalau. Patrol returned at 0930.

Casualties: 4 killed.

Our casualties: None.

Troops continued to clear our front for new CPLR positions. Today our men began to dig new CPLR approximately 500 yards beyond the MLR. Brush and undergrowth cleared to a distance of 1000 yards beyond the MLR.

Wednesday, January 18, 1944: Lt. Fisk and three men of Troop C made reconnaissance patrol to Hamlet. No signs of the enemy were found by this patrol.

A reconnaissance patrol to the area 37?21 (Lomin Special, 1/20,000) reported no enemy seen. No activity was observed.

Regular patrols at dawn from CPLR moved out at 0600. Patrol moved to Umitigalau and saw one enemy 500 yards in front of the CPLR. This man was unarmed and fled into brush.

Thursday, January 19, 1944: Sgt. Ginn with three men of C Troop moved out at 0600 from CPLR on front patrol. While moving along the brush toward Umitigalau an enemy patrol of four to six men were met. This enemy patrol withdrew without being fired on.

Sgt. Hualap of Troop C and three men moved from CPLR at 0600 and discovered rear positions of the force that gave battle on January 16.

Navies continued work of clearing in front of our positions and troops continued to work on CPLR positions.

Friday, January 20, 1944: Utilized bull-dozer to cover up fox holes and run positions on Japanese behind former Japanese MLR. Men of Troop C covered holes the bull-dozer could not get to. Two squads of Troop C acted as guard for labor detail in the morning.

A reconnaissance patrol from the Infantry to McCall returned at 2000. Only enemy observed were two riflemen at Hamlet.
worked on filling in these fox holes and gun positions.

Began work on new S-2-J CP building.

Japanese equipment removed from former Japanese bivouac area and delivered to Task Force by S-2 personnel.

A four-man patrol to the garden area and along paths northeast of Unitingulu returned at 1740. No enemy activity was observed or detected.

A reconnaissance patrol of the same north of the left flank of the MIL returned at 1545. This patrol went inland to 36-1-21-1 and reconnoitered the swamp east of that point for 1000 yards. This patrol found no trace of the enemy.

Lt. Applecorn and four men left our OPLR at 0600 with the mission of patrolling to Moselia. The objective was to locate a large body of the enemy and if no opposition were met to continue to the Lupin airfield. The patrol ran into a Japanese patrol at 41-2-21-7 in a small clearing. Lt. Applecorn killed the leader and another man of the 4-man enemy patrol. Immediately after killing the two Japanese, Lt. Applecorn heard a large number of enemy whistling, as though assembling by sound. The enemy were heard on his left flanks and rear. He withdrew south to the cliffs and returned to the MIL along the beach. At Hamlet the patrol surprised an enemy who was fishing in the ocean. Enemy was killed.

Sunday, January 23, 1944: Lt. Nahod and four men left at 0700 to reconnoiter to Mesilia - Lupin Airfield and the canyon 2500 yards north of the airfield.

Sgt. Berry of Troop C and four men made counter reconnaissance screen across Unitingulu - Mosilia Trail to 500 yards north of Hamlet. This patrol returned at 1700 and reported no enemy activity in the area covered.

Sgt. Miller of 156th Infantry and four men reconnoitered garden area and trails to a point 2500 yards northeast of Unitingulu. This patrol returned at 1730 and reported no enemy activity in that area.

Troop B relieved Company G on the OPLR and furnished security cover for work details.

Patrol did not work today. Troops worked on MIL positions.

Monday, January 24, 1944: Lt. Nahod and patrol returned at 1730 from patrol to Lupin Airfield. This patrol reported no enemy activity along road to Moselia to 1000 yard's north of Lupin Airfield.

Sgt. Youngblood and 8 men of Troop A reconnoitered to the garden area and the trails northeast of Unitingulu. Patrol saw one Japanese who was unarmed. He fled into the brush and escaped. This was the only enemy activity detected. Patrol left at 0600 and returned at 1730.

Lt. Johnson and 4 men of Troop B left at 0600 to reconnoiter south of Moselia Road to 41-0-21-7. Patrol returned at 1730 without confronting the enemy.

Company F of the 152 Infantry relieved Troop B on the OPLR at 0730 and furnished security during the day for work details.

Personnel began digging individual fox holes.

Tuesday, January 25, 1944: Sgt. Court and 8 men of the Infantry (Co. F) reconnoitered garden area and trails northeast of Unitingulu. Patrol left at 0600 and returned at 1730. No enemy were contacted.

Lt. Williams and 2 men of G troop traveled Moselia Road to cliffs above shoreline. This patrol moved to 41-0-21-8 and did not contact any enemy. Patrol left at 0630 and returned at 1420.
Troop 3 relieved Company F on CPLR at 0730, and furnished security for work on positions. Natives worked in swamp on left flank.

Wednesday, January 25 1944: Lt. Van Haper and 3 men of Troop F made reconnaissance patrol of peninsula, south of Ablaugul Island. Patrol moved through swamp until noon, when high ground was reached at 36.5-24.5. The swamp area was waist deep for the most part, making very difficult travel. Patrol departed at 0600 and returned at 1715.

Lt. O'Brien and 3 men of Troop F departed for reconnaissance to Lupin Airfield. At 41.9-22.4 the patrol met approximately one squad of the enemy with an indeterminate type machine gun. Lt. O'Brien killed one of the enemy and his patrol returned to vicinity of 40.3-21.9. Sgt. Tipton and his 7 men, who joined him after hearing the firing. The men of the two patrols were disposed astride the trail and a messenger sent back to Regimental Headquarters. At 1015 Lt. O'Brien moved out with his original patrol to complete his mission. He traveled on the high ground south of the trail to approximately 42.0-22.0 and returned at 1705 without any further enemy contact.

Sgt. Tipton left CPLR at 0600 with 6 men to reconnoiter garrison area and trails north-east of Uningulu at about 1015. Sgt. Tipton heard the firing by Lt. O'Brien and joined Lt. O'Brien as described above.

A 9-man patrol from Company F, 158th Infantry Departed CPLR at 0945 to form counter-reconnaissance screen in garrison area and trails north-east of Uningulu. Patrol returned at 1745, with negative report of enemy.

Company G (Infantry) relieved Troop F on CPLR at 0730, and furnished security for work on positions during day. Company G occupied CPLR night of 26 January.

Thursday, January 26, 1944: Troop C relieved Company G on CPLR at 0730 and furnished security for improvement work during day. CPLR occupied by Troop C night of 26 January.

Sgt. Zozaya and 13 men of Company F left CPLR at 0600 to form counter-reconnaissance screen in garrison area and over trails north-east of Uningulu. Patrol returned at 1700, reporting no contact with enemy.

Lt. Levinson of Company F and 4 men left the CPLR at 0600 on reconnaissance mission to Nselli. Patrol found numerous caves, gun positions and pill boxes in the Nselli area, and they had been occupied recently but no enemy were seen. Patrol returned at 1715.

Sgt. Coad and 6 men of Troop C made reconnaissance to distance of 2300 yards in front of CPLR. No enemy contacted. Patrol left at 0600 and returned at 1615.

Staff, Troop Commander and Squadron Commander meeting at S-2-3 Office at 1115.

Friday, January 27, 1944: Company F relieved Troop C on CPLR at 0730, furnished security for working parties during day and occupied CPLR night of 28 January.

Lt. Doland and 3 men of Troop C made reconnaissance to Lupin Airfield leaving CPLR at 0600 and returning at 1700. No enemy activity observed.

Sgt. Dorais and 6 men of Troop C formed counter-reconnaissance screen across Nselli Road at 40.3-22.0 without making contact with the enemy.

Sgt. Wickless and 6 men reconnoitered the garrison area and trails north-east of Uningulu without contacting any enemy. Patrol departed 0600 and returned at 1745.
Troop G relieved Company F on CFLR at 0730, and furnished security for work on positions. Natives worked in swamp on left flank.

Wednesday, January 26, 1944: Lt Van Eperen and 3 men of Troop F made reconnaissance patrol of peninsula, south of Abangul Island. Patrol moved through swamp until noon, then high ground was reached at 15.5 - 24.5. The swamp area was moist, swamp for the most part, making very difficult travel. Patrol departed at 0600 and returned at 1715.

Lt. O'Brient and 3 men of Troop F departed for reconnaissance to Lupin Airfield. At 41.9 - 22.4 the patrol met approximately one squad of the enemy with an indeterminant type machine gun. Lt. O'Brient killed one of the enemy and his patrol returned to vicinity of 42.4 - 21.7. He was joined here by Sgt. Tipton and his 7 men, who joined him after hearing the firing. The men of the two patrols were disposed astride the trail and a messenger sent back to Regimental Headquarters. At 1015 Lt. O'Brient moved out with his original patrol to complete his mission. He traveled on the high ground south of the trail to approximately 42.0 - 22.0 and returned at 1705 without any further enemy contact.

Sgt. Tipton left CFLR at 0600 with 8 men to reconnoiter garden area and trails north east of Uatingulu at about 1115. Sgt. Tipton heard the firing by Lt. O'Brient and joined Lt. O'Brient as described above.

A 9-man patrol from Company F, 15th Infantry, departed CFLR at 0945 to form counter-reconnaissance screen in garden area and trails north east of Uatingulu. Patrol returned at 1745, with negative report of enemy.

Company G (Infantry) relieved Troop F on CFLR at 0730, and furnished security for work on positions during day. Company G occupied CFLR night of 25 January.

Thursday, January 27, 1944: Troop C relieved Company G on CFLR at 0730 and furnished security for improvement work during day. CFLR occupied by Troop C night of 27 January.

Sgt. Zozza, and 13 men of Company F left CFLR at 0600 to form counter-reconnaissance screen in garden area and over trails north west of Uatingulu. Patrol returned at 1700, reporting no contact with enemy.

Lt. Levinson of Company F and 4 men left the CFLR at 0600 on reconnaissance mission to Mosalia. Patrol found numerous caves, gun positions and pill boxes in the Mosalia area, and they had been occupied recently but no enemy were seen. Patrol returned at 1715.

Sgt. Creed and 3 men of Troop C made reconnaissance to dist ace of 2000 yards in front of CFLR. No enemy contacted. Patrol left at 0600 and returned at 1615.

Staff, Troop Commander and Squadron Commander meeting at S-2-3 Office at 1315.

Friday, January 28, 1944: Company F relieved Troop C on CFLR at 0730, furnished security for working parties during day and occupied CFLR night of 28 January.

Lt. Roland and 3 men of Troop C made a reconnaissance to Lupin Airfield leaving CFLR at 0630 and returning at 1530. No enemy activity observed.

Sgt. Dorais and 2 men of Troop C formed counter-reconnaissance screen across Mosalia Road at 40.3 - 22.0 with out making contact with the enemy.

Sgt. Wickless and 8 men reconnoitered the garden area and trails north east of Uatingulu without contacting any enemy. Patrol departed 0600 and returned at 1745.
Saturday, January 29, 1944: Troop E relieved Company F on OPLR at 1200 and furnished security during day and occupied the OPLR right of 29 January.

Sgt. Torricchio and 12 men of Company F reconnoitered northeast of Umingulu through garden area, leaving at 0600 and returning at 1500. No enemy contacted.

Sgt. Morison and 12 men of Company F formed counter-reconnaissance screen across the M soli: Road at 41.0-22.0. This patrol left OPLR at 0600 and remained in position until return at 1630. No enemy activity observed.

Lt. Betts and 2 men of Troop A left at 0700 on reconnaissance to the mouth of the Sigul River. Patrol is to remain in observation there for one hour.


Lt. Williams formed counter-reconnaissance across Masilia Trail. Departed at 0600 and returned at 1745. No enemy contact.

Lt. Betts returned from patrol at 1630. Lt. Failed to orient himself after reaching 43.1-25.4; and also ran out of water. Plans made to sent Lt. Betts out on same mission January 31.

Company G, 15th Infantry relieved Troop G, 112th Cavalry on the OPLR at 0730 and furnished security during day for working parties and occupied OPLR the right of January 30.

Monday, January 31, 1944: Troop A relieved Company G on the OPLR at 0730 and also furnished security during the day for working parties and occupied OPLR the right of January 31.

Lt. Betts and 4 men of Troop A left at 0730 for reconnaissance to Lupin airstrip and the mouth of the Sigul River. Patrol reached the airstrip and was ambushed by Japanese in positions at west corner of the field. Patrol leader positively identified one HMG, two LMG's, possibly a third LMG, and an undetermined number of riflemen. One man missing from patrol.

Lt. Foster and 13 men of Company G formed reconnaissance screen across trail 500 yards west of Masilia. No enemy contact. Patrol departed at 0700 and returned at 1215.


Tuesday, February 1, 1944: Company F, 15th Infantry relieved Troop F on OPLR at 0730, furnished security for working details during the day and occupied OPLR night of February 1.

Sgt. Burns and 13 men of Troop A left OPLR at 0700 for a counter-reconnaissance patrol through gardens and trail area. Patrol returned at 1330 without contacting enemy.

Lt. Currier and 16 men of Troop A, reinforced by one LMG and accompanied by two Marine reconnaissance scouts of the 1st Tank Bn., Company A, made counter-reconnaissance patrol of trail 500 yards west of Masilia. Patrol departed at 0700 and returned at 1230, without contacting enemy.

Lt. Hill and 3 men of Troop A made reconnaissance to Lupin airstrip and the Canyon. No enemy were found in the gun positions previously reported at air field. Patrol reached vicinity of canyon and was fired on repeatedly by enemy riflemen. Patrol departed OPLR at 0700 and returned at 1215.
Air action: Red alert 0930. All clear at 1010. Two planes dropped two 500 pound bombs. Bombs landed in rear of Troop area. 2 men killed, 1 officer and 7 enlisted men wounded.

Wednesday February 2, 1944: Troop E to relieve Company F on OP/LR at 0730. Troop F to occupy OP/LR during day and will be relieved in the afternoon by Troop P, Troop F will occupy the OP/LR the night of 02 February.

Sgt. Horschke and 12 men made counter-reconnaissance patrol 2000 yards north-west of Umtingalu through the garden and the trail area. Patrol left OP/LR at 0700 and returned at 1000 reporting no enemy contact.

Sgt. Stum and 12 men left OP/LR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance patrol to point 500 yards west of Mosolia. Near Umtingalu this patrol caused a dug in mortar shell to explode. Thinking they had entered a mine field the patrol sent for the P and D Platoon to clear the supposed mine field. At 1000 the patrol continued on its mission. Patrol returned at 1800 and reported no enemy contact.

Troops continued to string wire and improve positions on OP/LR-ILR and ILR. Natives worked in swamp area.

Thursday, February 3, 1944: Company G, 156th Infantry will relieve Troop P on OP/LR at 0730.

Lt. Williams and 3 men left OP/LR at 0730 on reconnaissance to Lupin Airrome. The patrol returned at 1215 and reports the positions at the airfield are not occupied. Patrol detected a strong odor of enemy dead and report the center of the enemy prepared positions is pick-marked by our artillery.

Lt. Suzman and 12 men left OP/LR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance patrol across Mosolia road. Patrol reached point 500 yards west of Mosolia and returned at 1810 without contacting the enemy.

Sgt. Coblund and 12 men left OP/LR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance patrol to garden and trail area north-east of Umtingalu. This patrol reached point approximately 2000 yards north-east of Umtingalu and returned at 1810 without observing any enemy.

Troops worked on trenches and wire on OP/LR and continued construction of positions on ILR and general improvement of ILR.

Air: Red alert at 0242. All clear at 0330. One plane dropped 2 bombs, but did not explode.

Friday, February 4, 1944: Troop C relieved Company G on OP/LR at 0730.

Lt. Hill and 3 men made reconnaissance patrol to Lupin Airrome and along the trail approximately 500 yards beyond the airfield. Patrol encountered no enemy. Patrol left OP/LR at 0700 and returned at 1215.

Sgt. Rooms and 12 men left OP/LR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance mission along Mosolia Road 500 yards west of Mosolia. Patrol contacted no enemy and returned at 1735.

Sgt. Lemon and 12 men left OP/LR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance patrol through garden and trail area reaching point 2000 yards north-east of Umtingalu. Patrol returned at 1800. No enemy contact.

Troops continued improvement of positions and installations.

Air action: Red alert at 0234. All clear at 0325. Two bombs dropped by one plane. No damage.

Saturday, February 5, 1944: Company F, 156th Infantry relieved Troop E on OP/LR at 0730.
Lt. Smith and 3 men made reconnaissance patrol to Lupin Airdrome and 500 yards north of the trail. This patrol reported newly constructed fox holes and emplacements in an area approximately 100 yards square. The center of these positions is approximately at the coordinates 43.0, 23.0. No enemy were observed, but cigarettes were observed on the ground about the emplacements. It is likely that they were thrown there by the enemy as a means of signaling to.notify observers in the airdrome. This patrol returned at 1400 without contacting any enemy. The patrol passed through a slight rain which was beginning to fall.

Sgt. Berry and 13 men left OPLR at 0700 on reconnaissance patrol to and north of the trail. This patrol returned at 1145 without contact.

Sgt. Dico and 12 men left OPLR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance patrol via road to Hio-Maslina road junction. This patrol returned at 1145. This patrol reported the enemy followed our reconnaissance patrol from the airdrome and stopped 50 yards in front of them while the artillery fired on the near side of the airdrome. This patrol reported hearing at least 4 enemy but did not observe any.

Continued work in swamp and on positions of OPLR and MLR.

Air: Red alert at 0833. All clear at 0923. One bomb dropped no damage done.

The soldier who was reported missing from Lt. Pitt's patrol which was ambushed at the Lupin Airdrome on January 31 returned to our OPLR at 0645. This man was reported from the rear of his patrol at the time there were ambushed and 5 were lost in trying to fight the ambush point. One can tell this soldier could not orient himself in the situation. During the four-day period he was in search of our OPLR he observed the drop of parachutes apparently dropped by enemy planes, bringing in trees, 5 to 6 parachutes per tree. These were at each parachute but they were making little effort to remove the parachutes suspended from the trees. On the second day the soldier ran into enemy on the trail and killed him. He shot 2 other Japs who arrived on the scene and circled off the dead Jap. On the third day this man was fired on by machine gun and several rifles. The soldier was probably north-west and north of the Lupin Airdrome most of the time he was out. During these five days he observed a total of approximately 20 enemy in small groups.

During February 6, 1944. Troop G relieved Company F, 158th Infantry on OPLR at 0730. Troop G was relieved in afternoon by Troop E. Troop E occupied OPLR the night of 6 February.

Sgt. Ford and 3 men left OPLR at 0700 on reconnaissance patrol to Lupin Airdrome. Patrol returned at 1730 and reports in enemy patrol covering Hio Road at Hio-Maslina Rd and continuing along the Maslina road to the beach. Patrol attempted to capture enemy soldier but was forced to cut off pursuit. Sgt. Ford estimates 10 to 15 enemy were heard but only one was seen.
Sgt. Young and 12 men left OPLR at 0700 and formed counter-reconnaissance screen through gardens and trails to a point 2000 yards northeast of Uatingalu. Patrol returned at 1215 without contacting any of the enemy.

Sgt. Knott and 12 men left OPLR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance patrol strike Nio Road 200 yards beyond Nio-Masali RJ. Patrol returned at 1615 and reports no enemy contact was made.
Monday, February 7, 1944: Company A, 158th Infantry relieved Troop E, 112th Cavalry on OPLR at 0730.

Lt. Van Riper and 3 men left OPLR at 0730 on reconnaissance patrol to mouth of 3160L RIVER. Patrol expected to be gone 3 days.

Lt. Bentlemen and 10 men left OPLR at 0800 and landed on peninsula north of Cave Barkus. Patrol returned overland to OPLR without contacting any enemy. Patrol reached LR at 1800.

Sgt. Hill and 3 men left OPLR at 0700 to reconnoiter Lupin Air Drome. This patrol observed 5 enemy on the air drome but no other activity. Enemy were walking on trail where it entered clearing. Sgt. Hill’s patrol returned at 1700.

Sgt. Campbell and 12 men on counter-reconnaissance mission formed screen on Keselia Road at Lio-Keselia Road Junction. Patrol returned at 1815 and reported no enemy contact.

Sgt. Harbert and 12 men left OPLR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance mission to gardens and trails northeast of Uminganu. This patrol observed a point 2000 yards northeast of Uminganu and returned at 1800 without contacting any enemy.

Troops continued stringing of wire on OPLR and began new HMG positions on that line. General improvement of other installations continued during the day.

Air action: Red alert 1620. All clear at 1700. One 500 pound bomb dropped. No casualties to regimental personnel.

Tuesday, February 8, 1944: Troop A, 112th Cavalry relieved Company G, 158th Infantry on OPLR at 0730.

Sgt. Shelley and 3 men left OPLR at 0730 to reconnoiter Lupin Air Drome. Patrol returned at 1330 after thoroughly covering the airfield and observed no enemy activity or evidence of the enemy being present.

Sgt. Ross and 12 men left OPLR at 0730 on counter-reconnaissance mission astride Keselia Road. Screen established at Lio-Keselia Road Junction. Patrol returned at 1800 and reported no enemy contact.

Sgt. Pruitt and 12 men left OPLR at 0733 on counter-reconnaissance mission to garden and trail area northeast of Uminganu. Patrol moved to point 2000 yards beyond the village and returned at 1730 without any enemy contact.

On OPLR troops installed new rifle positions as security for new HMG locations on edge of cliff.

Air action: Red alert at 072355. All clear at 0830. One plane appeared and dropped 2 bombs. No damage. Red alert at 0925. All clear at 0955. Two planes dropped 2 bombs without damage. Red alert at 1030. All clear at 1045. One plane dropped 2 bombs. No damage. Six more alerts were sounded during day but no bombs were dropped.

Wednesday, February 9, 1944: Company F, 158th Infantry relieved Troop A, on OPLR at 0730.

Lt. Batu and 10 men on reconnaissance & counter-reconnaissance patrol left Cave Barkus at 0800 and landed on peninsula north of Cave Barkus. Patrol covered ground between landing point and LR without contacting any enemy, and returned at 1330.

Lt. Shuman and 3 men left OPLR at 0730 to reconnoiter Lupin Air Drome. Our patrol occupied enemy positions on northeast part of field and observed from them. An enemy skirmish line 100 yards wide approached our patrol and an attempt was made to envelop our men. The enemy rushed from tree to tree quickly and seemed to be well-fed, stocky troops. Our patrol withdrew and upon reaching brush at the end of the clearing was fired on by a heavy machine gun, estimated to be 100 yards away. No casualties to our patrol. Patrol leader was killed and other men saw more.
Sgt. Akers and 12 men left CPLR at 0700 on counter-reconnaissance patrol to Rio Road. Screen established on Rio Road at Lunin Air Drome. Patrol returned at 1800 without contacting enemy. This patrol heard the enemy machine gun fire on Lt. Ewan.

Sgt. Kello and 12 men left on counter-reconnaissance patrol at 0700. Screen observed to point 2000 yards northeast of Umitangulu in the garden and trail area. Patrol returned at 1900 and reported no enemy contact.

Troops began digging new LMG positions on CPLR.

Thursday, February 10, 1944: Troop F, 118th Cavalry relieved Company F, 188th Infantry on CPLR at 0700.

13 men patrol left CPLR at 0700 making counter-reconnaissance at Mio-leselia RJ. Returned at 1800. No enemy contact.

Sgt. Russell counter-reconnaissance patrol of 13 men to Rio Road at Lunin Air Drome left CPLR at 0700 and returned at 1800. Reported hearing LMG fire but no enemy contact.

Castelli counter-reconnaissance patrol of 13 men left CPLR at 0700 to form screen northeast of Umitangulu. Returned at 1800. No enemy contact.

One officer and 10 men on reconnaissance and counter-reconnaissance patrol landed on the Peninsula North of Cape Larkus before daybreak. Returned at 1830 reporting no enemy activity or signs of recent enemy activity.

Lonahan reconnaissance patrol of 4 men left CPLR at 0700 to reconnoiter Lunin Air Drome and area north of air drome and to left side of trail. Returned at 1700 and reported no enemy observed in area.

Friday, February 11, 1944: Counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 men to form screen 2000 yards NE of Umitangulu left CPLR at 0700. Returned at 1500. No enemy contacted. Counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 men to form screen astride Mioleselia Road at Mio-leselia RJ left CPLR at 0700. Returned at 1800 reporting no enemy contact.

Lt. Dowd and 3 men left CPLR at 0700 to reconnoiter to the mouth of the Sigil River—Bio-Waka-Canyon 2000 yards north of Lunin Air Drome. Expected to return before 1100.

One officer and 3 men left CPLR at 0700 to reconnoiter Lunin Air Drome. Returned at 1600 reporting no enemy activities.

Saturday, February 12, 1944: Counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 men to form screen 2000 yards NS of Umitangulu left CPLR at 0700 and returned at 1700, reporting no enemy contacted.

Counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 men to form screen astride Mioleselia Road at Mio-leselia RJ left CPLR at 0700, returning at 1800, reporting no enemy contacted.

One officer and 3 men left CPLR at 0700 to reconnoiter Lunin Air Drome and continue to Canyon. Patrol returned at 1500 and reported fresh tracks of at least one Japanese and four booby-traps near Mioleselia RJ. No enemy observed on reconnoissance.

Lt. Dowd's patrol has not returned.
Sunday February 13, 1944: One officer and 3 men on reconnaissance of LUPIN AIR DROME and 1000 yards N of LUPIN AIR DROME and to return 141200.

Counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 men to form screen 2000 yards NE of UNTINGALU left OPLR at 0700. Returned at 1800 and reported no enemy activity.

Counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 men to form screen astride NEESSELLA ROAD at MIO-NEESSELLA RJ left OPLR at 0700 and returned at 1800, reporting no enemy activity.

Lt. Dowd’s patrol has not returned.

Monday February 14-1944: Reconnaissance patrol of one officer and 3 men reconnaited to the Wast and North of the MIO ROAD to 43.4-28.5, returned and reported seeing no enemy and no signs of activity in that area.


Reconnaissance patrol of one officer and 3 men to reconnoiter trail to mouth of the SIFLE River left OPLR at 140700. Returned at 141500. Met enemy opposition at 43.3-28.3. Estimated to be 15-20 Japs.

Tuesday February 15, 1944: Counter-reconnaissance patrol of one platoon left OPLR at 150730 to reconnoiter road to and including Lupin Air Drome. Returned at 151800. MIL enemy activities.

Reconnaissance and counter-reconnaissance patrol of one officer and 7 EM to the peninsula north of Cape Workus left OPLR at 150700. Returned at 151600. Reporting no enemy activities.

Counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 men to form screen 2000 yards NE of Unitingalau left OPLR at 150700.

Wednesday February 16, 1944: Troop B relieved Troop C on OPLR at 0700. Sgt Jones and patrol of 9 men on counter-reconnaissance patrol formed screen 2000 yards NE of Unitingalau left OPLR at 0700 and returned at 1800 reporting no enemy contact.

Sgt Divis and patrol of 9 men on counter-reconnaissance patrol left OPLR to form screen at MIO-NEESSELLA RJ. Returned 1800 and reported no enemy contact.

Lt. Deschamps and 3 men left on reconnaissance patrol to mouth of Sizul River at 0700. Patrol is expected to return February 19.

Thursday February 17, 1944: Troop B relieved Troop C on OPLR at 0700. Lt Deschamps and 3 EM reconnaitored MIO and Canyon.

No enemy at 43.1-23.5 (5 Japs) and in string to by-passer those positions found bivouac area with 2-3 Japs at 42.8-23.5. This patrol returned to Lupin and to beach and followed beach north to Ayala where they observed 3 fox holes on the beach and heard Japs (unestimated) talking on cliff above them. The patrol returned to Lupin to North corner of Air Drome and moved NW through swamp at 42.1-25.2. Advanced East to 43.7-25.5, here they observed 4 well-camouflaged positions on trail on NW side of canyon. The patrol then moved in trail at 43.927.0 and reconnoitered trail both direction from point finding 2 groups of fox holes, about 20 fox holes each. The groups were 300 yards apart. The patrol bivouaced at 43.6-26.7 and at 170600 heard Japs (estimated) at 6 of them moving through brush toward them. Patrol withdrew 30 yards; Japs followed them, stopping when they stopped, moving when they moved until contact was broken at 42.3-25.4. Patrol returned here from that point.

Sgt. Harbert and 8 men formed counter-reconnaissance screen 2000 yards NE of Unitingalau, left OPLR 170700, returned 171800 and reported no enemy contact.

Sgt. Smith and 8 men formed counter-reconnaissance screen at MIO-NEESSELLA RJ. Patrol left OPLR 170700, returned 171800 and then reported no enemy contact.
2 officers and 10 EM left OPFIR 170000 and reconnoitered overland route from
MLZ to ARRIR VILLAGE to discover easiest route to that area, to locate the
enemy and ob serve his actions, and report his strength. Patrol has 3
native guides, Eadgdon communication: not expected to return until 191800.

Friday February 18, 1944: Lt. Ekman and 10 EM landed at 35-5-26.2 at
18-1000 and followed the high ground to N through garden area and to top
of hill at 35-5-26.7 where they observed 6 old enemy positions. Patrol
made contact with #50 at co-ordinates as given above. Both patrols went
due North to 50/140 RIVER where they parted. #57 (Lt. Ekman) returned
due South and was picked up where they landed at 181600 and reported no
enemy activity in this peninsula area for the past month and that the
SM/140 RIVER IS NOT FORDABLES WEST OF CO-ORDINATE 37-0.
Lt. Markham and 2 squads on combat reconnoiter with 3 natives
guided left OPFIR 180930 and reconnoitered MID-LIME area. Encountered
resistance at 43-1-23.6 estimated strength of enemy 5 light MG, \( \frac{1}{2} \) MG, riflemen
total approx. 50. After being pinned down for 20 minutes by mortar and MG
fire, patrol withdrew to AIR BROW. Loss: 1 missing, 1 wounded. No known
Casualties in killed on enemy. Thpatrol, combined with 1 reinforced
platoon of Troop B, fell back to MESILLA RD and prepared to defend from
that point. Due to enemy infiltration, the patrol was ordered to move back
at 1500 and retook the remainder of Troop B 1000 yds East of UTTINGALU where
they remained in position.
Sgt. Vigne and patrol (daily garden patrol) left OPFIR at 0700 and returned
1800 and reported no enemy contact.
Troop B relieved Troop A on OPFIR at 0700.

Saturday February 19, 1944: Lt. Eckert's patrol has not returned.
Daily patrol 9 EM to NE of UTTINGALU, left OPFIR at 190700, returned at
191800 reporting no enemy contact.
1 officer and 17 EM to form counter-reconnaissance 300 yards NW of Mesella-
Miso Rd. Left OPFIR at 190700, returned at 191800 and reported hearing small
party of enemy talking in conversational tones about 75 yards to left flank
of patrol. Enemy did not show itself, no contact.
1 officer and 5 EM to reconnoiter MIO Road to contact enemy and observe.
Left OPFIR at 180700 and returned 191200. Reported counter-reconnaissance
across screen of Japs along Mesella Road. Observed 6 Japs in two separate parties
and were observed by enemy. This patrol left OPFIR at 191300 to perform
further reconnoiter. Returned 191750, reported finding enemy on MIO
Road, 300 yards N of Lupin Air Drome. At approximately 191300 an enemy
plane flying overhead caused 4 Japs to show themselves on the trail while
watching the plane. Our patrol fired but was unable to observe results.
After firing, and estimated 15-16 Japs were heard going to fox holes.
The patrol withdrew and was not followed.
Troop B relieved Troop A on OPFIR at 0700.

S
Sunday February 20, 1944: Troop G relieved Troop B on OPFIR. At 1500 one
example of 158th Inf relieved cavalry on OPFIR and IIR for an indefinite
period.
Daily patrol of 9 EM to 2000 yards N of UTTINGALU, left OPFIR at 200700,
return ed 201300, no enemy contact.
1 officer and 17 EM to form counter-reconnaissance mission 300 yards SW of
Mesella-Miso Rd. Left OPFIR at 200700 and returned 201300, reported no
enemy contact.
1 officer and 3 EM left OPFIR at 200700 to reconnoiter of Mio Road.
Contacted enemy 1100 yards S of Air Drome. The patrol leader sighted one
in fox hole to the left of the road. Fired on the Japs, probably killing
two. 5 Japs appeared to the left of the road as firing began. The 5
were forced to take cover by firing from patrol leader. Patrol withdrew
and was followed to Mesella Rd. The patrol reconnoitered Mesella Road
to the cliff and was descending trail to beach when it was fired on by
4-5 Japs. Patrol withdrew again to Mesella Rd and combines with counter-
reconnaissance patrol at that point. Infiltration and flanking by an
unknown number of troops depressed our patrol to withdraw 500 yards N
along Mio Road where it remained in position. This reconnaissance patrol
returned at 201400.
C.O. meeting of 1st Squadron C.O., Executive C.O., Field Artillery C.O.,
concerning drive on Adjik Village.
Monday 21 February 1944: Company G, 158th Infantry occupy OPL for an indefinite period. Co F, 158th Inf loses one platoon to occupy ILR for an indefinite period.

Daily one counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 EM to 2000 yards NE of Utingalu, left OPL 210700. 1 officer and 17 EM to form counter-reconnaissance screen at Noseala-Rio Rd. Left OPL 210700. Returned 211700, reporting no enemy contact. 1 officer and 3 EM left OPL at 210700 to reconnoiter Rio Rd and returned 21500, reporting enemy this side of the air drone.

Offensive operations commenced 0630 per PO dated 19 February 1944. Troop movements already completed and movement of troops and 81 mm mortar platoon to Bengosol Island and landing of 1 Platoon of Troop F at Argar River, moving overall to Aristotle Trail. Co G, 158th Inf to occupy OPL for an indefinite period. Co F, 158th Inf loses one platoon to occupy II for an indefinite period.

Tuesday 22 February 1944: Offensive operations against enemy at Akrik Village area commenced this morning. 1st Sq landed at Hololok and moved to 34.5-39.9 where they will bivouac for the night. No opposition encountered by 1600. Offensive will be resumed in the morning. 1st Bantam's patrol killed 4 enemy at approximately 29.2-39.5, taking from them sealed documents.

1 officer and 17 EM to form counter-reconnaissance screen at Neseula- Rio Rd. Left OPL at 220700 and returned 221700 and reported no enemy contact.

Daily counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 EM to NE of Utingalu, left OPL and returned 221700 reporting no enemy contact.

1 officer and 3 EM left OPL 220700 to reconnoiter Rio Rd for information of the enemy. Returned 221700 and reported no enemy along road to and including Air Drone. This patrol sighted one enemy on trail about 100 yards north of Air Drone. No other enemy contacted.

Wednesday 23 February 1944: One officer and 3 EM left OPL 230700 to reconnoiter Rio Rd to find the enemy force. Returned 231700, reporting enemy fox holes (appeared to be their OPL) 800 yards north of Air Drone, 200 yards beyond the accommodations, estimated 25 Japs were sighted. Patrol withdrew with no enemy contact.

Daily counter-reconnaissance patrol of 9 EM to NE of Utingalu, left OPL 230700 and returned 231700 reporting no enemy contact.

1st Sq reached objective, Akrik Village, encountered small patrol of the enemy, 3 casualties reported.

1 officer and 17 EM to form counter-reconnaissance screen 500 yards east of Neseula-Rio Rd. Left OPL 230700. Returned 231300 reporting no enemy contact.

Maj. Ochians with 1 platoon from Troop G, 1 Army officer, 3 police boys, 45 natives. 1 sgt. 1 man of Troop F left Orange Beach at 22100 to land on upper Abir River (38.2-39.6). To proceed from there to Nipilam and thence to Cop. There establish base camp for patrol-eastern; apolono-north; Upadang. The mission of patrol is to reconnoiter the Upadang-Arin River area and to make contact with the U.S. patrol from Reab Bay.

Thursday 24 February 1944: Offensive operations against enemy at Akrik Village continued today. Patrols covered immediate area in an effort to mop up remaining Japs. It is estimated that approximately 10 are in the area. Last night out troops received scattered fire and some mortar fire without damage. All personnel at Akrik except Troop A, Medical Detachment, and communications detachment will be withdrawn to arsenal. Mission of Troop A is to drive out remaining Japs and send patrol to Sipul River area.

1 officer and 3 EM left Akrik at 240830 to reconnoiter the Akrik-Sipul River Trail and to find the trail leading across the Sipul and Hololuk Rivers to the vicinity of Río. This patrol was preceded by a combat patrol who ran into enemy snipers at approximately 241200. No information to date as to whether the reconnaissance patrol can continue.

1st Sq to perform one counter-reconnaissance mission NE of Utingalu. Left OPL 240700, returned at 1800 and reported no enemy contact.
A company and 3 EM lost 18:30 240700 reporting 2 Japs Outpost, on other side of road, 500 yards SE of airdrome manned by 2 Japanese. 1 officer and 17 EM to form counter-reconnaissance screen 500 yards East of Noscella RJ. Left OPLR 240700 returned 241800 reporting no enemy contact.

Friday February 25, 1944: 1st Squadron, 118th Cavalry will complete its return from Akrik to leave by 1700 this date. The 2nd platoon went to service Troops, 118th Cavalry, Commanded by Lt. Calvert, followed 1st Squadron Troops to Akrik at 1800. One officer and 3 EM left Akrik at 240630 to reconnoiter the Akrik-Sigul River Trail and to find the trail leading across the Sigul and Molukus Rivers to the vicinity of Mio. This patrol was preceded by a combat patrol who ran into enemy snipers at approximately 241200. The reconnaissance patrol returned at 241500 reporting contact with enemy snipers approximately 300 yards east of Akrik.

9 EM to perform counter-reconnaissance mission NE of Umitingalu. Left OPLR 250700. Returned 251800 reporting no enemy contact. 1 officer and 3 EM left OPLR 250700 to reconnoiter Mio Road and to find the enemy in force. Returned at 251800 and reported no enemy contact.

One officer and 17 EM to form counter-reconnaissance screen 500 yards E of Noscella RJ. Left OPLR at 250700. Returned at 251800 and reported no enemy contact.

Saturday February 26, 1944: C.O., 118th Cavalry hold meeting at 261030 to issue final instructions and orders for attack from Mio to Sigul River. Present were Co, 2nd Sq., 118th Cav, Co, 414th FA BN; Co, 168th Inf 2d BN; Co, Co G, 168th Inf, Co, Co, B, Tk BN 1st Mar Div; 30, 592d Prov Boat Co; Co, Wpan Tr, 118 Cav; Co, Hqs Tr; Co, O, 118th Cav; Co, S-1; Co S-2; Co, S-3; Co, S-4; Co, Ser Tr, 118th Cav.

Lt. Calvert and P & D platoon at Akrik Village were fired on by 2 LMG and Mortars at 260630. 0640. Co, O, 158th Inf landed and received mortar fire. The cavalry platoon remained in its position at Akrik Village and maintained contact with Co G by telephone.

9 EM to form counter-reconnaissance screen 2000 yards NE of Umitingalu. Left OPLR at 260700. Returned 261800 and reported no enemy contact.

1 officer and 16 EM left OPLR 260700 to reconnoiter 300 yards NE Mio-Noscella RJ. At 1418 reported by telephone 1 Jap in front of screen and one in back. They returned at 1800 and reported no enemy contact other than that above.

1 officer and 3 EM left OPLR at 0700 to reconnoiter Mio Road. 300 yards north of the airdrome a party of Japs were heard. The Japs slipped past the patrol toward the Airdrome. Patrol followed the Japs but made no contact. Returned at 1900.

Sunday February 27, 1944: At 0700 the 2nd Squadron with platoon of tanks advanced through the OPLR to start the attack to the mouth of the Pulio River. This attack is part of the mission given to the 118th Cavalry to clear the area mouth of Pulio River-Didnop-Molok-Akrik-Gape Markus. The remainder of the attacking force, Company L and Company M, 168th Inf and HQ and Weapons Troops of the 118th Cavalry, and a company of Tanks loss the platoon with the 2d Squadron, assembled at the OPLR. The 2d Squadron moved down the coastal track toward Lupin Air Drome with one troop on the right combing the area to the beach and one platoon of the troop moving along the beach. No enemy was contact, except one Jap who was killed by one beach platoon of Platoon E, 118th Cavalry. The 2d Squadron reached its first objective which was the Jap positions 500 yards north of Lupin Air Drome at 1005. The second objective, the Canyon, was reached at 1105. By night fall the advanced ground had reached the mouth of the Sigul River and the remainde
of the attacking force had arrived at Waka and was prepared to bivouac for the night. Trails north to the Molukuk River were being reconnoitered. No enemy opposition except one Jap was encountered during this day’s operation.

Company G, 158th Inf, attached to the 112th Cav for this operation, having arrived at Akrik Village on the morning of 26 February 1944, was attacking east along the trail to Bidnop. Encountered opposition of 10 mortars, fire and a party of 50 of the enemy and battled along this trail all day the 26 and 27 February 1944, killing 7 and wounding three others known. The reconnaissance plan to relieve the pressure on this company by moving a force to the trail between the enemy and Bidnop and attacking this enemy force in its rear, was not necessary as it was learned later that evening that the enemy opposition in front of Company G, 158th Inf was withdrawn.

Monday 28 February 1944: It was decided at 0715 to send a cobbat patrol across the mouth of the Sigul River to reconnoiter the area at the mouth of the Sigul River, mouth of the Puleo and Crocodile Points. At this time a reconnoiter patrol north of the coastal track was attacking to locate a feasible route to cross the Molukuk River.

At 0845, Troop F 112th Cav was ordered to Waka to go by landing craft and to land on the east side of the Sigul River. A gunboat was to stand by to assist the landing. This landing was accomplished at 1100.

A reconnoiter patrol led by Capt. Carter, 3rd OIF, was sent in an LCVP to the mouth of the Molukuk-Sigul Rivers and attempt to navigate one of these rivers. The patrol found that neither river was navigable, past its mouth. The patrol then landed between the two rivers, proceeded about 400 yards inland, and found it not a practical route for moving overland. This patrol returned to Waka at 1200.

At 1330 a Sub-chaser shelled the east bank of the Puleo River and drew no enemy fire.

At 1230 Company L, 158th Inf moved out from beach, north to the Canyon, to relieve Company G, 158th Inf on the Akrik-Bidnop trail. At 1600 a message was received from Co L giving their positions as 43.4-27.8.

Troop F, 112th Cav reported its mission completed at 1515. Troop F was ordered to leave one platoon at Crocodile Point with the remainder of the troop returning to Waka. At 1630 Lt Calvert and his train defense platoon at Akrik, were relieved by the 1st platoon of Troop C 112th Cav.

The regiment less Troop F assembled at Waka to return to Orange Beach by landing craft. The Command Post closed out at 1700 and moved toward Orange Beach. Arrived there at 1830.

Troop B, 112th Cav and 1st Sq. Hqs. were directed by being alerted to support Troop A in guarding the artillery at the Lupin Air Prome.

At 1930 this Hqs. was informed that it was relieved of the command of CoS, G and L, 158th Inf.

Tuesday February 29, 1944: A wire party was sent to string wire from Waka to Crocodile Point. This party left Orange Beach at 1000.

A message, phoned by Col. Hooper, ordered Tr F to be replaced in 2 days was received at 1300.

At 1400 Co L, 158th Inf reported its location. Co G 158th Inf requested boats to Akrik. A message was sent to Lt. Smith at Akrik to cooperate with and assist Co G.

Lt. Hood reported the following locations of Co L, 158th Inf.:
- Post base, 42.6-26.0; Co L at 43.4-28.0. Lt. Hood also reported that phone communication had been established between Akrik and Crocodile Point. This information was received at 1700.

Troop B and 1st Sq. Hq. 112th Cav were moved to the Air Prome to guard the artillery. These units were moved out at 1800 and were in position at 1930.

The reconnaissance patrols to north of Lupin Air Prome left CoL 158th Inf to find feasible trail to Akrik-Bidnop Trail.
Wednesday March 7, 1944: Col. Hooper advised the Troop F outpost would be under Task Force control and would probably be relieved in 2 days.

A boat left Orange Beach at approximately 1030 for Waka and Murion. Mr. Murphy was picked up at Waka and carried to Murion to fix communications.

At 1015, Col. Hooper requested one officer from 118th Cav to report to Task Force Headquarters at 1530, for instructions on a boat reconnaissance trip to the Neiyaru River. Lt. Thomas, Troop C, was the officer designated for this assignment. Capt. Metcalfe, 1st Squadron XO, sent two napalm teams with Lt. Thomas.

Four reconnaissance patrols were sent out at 0615 to find a trail from the Lupin Air Drome to the Jap Bu, Hq., north of the Neiyalu River.

The 1st Squadron Hqs Troop A, Troop B, and the FA returned to Arawa from Lupin Air Drome at 1400. The 1st Squadron was then ordered to establish a jeep patrol between the OPLR and the Canyon.

At 1700 Task Force directed the establishment of a 2-squad outpost at the Air Drome. 1st Squadron was designated to furnish this outpost.

At 1730 1st Squadron reported that Air Drome outpost had been established.

Thursday 8 March 1944: Lt. Scoo with a patrol left at 0700 to reconnoiter the trail from the Canyon connecting to the Akrik-Didmop Trail. This patrol returned by boat from Akrik at 1800.

At noon, a message was sent to Lt. Smith at Akrik to send in all surplus ammunition.

At 1100, General Cunningham ordered that the Cavalry would replace Infantry troops on the OPLR. 1st Squadron was given the warning order to occupy the OPLR at 05000.

A patrol of one officer and 8 men with Chaplain Hardy and Grave Registration personnel is to leave at 050030 to recover a body at the Air Drome.

Col. Hooper issued a warning order on a patrol from Mielelok to Didmop. Lt. Boland, Troop C, received orders to take this patrol and is to leave at 030800.

At 2200 a mine exploded in front of the right flank of the MLR.

The cause is undetermined.

One officer and 3 EM left Lupin Drome at 0700 to reconnoiter possible trail originating near the Canyon; found this trail to be the one used by the enemy in moving from the Air Drome area to enemy battalion Hq., on the Akrik-Didmop Trail. This patch joins the Akrik-Didmop Trail 5/2 miles east of Akrik.

Friday 3 March 1944: At 0800, fifteen 2 Lts. reported for duty with 112 Cavalry.

A patrol left the OPLR at 0800 to reconnoiter the peninsula south of Ablural Island.

Troop F, less one platoon, returned to their bivouac area from the outpost at Waka. One platoon remained at Crocodile Point and one sound at the mouth of the Sigil River.

At 1600 the Regimental Commander held a meeting of Squadron and Troop Commanders. Main topics of the meeting were administrative matters and the lifting of blackout. This date blackout was lifted until 2300.

Lt. Boland's patrol received contact with 35 L, 168th Inf at 1435. Reported also they had reconnoitered the Mielelok-Didmop Trail.

Saturday 4 March 1944: 0700: Lt. Brooks' patrol returned to Arawa.

Lt. Currier returned from outpost at Kilimlim River at 1500.

Lt. Boland's patrol returned at 1900.

Sunday 5 March 1944: Lt. Allard with two squads left Orange Beach with a patrol to reconnoiter from Didmop to Akrik, and to
map the trail. 1st Squadron was warned to furnish two officers for a boat patrol to reconnoiter up the Bilink River. Time for this patrol was set for 061500. Lt. Williams and Lt. Titus left Orange Beach with WO A. Moore, Aneau, toward Nouvo Harbor.

Monday 6 March 1944: Our responsibility of patrolling was defined by Task Force. Adi River on the west and north south line, Lupin Air Dome-Sudet. Troops continued to police the area. Pyramidal tents were erected for the personnel.
Capt. Carter, S-2 officer, went with a patrol to Aqnik River, to Akrik and Bongomol Island.

Tuesday 7 March 1944: The reconnaissance patrol from Didmap to Akrik returned overland at 071500. They had nothing to report concerning the enemy.
At 1100, Lt. Christenson was landed at the mouth of the Aqnik River with two squads to patrol to the Didmap-Akrik Trail and return overland. The Akrik-Bongomol and Aqapot outposts were relieved by fresh troops. Lt. Boland's patrol returned at 1800.

Wednesday 8 March 1944: Lt. Christenson's patrol has not returned. Troops continued to police their areas and put up of pyramidal tents.

Thursday 9 March 1944: Lt. Christenson's patrol has not returned. Troops continue to improve living conditions and their areas.

Friday 10 March 1944: At 1100 a platoon of Troop E, commanded by Lt. O'Bryant was established at Sauron. At the same time a platoon of Troop C, commanded by Lt. Smith was established at Omoi. The purpose of these outposts at these points is to be bases for patrols working on the inland trails and coast line and mapping and marking the trails that are found. The OP at Sauron is responsible for the patrolling of the area Adi River, exclusive Flumung River inclusive. The area of responsibility of the Omoi Patrol is Flumung River, exclusive, Aqnik River inclusive. The patrol of Troop C commanded by Lt. Markham, previously established at Akrik was given orders for patrolling and assumed the sector Aqnik River exclusive to the east boundary of the area responsibility of the 12th Cavalry.
Capt. Carter, S-2 officer, inspected outposts at Akrik and outpost on Bongomol Island.

Saturday 11 March 1944: The Sauron Outpost reported that a patrol initiated four miles inland on the Adi River and thence east by overland trails. Troops continued policing area.
At 1800, CO held meeting of staff officers and squadron COs. Capt. W. H. Laird was appointed troop commander of Hq. Troop. Lt. L. L. Johnson appointed Commanding officer of Troop B.

Sunday 12 March 1944: CO and S-2 made inspection of outposts at Sauron, Bongomol, and Akrik. Outposts at Sauron, Omoi, and Akrik continued to patrol inland trails and rivers of their rear area. Troops continued the policing of the area.

Monday 13 March 1944: Hq's and S-2 Troops fired on Tommy Gun range. Working on rifle range in preparation for all personnel armed with rifle to fire.
June new 2nd Lt. assigned to regiment. Troops continued policing areas.
Tuesday 14 March 1944: Major McMains and party returned from Reina Bay. The patrol moved from Obiki Plantation to Glencoe, then to Pinckarren and back to Arava.
Capt. Carter and 8-2 personnel made trip to outpost at Omei, and supplies Akrik and Barking Outpost.
Weapons Troop fired on Tommy-gun range, completed work on rifle range.
Practice run on the combat range.

Wednesday 15 March 1944: CO inspected firing on the rifle and sub-machine gun range.
Arrangements being made to construct a Chapel in the 118th Cavalry area. Troop C fired on the rifle range. 1st Sq. and 2nd Sq. had a contest on the Tommy gun range. 3rd Squadron the winner.
Three sick men from Omei OF returned to Arava.

Thursday 16 March 1944: The men of 1st Sq. who were not present at the time of previous firing will fire the sub-machine gun range.
CO held meeting for Sq. and Troop C of.
Parts of 1st Sq. troops fired on rifle range in the afternoon. Outpost at Searon, Omei, and Akrik continued to patrol inland trails and rivers of their area.
Troops continued improvement of areas.
Motion picture at 1945.

Friday March 17, 1944: First Squadron continued firing on sub-machine gun and rifle ranges.
Troops spend day in improvement of bivouac areas and living quarters.

Saturday 18 March 1944: Work begun on Chapel in Regimental area.
First Squadron continued firing Rifle Familiarization course and BARs.

Sunday 19 March 1944: Lt. Martin finished patrol to Canyon to Akrik Village. Patrol moved from Akrik to Arava by LGV.
First Sq. riflemen fired 100 yard familiarization course.
2nd Sq. men armed with sub machine guns who failed to qualify or were not present at previous firing, fired on range today.
Remainder of troops spent day in improvement of bivouac area.

Monday 20 March 1944: Lt. O'Brien and a platoon of Troop F relieved by Lt. Skramsted and Inskoo and a platoon of Troop B.
Lt. Smith and Baxter and a platoon of Troop C at Omei relieved by Lt. McCracken and a platoon of Troop E.
Lt. Markham and a platoon of Troop C at Akrik was relieved by Lts. Trumpos and Brown and a squad platoon of Troop B.
Sgt. Hillard and a squad of Troop F at Barking relieved by Sgt. Dillon and a squad from Troop E.
2nd Sq. completed firing of men armed with sub machine guns who failed to qualify and those who were not present at previous firing.
2nd Sq. riflemen fired familiarization course on 100 yard range.
Band concert by 118th Cav Band in 1st Sq. show area.

Tuesday 21 March 1944: Anti-tank platoon fired 37 mm guns on tar at raft towed by LGV.
Men from Service and Headquarters troops armed with sub machine guns fired today who failed to qualify or were not present at previous firing.
2nd Sq. continued firing on rifle range for men armed with rifles and BARs.
Men detail furnished to unload supply boats.
Pte. Corley, Troop C, died at 0310 after suffering injury from cooey trap at Muscelia.

Wednesday 22 March 1944: Regiment furnished 49 m. for ammunition loading detail.
Catholic and Protestant Services held in Regimental area.
Weapons troop men armed with sub machine gun fired on range.
Second Sq personnel continued to fire rifle course and BAR course.
Movie "Thank Your Lucky Stars" in the 1st Sq. area.
Wednesday 28 March 1944: Regiment furnished 49 men for ammunition loading detail.
Catholic and Protestant Services held in Regimental area.
Weapons Troop men armed with sub machine gun fired on range.
Second Sq personnel continued to fire rifle course and BAR course.
Movie "Thank Your Lucky Stars" in 1st Sq. area.

Thursday 23 March 1944: Training memorandum #8 published today.
Memorandum covered period 27 March to 15 April.
Meeting of Squadron and Troop Commanders at 1600.
Second Sq completed firing on range with rifles and BARs.
First Squadron completed firing on Squad Combat Course.
Troops improved installations and h区委 areas.

Friday 24 March 1944: Troop G on OPFR from 240730 to 250730.
Personnel from Headquarters Troop fired Rifle familiarization course.
Troops worked on police of areas and improvement of installations.
Second Sq began firing on Squad Combat Course.
Movie "Never Dull Moment" in First Squadron movie area.

Saturday 25 March 1944: Troop G on OPFR from 250730 to 250730.
40 men and one officer furnished for ship unloading detail.
Weapons troop fired on rifle range today.

Sunday 26 March 1944: REST DAY and Church Services.

Monday 27 March 1944: 2d Sq continued to fire on Squad Combat Course.
Service troop fired rifle familiarization course.
Troops worked on installations and improvements of troop areas.

Tuesday 28 March 1944: 2d Squadron continued to fire on Squad Combat Course.
Headquarters Troop fired rifle familiarization course on 10C yard range.
1st Sq fired on Squad Combat Course.
Weapons and Rifle Platoons of 1st Squadron trained in use of machine guns, BARs and 50 mm mortars.
Weapons Troop MG Platoons drill on mechanical training and preliminary marksmanship of HMG.
81 MM Mortar Platoon drilled on manipulation technique of fire, fire orders and fire direction.
Train defense platoon, 1st Sq and Troop F received instructions on Chemical Grenades.
Communications Platoon held Com. School.
Troop G held review of First Aid.
Orientation of World news to Band.

Wednesday 29 March 1944: ACTIVITY OF TROOPS: 50 men and 1 officer on ship unloading detail. 1st Sq drilled with mortars and BARs and machine guns.
Troop F Platoon on Squad Combat Course.
Troops F and G drilled with mortars, sub machine guns and machine guns.
Wpns. Tr. machine gun platoons practices mechanical training and preliminary marksmanship with HMG.
3.7 mm Mortar platoon drilled on manipulation technique of fire, fire direction.
Rocket Launcher class for 1st Squadron.
Orientation on South West Pacific to Tr. A. and weapons Troop.
Class on Chemical Grenades to Troop G.
Articles of War road to Sq. Troop, Troop E and Service Troop and Band.
First Aid classes conducted by Med Det. and Troop E.
Troop F held class on Rocket Launcher and Grenades.
Communications School at Radio Tonti.
Meeting of Staff Officers, Squadron Commanders and Detachment Commanders on Administrative details.
8.2 personnel accompanied boat patrol to outpost at Omari for purpose of evacuating men ill with fever.

Thursday 30 March 1944: Troops reviewed machine guns, mortars, BARs and sub machine guns.
Sq. Troop fired on Squad Combat Course.
Orientation on war throughout the world given to Headquarters Troop.
Daily First Aid Class held by Med. Det.

Friday 31 March 1944: Troop E and Train defense platoon on Squad Combat Course.
Practice drill and review of exercises held by troops of 1st and 2nd Squadrons on BARs, mortars, LMGs and sub machine guns.
81 mm mortar Platoon held class on Fire Orders, Fire Direction, Technique of Fire and Munition.
Daily First Aid Class held by Med Det.
90 minute class held on Rocket Launcher by Rocket Launcher teams of troops E and H.
Rifle Grenade class held by Troops E and G.
Orientation to F troop.
Personal Hygiene class held by Wpns. Troop.
90 minute MG class held by Wpns. Troop.
First Aid class held by Band.

Saturday 1 April 1944: Inspection in morning held by all troops and detachments.
Mass athletics held by 1st Sq in afternoon.
Orientation delivered in afternoon to 2nd Squadron and 2d MG platoon of Wpns. Troop.

Sunday 2 April 1944: Rest Day. Church Service. Personnel on outposts changed this date. 8.2 Officers accompanied new personnel to their outposts. Changes were as follows:
Lt. Williams and Meeks with platoon of G troop to Sourn.
Lt. Titus and Ince with platoon of F troop to Omari.
Lt. Lotcher and Reconnaissance Platoon to Akria.
Lt. Brown and 2 squad of A troop to Lupin Air Troops.
Set Hughes with 1 squad of A Troop to Bonomol.

Monday 3 April 1944: Troop A fired on BAR Range. Troop F fired on sub machine guns. Rocket Launcher teams of 2nd Sq fired on range.
Troop F fired on Squad Combat Course.
1st Squadron held mortar instruction. Small Unit Combat-Bayonet Drill-use of compass.
Intelligence Conference to A & E. Troops by Captain Carter (2-2).
Troop A Platoon on Squad Combat Course.
2nd Squadron held instructions on mortars, LMG's and HMGs-Military Courtesy-Defense against Gas.
Field firing of 81 mm mortars.
30 men from STr with Capt. Albright, Lt. Calvert & Lt. Batta left for Gasmate by LCN for salvage mission and return of Wpns equip.
1st Troop held 37 mm gun drill and mechanical training of HMG.
First Aid classes held by Band and Med. Det.
Scheduled athletics by Weapons Troop-Medical Det-Band.

Tuesday 4 April 1944: Troop A on CPLR from 040700 to 050700.
Troop B fired on BAR and MG ranges.
Troop A held instructions on Rifle Grenades.
1st Squadron mortar platoons held mortar drill.
1st squadron held small unit ambush training.
Troop G on Squad Combat Course and sub machine gun range.
2nd Squadron Rocket Launcher teams fired on range. 1st Sq. and Troop F and Med. Det. held classes on military courtesy.
Troop F held classes in Chemical Warfare-Bayonet Fighting and use of Compass.
Weapons troop HMG platoons conducted marksmanship training.
81 mm mortar platoon held field firing.
Hq. Troop held 37 mm gun drill and HMG manipulation.
First Aid class held by Med Det and Band.
Intelligence Conference by S-2 officer to Troop C and Weapons Tr.
Mass athletics for Regiment in afternoon.

Wednesday 5 April 1944: Troop C on OPLR from 050700 and 080700.
Platoon from Troop B and Troop F on squad combat Course.
Troop C on BAR and MG ranges.
20 min of Troop A rifle grenade range.
20 min of Troop B instructed in use of Rifle grenade.
Mortar sections of 1st Sq held mortar drill.
Small unit combat Training for 1st Sq from 1000 to 1130.
Troop F fired on sub machine gun range.
Troop F spent morning on LMG and mortar.
Instruction - Articles of War for Stragglers - BAR instruction -
MG Platoon of Weapons Troop hold mechanical and marksmanship
training with HMG.
81 mm mortar platoon held classes in morning on Fire Orders -
technique of fire - compass and sketching.
Hq. Troop held 37 mm gun drill and 1930 inch manipulation-HMG.
Med Det received instructions on use of Blood plasma. Articles of
War read to Med Det.
Intelligence Conference by S-2 officer to Tr. B.
Routroc by all troop.

Thursday 6 April 1944: Troop B on OPLR from 060700 to 070700.
Troop F platoon on Squad Combat Course.
Troop A on MG and BAR ranges.
20 min on Rifle Grenade Range of Troop B.
Troop C held HMG firing and rifle grenade training.
Mortar sections of 1st Sq conducted drill with 60 mm mortars.
90 minute class on small unit combat held by 1st Sq.
Troop B on squad combat course. Classes for Troop B held on
mortars and LMG, BAR, Bayonet, defense against chemical attack,
military courtesy, articles of war.
Troop F and Sq Hq fired on SMG Range.
2d Sq Mortar sections drilled on mortar and LMG.
BAR and bayonet instructions given to Troop F and 2d Sq personnel.
Orientation given to Troop F.
Marksmanship training with HMG for MG Platoons, of weapons Tr.
81 mm mortar platoon held drill on Fire Orders, technique of
Fire and Compass.
Hq. Troop conducted classes in chemical warfare, HMG manipulation
and 37 mm gun drill.
Orientation to G troop. (Intelligence S-2)
Athletics in afternoon for all troop except G and Weapons Troop.
Weapons Troop conducted classes in First Aid and personal
Hygiene. Chemical Warfare class held by band.

Friday 7 April 1944: Troop F on OPLR from 070700 to 080700.
Troop B on BAR Range and Combat Course.
20 Min of Troop C fired on Rifle Grenade Range.
Troop A conducted class on small unit Combat.
Mortar sections of 1st Sq held mortar drill.
First Sq held 60 minute class on Pyrotechnics.
Troops E and G fired rifle grenades and sub MGs.
2d Squadron Weapons Platoons drilled with mortars and LMGs.
Troop B and G held class on use of compass.
Troop G held bayonet drill.
2d MG platoon of Weapons Troop drilled on Marksmanship training
and Mechanics of HMG. 1st MG Platoon of Weapons Troop fired
on HMG Range.
81 mm Platoon drill ed on fire orders, technique, compass
and sketching.
Headquarters Troop held 37 mm gun drill, HMG manipulation and First Aid.

Medical detachment held First Aid Class and Defense against Gas.

Troops A & C held bayonet drill and class on use of compass.

Troop B held first aid class.

Weapons troop and E troop participated in Scheduled Athletics.

Troop G held intelligence conference.

Saturday 8 April 1944: Troop C on OPLR from 080700 to 090700.
Troops A and B conducted class on sub-machine gun (1 officers and 14 men left today for furlough of 15 days in Sydney).

Troop G fired on BAR range.

Troop E held a presentation on World at War - Review of BAR, 60 mm Mortar, LMG - manual of arms - bayonet drill.

Troop G - Bayonet Drill - Review of BAR, 60 mm mortar and LMG.

Troop F - Orientation of World at War.

Weapons troop - mechanical and marksmanship training for 1st MG Platoon. HMG firing for 2d MG Platoon - fire orders, technique and compass and sketching for 81 mm platoon.

Hq. Troop - Motor stable - Military Courtesy - 37 mm gun drill - HMG manipulation.

Easter Sunday 9 April 1944: REST DAY

Monday 10 April 1944: Entire day released to troop commanders for property check. Property accountability began today.

Troop A on OPLR from 100700 to 110700.

Tuesday 11 April 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 110700 to 120700.

Troop A conducted property inventory today.

Troop B fired on sub machine gun range.

Articles of war read to Troops B & C.

1st Sq. conducted classes on Manual of Arms for replacements - BAR, LMG and mortars.

Troop E fired LMGs. Troop F fired BARs and rifle grenades.

2d Sq held classes on compass course - bayonet drill - stride course - LMG and 60 mm mortar - gas instruction - rifle grenade and Manual of Arms.

Troop G fired 60 mm mortars.

Troop C conducted bayonet and close order drill.

Weapons troop drilled on HMG gun drill and 81 mm mortar fire order.

Classes held on Chemical Warfare in afternoon.

Hq. Troop held 37 mm gun drill - HMG mechanical training - defense against chemical attack.

Orientation in the afternoon.

Train defense platoon held class in small unit combat training, Mod. Pot. held first aid class and review of military courtesy.

Wednesday 12 April 1944: Troop B on OPLR from 120700 to 130700.

Cavalry personnel removed from outposts at Seuron, Omaha, Boston.

Troops fired on sub machine gun range from C & F troop.

Troop E fired BARs and rifle grenades.

Troop F fired on LMG range.

1st Squadron conducted small unit training and review of LMG, 60 mm mortar, BAR and sub machine gun.

Troop F held classes in Jungle Navigation, scouting and patrolling, compass course, and 60 mm mortars.

Weapons Troop reviewed - stripping - cleaning - reassembly, immediate action and gun drill of HMG.

Headquarters Troop held dismounted drill.

Motor stables - HMG manipulation by Hq. Troop.

Review of chemical warfare held by every Troop.

Retreat by all troops.
Thursday 13 April 1944: Troop F on OPLR from 130700 to 140700.

Troop A fired on Submachine gun range. Troop G fired on B.A.R., rifle grenades and LMG ranges.

Troop C held Orientation and review of defense against gas. First Aid.

Weapons Platoon of 1st Squadron held LMG and Mortar training.


Weapons Troop reviewed Demolition, Immediate action and Gun Drill with HMG, FIr. Orders of 0.3 in Mortar—Military Courtesy—Chemical Warfare—40 mm AA Instruction.

Hqs. and B Troops held Dismounted Drill. Troop B held Bayonet Drill. HMG practiced HMG Manipulation.

Service Troop held instructions on sanitation—First Aid—LMG.

Orientation to Troop A.

Mortar firing by Troop F at 1500.

Friday 14 April 1944: Troop C on OPLR from 140700 to 150700.

Troop A—Bayonet Drill and Dismounted Drill. Class in small unit combat.

Troop B—Classes on Chemical Grenades and B.A.R.

1st Squadron Weapons Platoons conducted Mortar and MG Training.

1st Squadron man equippd with Sub-machine guns fired on range today. 60 minute review of Chemical Warfare by 1st Squadron.

2nd Squadron man fired BAR's on range.

1st Platoon of Troop G on Compass Course.

60 minute class on Bayonet Drill and Manual of Arms by entire 2nd Squadron.

LMG and Mortar training for Weapons Platoons of 2nd Squadron.

Military Courtesy and Discipline review for Troop E.

Orientation for Troops F and G. Jungle Navigation class by Troop G.

Weapons Troop held classes on HMG, Military Courtesy, Unarmed Defense, 40 mm AA Instruction, Orientation.

LMG Manipulation and defense against Chemical attack held by Hqs. Troop.

Compass class conducted by Medical Detachment and Service Troop. Mine detector school and Military Courtesy for F & D and Train defense Platoons.

Saturday 15 April, 1944: 2 men left for 15-day furlough in Sydney.

Troop E on OPLR from 150700 to 160700.

Inspection of Troops by Troop, Squadron and Regimental Commanders.

Sunday 16 April 1944: Troop on OPLR from 160700 to 170700.

Personnel at Airfield outpost relieved by two squad and one servant from Troop E.

Rest Day for Regiment.
Monday, April 17, 1944: Troop G on OPFLR from 170700 to 180700.

Troop B held class on Mechanical Training of SMG M-3, fired on range with SMG M-3, BAR Training, MG and Mortar Training for weapons Platoon.

Rifle Marksmanship for Troops A and C. Bayonet and close Order Drill and Mortar and LMG Training for Troop C.

Troops F and B held classes in scouting and patrolling, use of the compass, map reading, and camouflage.

MG Platoons of Weapons Troop fired 1000-inch range and Field Firing 81 mm Mortar platoon held class on Technique of Fire.

Headquarters Troop held review of message writing, Map reading, HMG Manipulation, first aid.

P and D and Train Defense Platoons held class on scouting and patrolling.

20 officers and 10 NCOs attended Field Artillery School conducted by instructors from 148th Field Artillery BN.

Movie in Regimental Show Area.

Tuesday, April 18, 1944: Troop B on OPFLR from 180700 to 190700.

Troop A fired on Rifle Range and held classes on BAR, LMG, SMG M-3.

Troop C held instructions on scouting and patrolling.

Troop E held classes on scouting and patrolling, message writing, camouflage, compass and stride course.

Troop F held platoon problem in camouflage, review of map and compass, Message writing, camouflage, compass reading, estimation of distance.

Weapons Troops MG Platoons on Field Firing Range. 81 mm Mortar platoon reviewed technique of fire.

Anti-Tank Platoon fired HMG or 1000-inch Range.

Reconnaissance Platoon reviewed stream crossing expedients.

P and D and Train Defense Platoons held 24 hour class on map reading.

Wednesday, April 19, 1944: Troop B on OPFLR from 190700 to 200700.

Troop A spent the morning on scouting and patrolling.

Troop C conducted firing on Rifle Range and training with Mortar, LMG, and SMG M-3.

Orientation to Troop B.

Troop E held instruction on scouting and patrolling.

Weapons Troop fired on Rifle range and HMG Range. Instruction periods held on 81 mm Mortar and 40 mm AA.

Headquarters Troop held Dismounted Drill, map reading, HMG and 37 mm Gun Drill, message writing.

Field Artillery School held for officers and NCO's in afternoon.

Thursday, April 20, 1944: Troop C on OPFLR from 200700 to 210700.

(Patrol Problem during night.)

2nd Squadron on Rifle Range. Troop B held 4 hour period of scouting and patrolling. Troop A held instructions on LMG, SMG, Mortar, Map Reading.
Troop G on combat course. 2nd Platoon on Scouting and Patrolling review. Weapons Platoon of Troop G held LMG and mortar training and review of stride course and estimation of distance.

Troop E spent morning on Bayonet Drill, Manual of Arms, Malaria control, orientation.

Weapons Troop held classes on first aid, map reading, malaria control, technique of 81 mm mortar fire.

Hqs. Troop held class on M-1 Rifle, malaria control and orientation.

Service Troop held instructions on MG and first aid.

Demolition school for selected personnel of 2nd Squadron. Field Artillery School for selected officers and NCO's.

USO show in 1st Squadron Show Area. Show featured Don Barry.

Outpost established today at Dipmop. Outpost personnel consisted of Troop E and radio personnel. One platoon of Troop E at Moore Harbor and remainder of troop at Dipmop.

Friday, 21 April 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 210700 to 220700. Troop K held 3-hour class on map reading, problem and demonstration SMG M-3 training in afternoon.

Troop B held bayonet and close order drill, M-3 SMG and LMG and mortar training, and malaria control.

Troop F spent morning on Bayonet drill and manual of arms and observation efficiency test.

Troop G spent morning on LMG and mortar training, manual of arms, and message writing.

Orientation to Second Squadron.

MG test given to MG platoons of Weapons Troop, Rifle marksmanship for 81 mm platoon. Orientation to entire troop from 1030 to 1130.

Message writing and mortar school for Headquarters Troop.

Service Troop personnel fired on rifle range.

Artillery School for officers and NCO's furnished guard for force Stockade, one corporal and three privates.

Saturday, 22 April 1944: Troop A on OPLR 220700 to 230700. (Night Patrol Problem).

Inspection for all troops and organizations.

Rest period in afternoon.

One officer and 30 men for detail at gas dump.

Sunday, 23 April 1944: One officer and 40 men of ship unloading detail.

Troop G took over 158th Infantry's OP's.

C.O. and S-3 officer visited Moore outpost.

Positions constructed on Ablagul Island for amphibious training landing.

Monday, 24 April 1944: From 240700 to 250700 Troop B on OPLR. (Night Patrol Problem).

Regiment followed training schedule.
Tuesday, April 25, 1944: From 2300 to 260700 Troop G on OPLR.
Regiment followed training schedules.
Four patrols from Didmp UP reported no enemy information.

Boat patrol to Gasmata (Lt. Calvert and 23 men), report no enemy information.

Wednesday, April 26, 1944: From 260700 to 270700, Troop C on OPLR.
Troop B on amphibious problem.
Regiment followed schedule.

Didmp-Sudub patrol and Crocodile Point-Sigul River patrol reported no enemy information.

Thursday, April 27, 1944: From 270700 to 290700 Troop A on OPLR (Night patrol problem).
Regiment followed training schedules.
The Didmp-Awul River boat patrol returned with no enemy information.

SWFA Air Corps Intelligence Officer gave lecture to 2nd and Provisional Squadrons on Jap aircraft.

Friday, April 28, 1944: Troop F on OPLR from 290700 to 290700.
Regiment followed training schedule.

SWFA Air Corps Intelligence Officer gave lecture to 1st Squadron and Band on Jap aircraft.

Saturday, April 29, 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 290700 to 300700.
Inspection of personnel and installations in morning. Rest period afternoon.

Sunday, April 30, 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 300700 to 010700.
164 officers and men attended native celebration on Kusuhn Island.

48 man patrol under Lt. Barry and Lt. Letcher left Ariva by LCI to set up outpost at Lindenham. Mission: To patrol coastal area and immediate interior as far as Durpler and set up advance base at Awul after sufficient patrolling has been carried out. Lindenham in radio contact with Regiment through Regimental Net. Advance patrol to be in contact with Regimental Net through Lindenham.

Monday, May 1, 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 010700 to 020700.
Regiment followed training schedule.

Pay Day.

40 men and one officer on ship loading detail.

Tuesday, May 2, 1944: Troop A on OPLR from 020700 to 030700.
Regiment followed training schedule.

Wednesday, May 3, 1944: Troop F on OPLR from 030700 to 040700.
100 men and 3 officers on ship unloading detail.
Regiment followed training schedule.

Thursday, May 4, 1944: Troop B on OPLR from 4 May 0700 to 5 May 0700.
Regiment followed training schedule. Last day of flame thrower school today.
Friday, May 5, 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 050700 to 060700.

Regiment followed training schedule. Athletics and preparation for inspection in.Photo.

Saturday, May 6, 1944: Troop C on OPLR from 060700 to 070700.

Inspection of troops and personnel. Rest period in afternoon.

Sunday, May 7, 1944: Troop P on OPLR from 070700 to 080700.

Rest period. Church services. Movie. S-3 went to Lindenladen to give further instructions to Cavalry outpost there.

Monday, May 8, 1944: Troop F on OPLR from 080700 to 090700.

Regiment followed training schedule.

CO met staff officers and Squadrons CO's.

Tuesday, May 9, 1944: Troop B on OPLR from 090700 to 100700.

Troops followed "rainy day" schedule.

Wednesday, May 10, 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 100700 to 110700.

S-3 visited Diedroop today. Traveled by LCK.

Troops followed "rainy day" schedule.

Retreat called off because of rain.

40 men and one officer furnished for ship unloading detail.

Thursday, May 11, 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 110700 to 120700.

Completed Gas School for Gas Officers and NCO's.

Troops followed "rainy day" schedule.

Friday, May 12, 1944: Troop A on OPLR from 120700 to 130700.

All troops went through gas chamber.

Troops followed training schedule.

Saturday, May 13, 1944: Troop B on OPLR from 130700 to 140700.

Inspection of personnel, installations and arms. Rest period in afternoon.

Sunday, May 14, 1944: Troop F on OPLR from 140700 to 150700.

Rest day. Church services. Movie at 1830. S-3 officer went to Crocodile Point making preparations for amphibious problem to take place 15 May by 1st Squadron.

Monday, May 15, 1944: Troop G on OPLR from 150700 to 160700.

1st Squadron to Crocodile Point for amphibious problem.

Troops followed training schedule.

Swimming test at 1400 for Troop F at Orange Beach.

Movie at 1830.

Tuesday, May 16, 1944: Troop F on OPLR from 160700 to 170700.

Regiment followed training schedule.
Wednesday, May 17, 1944: Troop C on OPLR from 170700 to 180700.
Regiment followed schedule. Inspection and retreat held today.

Two 40 man details and 2 officers supplied for ship unloading.

Advance outpost at Favalu attacked today by enemy with LMG and mortars.
One member of our patrol killed. Enemy withdrew quickly. Our barges
retired. No contact with enemy at other points.

Thursday, May 18, 1944: Troop A on OPLR from 180700 to 190700.
Regiment followed schedule. Furnished 25 man ship loading detail.

Troop B replaced Troop E at Dimaq Louis Harbor and Crocodile Point
outposts today.

Friday, May 19, 1944: Troop C on OPLR from 190700 to 200700.
Regiment followed schedule.

Saturday, May 20, 1944: Troop E on OPLR from 200700 to 210700.
Inspection in morning. Rest period in afternoon.

Sunday, May 21, 1944: Troop E on OPLR from 210700 to 220700.
Rest period for regiment.

Monday, May 22, 1944: Troop A on OPLR from 220700 to 230700.

S-3 Section began construction of new defense line in front of OPLR.

Regiment followed schedule. Swimming instructions.

Tuesday, May 23, 1944: Troop F on OPLR from 230700 to 240700.

Surveyed terrain for new protective line in front of present OPLR,
Construction begun.

Regiment followed training schedule.

Our personnel operating from outpost at Ring Ring today located
approximate position of enemy at ANUL. Number of enemy unknown.
Work carried out with help of natives - observation of approximate
positions made from Limalal.

Wednesday, May 24, 1944: Troop C on OPLR from 240700 to 250700.

Today an enemy patrol was fired on by our machine gun at Remgaini.
Two enemy were killed and one wounded. The wounded man escaped with
the rest of patrol. We suffered no casualties.

Remgaini outpost reinforced today by one officer and 10 men from
Ring Ring. This was carried out because of enemy reconnaissance in
Remgaini area.

Regiment followed schedule. Continued work on forward OPLR posi-
tions.

Thursday, May 25, 1944: Troop A on OPLR from 250700 to 260700.

Regiment followed training schedule.

An enemy patrol of 5 men on reconnaissance walked into our Remgaini
positions today. LG fire killed one, wounded one. We pursued them
but lost contact. Another member of Jap party killed by native
police boys. Jap patrol had come from Talasea, according to what
they told natives.
Friday, May 25, 1944: Troop C on CPLR from 260700 to 270700.

Today native police boys overtook and killed the 3 Jap who escaped after flight with our Rengaini OP. Action took place about 8 miles west and north of Rengaini.

Regiment followed training schedule.

Saturday, May 27, 1944: Troop G on CPLR from 270700 to 280700.

Inspection of troops, personnel, installations.

Today Capt. Laird with 4 men departed by boat for Rengaini by order of GS. Capt. Laird ordered to assume command there. His party carried 2 LMG's. Arrived at 1700.

Today Lt. Barry and his 23 men were ordered to proceed immediately to Rengaini. This party arrived at 2000.

Sunday, May 28, 1944: Troop A on CPLR from 230700 to 240700.

Rest period for regiment.

Lt. Troptow ordered to move his detachment from Koewe Harbor (one other officer and 31 men - 2 LMG's) to Rengaini to join Capt. Laird. Lt. Troptow's party to arrive 29 May.

Blackout enforced today at 2100 instead of 2300.

Regimental Commander received verbal warning on contemplated move of regiment from Arawa.

Monday, May 29, 1944: Troop E on CPLR from 290700 to 300700.

Party of 31 men and 2 officers under Lt. Troptow arrived at Rengaini at 201445. Lt. White, Angau, began reconnaissance at 230600 and is expected to return 3 June.

Didimop garrison ordered to prepare to return to base on 30 May.

Tuesday, May 30, 1944: Troop B on CPLR from 300700 to 310700.

Troop B returned to regimental bivouac today. Malaria control meeting of all officers in chapel at 1500.

Boat patrol from Rengaini begun at 1000. Negative report on enemy. Lt White returned at 1445 and reported small numbers of enemy in bush north of Arul. Thorough reconnaissance of Arul by Capt. Laird disclosed enemy had evacuated Arul within the past 24 hours. He returned to Rengaini at 1900.

Wednesday, 31 May 1944: Troop F on CPLR from 310700 to June 1 0700.

Lt. Hatcher patrolled to Massau today and spent night there.

Thursday 1 June 1944:

Troop G on CPLR from 010700 to 020700.

Continued work on forward CPLR positions. Meeting of troop squadrons and detachment at GS's.

C O Rengaini ordered to establish base at Arul and maintain patrols not more than one day's march from base. Troop F platoon left on patrol along coastal trail to Sigul River. Etr 021600. Troop B platoon established outpost at Crocodile point to patrol Sigul River, Didimop, Aporlo, Segor, south of Massau River.

Friday, 2 June 1944: Captain Carton S-2, today left for Finschaven. Scout Car and driver returned from Koewe Harbor.